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Foreword

Some of the main issues in current educational debates arc concerned with
the core curriculum, the learning of skills, and the balance between content
and process learning. These are closely related issues, for many intellectual
skills, most obviously those of communication and literacy, are vital to
everyday activity and are readily seen as part of the core curriculum. Lt is
well recognized ulo, for example. in )grams concerned with language
across the curriculum, that such skills arc separate curriculum compo-
nents but pervasive aspects of all school activities.

lh the same way, maqy would press for the skill's associated with thinking,
'enquiry:and problem-solving to be accorded a more prominent place in the
core curriculum, again not as separate units of study but as integral to many
or all school activities. However, just as many communication skills need to
be taught, so, too, may thinking and enquiry'skills. This book is concerned
with such teaching. - al

There have been many attempts at tAching enquiry methods, that is, skills
concerned with constructing knowledge from available information and
searching (or new information. There have been similar attempts with
teaching the closely related skills of problem-solving, those concerned with
putting available information to use. Indeed, problem-solving is. most fre-
quently seen is a form of enquiry. However. the career of such 'skills as
feasible curriculum components has been a chequered one, as Dr
Whitehead's review shows. Apart from the problertis that generally beset
educational innovation, attempts at teaching enquiry skills face at least three
impimrtant difficulties.

First, there is often uncertainty in a particular area as to the exact nature of
enquiry skills or problem-solving. The best way to demonstrate this diffi-
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. ,culty is to invite the reader to compose a number of test tasks which would_
indicate whether a grade, six child is demonstrating some agreed level of
enquiry skill. It is clea'r that such skills are much less easy to asses s, and even
to specify, than the skills of, say, readineansl.calculation. It is indeed much
easier-to recognize the solution to a Problern'or the statement of a_principle
gained from enquiry than it IS to recogni4' quality or:appropriateness of
the steps taken ilii th, proce. of enquiry its 1 FOr this reason, teaching most

. fee

,

uentlY' fociise's on the roduet rather than the process.'
. ,

.: ondly, it is uncertain whether enquiry skills that- are appropriate for
..:-. one area of knowledge are suitable 'for- others, or whether such .skills are

. general from one aspect.of a particular nibject to' nother. The enquiry skills i
of science for example, are O. many ways different from those of social

. studies. One of the tasks of the primary sclibol would seem to be to identify
and 'teach_lhe cOrrirlion and basic elements 'of the enquiry process across
differenCcontent bou?idaries...

Thirdly, there is the question of how the process of enquiry cap 'best be
taught, or indeed whether it can Or s' hould:be taught at all._ The art of enquiry
or of solving problems might well be dome :natural process that matures as
one gains more experience of the 3,vorld, developing in each person accord-
ing to his native ability. Alternatively, although we may learn to learn and
discover how to 'discover essentially through our sown devices, we may
develop these skills all the better through systematic opportunities to practise
them. The amount-of practice may well be the critical factor. On the other
.hand, just as other skills can be anajyed, and efficient teaching programs
based on component skills devise c it may be with the process of enquiry.-
If this last alternative is the case, there is a clear need to develop these
efficient teaching procedures. / . ..

It isthese three major questions which form the main themes of this book..
.56Not only re. they analysed and the literature reviewed from a variety of

vantage points, but the experimental study described offers an irri octantit
contribution to. their further analysis in terms of social studies teac ing.

There is no further need to comment on the substantive issues raised, but
one methodological issue deserves attention. The researcher concerned with
precise educational questions has.-an'unenviable task,. for so frequently the

. constraints .of school life, rightlg, nimike strict experimental work either
impracticable. .or undesirable, and, in any case, uncontrolled variables usu-
ally make interpretation doubtful. Even theweaker demands of correlational
studies' are often not -adequately met, anti frequently the only justifiable
approach is the detailed case study. However, there are'cases in which the

xiv
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nature of the questions deserves a stricter experimental, approach. It is then
up to the researcher to Exercise both care and ingenuity in carrying through a
design which does. not do violence ro the richness of the constructs or the
particidarities of situations or to the human factors involved. Here is one of
those. cases in which such a design seems to have-been possible.

December 1977 G. T. EVANS:
Professor of teacher education.
Department of Education.
University of Queenslavd..
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i.

,Introduction

S.

. . . the child must learn to cope with a rapidly changing environ-
ment. To do this he must be able to view his isle and those of others
in an objective way via the test of evidence. It is believed that this
ultimately will be achieved if the child develops and refines his
knowledge abourthe social world, and learns the process of nquiry
through using it, so enhancing his ability to think in a rational
manner. These three factors are closely interwoven.
(Society in ViebV, Victoria, Education Dep4rtment(1974:6)

The improvement of thinking as an objective of 'Social Studies teaching.
receives strong emphasis today. Such an objective is not New and can rea
be traced to Dewey at the begingins of the century aria to other writers bef re.
him. Dewey (1916:170) wrote, 'The sole diroct path to enduring.- impro
ment in the methods of instruction, and learning consists in ceTtering u on '
the conditions which exact, promote and test thinlefng.' This theme underqi
many, of the new Social Studies rotograms develoPed recently both in atSu-
stratia and overseas (QUeensland, Education Department, 1972; Trezil#,
11974; Victoria, Education Dlepartment, 1974; Western Australia, Edwation
Department, 1974; .Crickmore & Leighton, 1975). These programs aime14:to
help the child think in a systematic and rational way about the world in w4ich
he lives. The child is encouraged to solve problems,-.to engage in the prOi;6s
of enquiry, ancirto seek reasoned decisions. The learner is -helped tei4ask
questions, gather. information, seek alternative solutions to problepls,
evaluate information and reach decisions: all facets. of.enquiry....

Why this attention to enquiry, to problemsolving behaviour, to rational
thinking in 'Social Studies curricula? Such behaviciur is seen as part of the
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procedure for coping more effectively with social change. Ina society
experiencing rapid change, SocialStudies educators believed child should
be ptit in the position of being able to evaluate the theories and conclusipns of
others without- being a slave to them. Each individual should be able to
determine his own behaviour and bear responsibility for his own actions.
.While accepting thdt non-rationarelernents are part of our common human-'

. ity and that there are other relevant values in education, curriculum develop-
ers espouse the view that rational behaviour and procedures enlarge know-

.ledge and provide a way by which individuals may more readily control their
own destiny (Fish & Gadmark., 1966; Taba, Durkin, Fraenkel &
McNaughton, 1971; Bankk, 1973). To this end, Social Studies programs
advocate the provision of experiences in the prOceSs of enquiry. ,

Underlying the advOcacy of enquiry is the assumption that school experi-
ences can make a contribution to the development of abilities of enquiry.
According to Society in View, 'a chi ?d's intellectual abilities are not fixed but
can be enhanced through" the use of appropriate learning experiences.'
(Victoria, Education Department, 1974:11). Earlier, Taba (1 966), in taking
a similar position, noted the very fact that thinking has figured as an
educational objective and the frequency w.ith.which its central importance in
the educational enterprise has been invoked presumes that the capacity to
think can be systematically fostered:' (Taba, 1966:31). From such an as-
suniption, various programs have proceeded to detail teaching strategies and
develop materials. which the authors believed would achieve the stated
objectives. Little research has been clOne in the area of Social Studies to
investigate the assumption.

..

The Resent study sought answers to the following general questions. Caw
students be trained to apply the enquiry process? Will the training transfer to
Social -Stylies-type tasks which differ from those experienced in class?.
Should improveinent be noted, how durable will be the success? To find the
4riswers to these and some subsidiary questions, two training programs were
developed and implemented with .216 grade six children, drawn from six
primary schools located in middle-class areas of Melbourne.

In the following chapters issues related to the bickground of this research
are examined and the results of the research discussed. Chapter .2 explores
the naturebf the enquiry.process and the ability Of primary school children to
apply it. What is enquiry? How _does it relate .to critical thinking? Is there a
sequence to enqif What is the mastery level of primary school children In
tilndrtng the pr ? The reasons why children should be li)mited in their
ability to use the enquiry process are considered in" Chapter 3. The views .sif

2.



"Piaget, regarding the factors nfluencing growth are exatinined, although
ultimately it is to the ideas of Pascual-Leone that most attention is given.
Implications underlying the Pascual-Leone model for training in problem-.
solving are noted'. Previous reseach into problein-solving training in the
general area of Social Studies is reviewed in Chapter 4. Attention is given to
the rationale behind the training, the nature of the trning, the evaluation_
techniques and the experimental design employed. In Chapter 5 the activities
used in-the present investigation are described. The nature of the problems.
used in the training sessions, the rpaterials upon which. the problems are
based and the teachin'k strategies employed' are explored. The design,
samplinmand experimental method are presented in Chapter 6. Particular
attention is paid to describing the tests used, the methods of scoring the
responses, and the sample of subjects to whom the tests are administered.
The propOsej analysis of data is presented together with a statement of the
issues which forM the foci of the investigation. 7 the results of the

rtanalyses are reported. In the main, the results of treatments are discussed
in Chapter 8, although, where significant'findings related to teacher, school
or class effects are noted, these aie discussed in Chapter 7. Consideration is
given in Chapter 8'to the contribution. of the special training programs to
perforrhance on the various measures. Observed differences between the
treatment groups are related back to the Pascual-Leone model from which
the training procedures ha*e been derived. Questions related to durability
and transfer are also consi ered at that point. In Chapter 9 the present
investigation is reviewed, a findings, their educational significance
and implications for further research noted.

p
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,A,

2. The Enquiry Process and the Child.
MNIIIMpoft.

The Enquiry Process
A2major resurgence of interest in the process of enquiry occurred in the
context of the natural science curriculum. Bruner (1960) wrote Process of .7
Education as a result of the delibenitions by a group of people interested in
the teaching of science. In this book Bruner took as one of his themes the
processes used by students in solving problems. He saw the development of
such processes,as being an important educational end. He wrote of intuitive
thinking as bting part of this procedure and stressed the need for school .

curricula to foster its development. Unfortunately he was somewhat vague in
defining its properties, although he did contrast it with analytic thinking,
where the thinker tackles a problem in a step by step/fashion in accordance
with a set plan of attack. In intuitive thinking the individUal may leap about
with his ideas, employ short cuts and be unaware of how he obtained his
answers; yet he will be constantly drawing upon his understanding of a
particular body of knowledge. It was this mental leaping that Bruner saw as
being Crucial in the generation Of answers to given Problems. Once answers

- were gained, then Bruner advocated a checking procedure utilizing what he
entitled 'analytic methods'.. He did not define these methods clearly.

In a much earlier statement on enquiry, Dewey (1933) called for, school
programs to develop the reflective thinking ability of the child. in the act of
reflective thinking he identified five phases. The first centred on the need for
direct personal experience of situations drawn from ordinarylife, outside the
-school environment: sometliiing new, ,uheertain or perplexing which caused
reflec'tion.40ut of this phase;grew the question .that had to be answered. The
second phase was the locativn apd definition of the problem. The third was
where the thiriker d &cided 4at to do with the problem. Here he must have
ideas. -These may. arise fron'i accumulated knowledge but also from infer-

.

4
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ence, projection, invention or ingenuity. Old ideas emerged in new contexts.
From these ideas the chi -generated possible solutions. These in turn may be.
modified into definite suppositions or hypotheses. The fourth phase, label-
led 'reasoning in the narrow sonse' by Dewey, concerned the mental Man=
ipulation of the dat relating ideas to the particular problem. There may be a
sequence of- activity -where one idea is linked to another, stretched atid
elaborated, to. form a_ new idea. The fifth phase was where the proposed
solution to the identified problem was verified through applic R to,a new
situation. It was in this phase that the doubt originally, raised in p one
was dispelled..

Both Bruner and Deivey enunciated the contribution an orgariized body of
knowledge, makes co the problem' -solving process, while at the same time
pointing out that thcpplicaticin of the process should result in new know-
ledge. Both writers also asserted the creative nature of some aspects of the
process. It was this attribute that received most attention in Bruner's Com-
ments, generally to the detriment of other features. Dewey's analysis ap-
peared more balancd and inclusive. He actually denied the dichotomy of
induction and deduction, asserting tliat the difference between them. was
merely one .of direction, since osaillations between the two 'modes of
thibught' occur ale time as enquiry progresses (Dewey, 1938).

L, 4.1(

Later writers, sometimes acknowledging their indebtedness to Dewey,
have attempted to utilize, clarify and expand the notion of reflective think-
ing. Nay (1971) found Dewey's five steps insufficient for deAcribing what
scientists do, so he increased the five to 14. After reviewing a numbey of
-professional books -)which discuss enquiry, Michaelis (1973) identified
separate skills in the enquiry process: "

I. Recalling
2. Observing
3. Comparing/Contrasting,
4. Classifying
5. Defining
6. Interpreting
7. Generalizing
8. Inferring
9. Predicting

10. Hypothesizing
11. Analyzing
12. Synthesizing
13. Evaluating



s \.The Victorian primary schools Social Studies program, Society in View
(Victoria; Education Department, 1974) saw a social enquiry as being made
up of six, majo corn onents: acquaintance; tentative explanation.; testing;
confirmation, r lection r fication; application; revision,'extension or
refinement.. Un reach component, sub-skills were indi tea. These in-
cluded questionnaire-conStruction; listing, grouping and I- lling informa;
tion gathered from photographs and personal experienC:e; and synthesis of
ideas aboUt a. social situation.

It is evident that ajgeWildering array of terrns.are used-to label the same.
cognitive processesi To add to the 'confusion, the same term is usedlocca-
sionally by differipt authors to encompass different aspects of behaviour.
Dewey has indicated five phases of behaviour which he labelled reflective
thinking. Sorn e researchers have continued to use this term (e.g. Massialas

C'ox, 1966; Crabtree, 1967; Gross Muessig, 1971). Othe9 have coined
new terms because they vg.i0 to give emphasis to different aspects of the
activity. Bruner subdivided the process into two aspects by making a
distinction between analytic and intuitive thought. Cleaves (1972) made a .

similar distinction in identifying what he called the creative component and
the objective or scientific aspect. Cognitiv-e tasks, thinking processes,
problem-solving, human enquiry, productive thinking, creative thinking
and scientific enquiry are all terms that have been used by different writers to
label the enquiry process (Suchman, 1966; Taba, 1966; Covington, 1968;
Allender, .196.9; Kaltsounis, /969; Herron, 1971; Covington, ICrutchfiekl,
-Davies & Olton. 1972; Queensland, Education Department. 1972; Robin-
son, Tickle & Brison, 1972; Victoria, Education Department, 1974).-

Critical Thinking and the Enquiry Process
While the attributes of reflective thinking and the enquiry process arc
geheralfy considered to. be identical, some disagreement exists as to what
abilities are covered by the term 'critical thinking' (Henderson, 1972). Some
writers equated it with reflective thinking (e.g. Massialas. & Cox, 1966;
Hankins & Shapiro, 1967; Cordier, 1968; Blachford, 1973). Others saw
critical thinking in a more limited context, suggesting it was an element in
the total enquiry pattern 'Ennis, 1962; Fenton, 1966; Orlandi, 1971). For
Ennis critical thinking was' primarily concerned with the analysis and as-
sessment of data. In his...discussion he listcd..12 aspects:

(I) grasping she meaningof a statement; .

6

(2)+judgingcn ether there is ambiguity in a line of reasoning;



tik (3) judging whither certain statements contradict each other;
(4) judging whether a condusiorifollows necessarily;
(5) judging whether a statement is specific enough:-
(6) judging whether a statement is actually the application of a
certain principle; -

(7) judging whether an o ervation statement is reliable;
_ -(8) judging whether an in ctive conclusion is warranied;.

(10) judgi g whether something is an assumption;
(9) a prob has been identified;

(11) judging whether a definition is adequate; and
(12) judging whether a statement made by an alleged authority
is acceptable.

a (Ennis, 1962:83)
These components spell out more specifically the behaviours expected in
phase fpur of Dewey=s scheme. In general, critical thinking skills have been
emphasized in thole courses of study which rely strongly on interpretation of
documents and concern students at the secondary school level (Fenton,
1966; Victoria, Education Dep t, 1968; Blachford, 1973)."

A broader interpretation of criti thinking was given by Orlandi ,(1971).
He included the identifieAtion of central issues and underlying assumptions,
the evaluation'of evidence-and drawing of warranted conclusions, along with
the ability to forniu,late reasonable hypotheses. These skills in combination
with.research skills (the location of information and the interpretation of
graphic and symbolic data) constituted the set of problem-solving abilities.

Is There a Sequence to Enquiry?
Most writers who discussed the enquiry process saw dangers in presenting its
attributes to students as a set procedure for solving problems. Dewey (1933)
himself saw reflection as a chain of ideal moving towards a common end but
cautioned that the sequence of the five phases of thought wag not fixed:

In practice, two of them may telescope, some of them may be
passed over hurriedly, and the burden,of reaching a conclusion
may fall mainly on a single phase, which will then require a ir
seemingly disproportionate development.

:(Dewey, 1933:116)
However, there appear to be different degrees of flexibility accepted by
various authors. Klopfer (1971), for example, nominated four basic" steps in
the enquiry. process: observing and measuring; seeing a problem and seeking,
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ways to solve it; interpreting data and forming generalizations; and building,
testing and revising a theoretical model. These he saw as being taxonomic4

Jigin nature. But within 4ch step Klopfer detailed sub-categories of beIrtaviour___
which did nbt necessa ly appear in each investigation, nor alwpys occur In
the brder listed. In this rega lopfer's`position was more flexible than that
of Gagne (reported,by Hil , 1970).

Gagne listed 11 "levels of Sncluiry, commencing with observation and
' concluding with. decision-making. Each level of behaviour subsumed all

previdus level's, While each level in turn was subsumed by all nigher levels in
the hierarchy of cognitive processes. Hills (1970:308), in reporting Gagne's
work, suggest ed that the sequence of activities was crucial. For Hills,'
development could not be assured when the sequence was interrupted by
skipping about in a helter- skelter. fashion'.

By contrast, the teaching units of the Victorian Primary School Sociid
Studies Program (Victoria, Education.Department, 1974) indicated consid-
erableflexibility in the appliyation of the different components of a social
enquiry. The gat ering of information is a recurring procesk and the seeking
of new approach s to group observations goes on almoSt interininably.
Rather than being a neat linear process, as reflected in the logical exposition
of attributes, the various categories of behaviour constantly recur as the
enquiry proceeds.

How AppropriateNriGeneral Strategies of Enquiry?
Of even more moment than the question relating to sequence is the one
concerned with the generality of the enquiry process described in Dewey's
five phases and utilized by others with modifications. Is it, in fact, approp-
riate to generalize such a complex task as problem-solwing into so few
operations or aspects? Furthermore, is it safe to assume that these orations
are, applicable to any problem or issue?

From an examination of class units it is clear that both the Su man ( 964)
enquiry iraining Program and the Victorian Primary School Social S dies
Program answer these questions in the affirmative. Curricu um- developers
in other' school subjects have also utilized a general m el of enquiry
(Fenton, 1966; Victoria, Education Department, 1968; lopfer, 1971;
Cleaves, 1972; Bell, 1973). Admittedly, some are writing wit in the context
of a single discipline, such as history, but others specificall record their
belief that the skills they have identified are relevant to pr 1cm-solving
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across a number of subject ardas. Banks (1973) stated that the basic enquiry '
)'. process is shared by all the social science:;, the critical factors which

'distinguish them are the questions posed-hind the content of the enquiry.
Because the model is flexible, Suchrnan (1964) argued, it i::angiccomnio-

date any problem. Yet a number of writers countered this by su esting'that
only ,a superficial accommodation occurs becatise the catd Orres or be-

- haviour are so broad as.to be almost meaningless and thus difficult to apply in
practice (Schwab,- 1964; Berlak, 1965; Gory-lay, 1969; Mad-lord, 197,3)'
Using.the. analogy of games, Blachfgra-pointed out shat the ability to play
games`oiciessfully means quite different things.wtien spell out in terms of
tiddrey,Winks and-football. For Berlak, the procedures. addpteci by allinical
psycholOgist and a phyjoist in identifying a problem for investigation are
different. He also noted the disagreeMent among many writers as to whether
the objectiyity in testing social science hypotheses is possible in testing
hypotheses in history.

Some supporters orthe general model, perhaps recognizing the lack of
specificity, have expanded it beyond the original five phases and included
many sub-categories of Ifiehaviour. Despite the modificlions and addit
tions, the critics of the general model are unlitery to be placated. With so
many additions and so many different combinations of components being-
possible* the usefulnesS of such mixlets bectres questionable . The very use
of the term model may be inappropriate in-such circumstances.

,Those-writers who emphasized the existence 'of different modes of thought
argued that children 's-hould be inducted into the separate mysteries of each

Pr (Schwab, 1964; Berlak ,1965; Connelly, 1969; Hirst & Peters, 1970;
Blitch(ord, -1971; Herrlit, 1971. Robinson et al. , 1972). A geperal
problem-solving strategy is not sufficient. although some authors would like

. it as well as specific enquiry modes. Hirst (1909)% a prominent philosopher,
argued that within cirtain domains of knowledge there are distinctive modes
of reasoning. He suggested six' mathematics, physical sciences, human
science and history, literature and the fine 'arts, .morals, and refigion and
philosophy.' Acknowledging some overlap, Hirst nevertheless maintained
each involved- elements which are irreducible to any others, singly or in
combination. He claimed a moral judgement is not validated in the same way
as a mathematical theorem, nor is the validation of an historical explanation
attempted in the same way as a theological proposition. Hence there is a
rieed. Hirst argued, to introduce students to all trms;

Blachford (1971) extended Hirst's classification to give geography
category of its own. He argued that geography is a distinct discipline, using a
distinct mode of enquiry. Because geography is *concerned' with spatial
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problems. spatial classifications (mapping. regionalization) and systems'
the investigator is obliged to use unique enquiry skills (Biachford. 1971:
219). Not all agree. with Blachford,, as he himself acknowledged. Simons
(197.1k writing in the context of geography; was more cautious. He saw the
u of maps as the nearest thing geographers posgessed to a special way )f
thought. Simons regarded the reading of maps as a specialized way f
looking it evidence. an important aspect of enquiry. Maps are used by
historians and geologists as tools of explanation, but for the geographer they
may be a soulce of problems. Going a step further, Connelly (1.969) noted
there can be tfiversity of approaches tk problem-solving Within adisdpline
as well as between disciplines. This point is readily unilerstood in social
science programs where the issues being examined are in the context o
disciplines such as sociology, politics and economics. HoweverConnelly
believed different-modes of enquiry are emplpyed within disciplines such as
biology and psychology. In the study of ecAogy he identified at least four

-classes of enquAlres.
Berlak (1965) pointed out that the problems upon which the individual is

expected to employ intellectual skills and abilities are extraordinarily diverse .

and complex. Knowledge about how people solve such problems is still
extremely limited. In Berlak's opinion what is known is not sufficient to
formulate adequately either specifie-or general enquiry strategi9. However,
he did provide a list or what he described a§ tentative and not necessarily
mutually exclusive categories of problem types. These were personal, so-
cial, ntientific. historical. practical-professional, and aesthetic. Note the
similarity with the domains of knowledge given by Hirst. For each of these
areas Berlak called for curriculum workers to develop 'context - specific'
models of enquiry, each characterizing successful problem-solving' be-
haviour. He used as_an illustration the Harvard Social Studies Project where
controversialissuesin such areas as race, municipal politics and population
control are used. In the development phase the writing team investigated
adult discourse in the area of political controversy and the .works of scholars
in political scit`mce, law and philos&phy. From this a model composed of
several simple analytic distinctionS was constructed.

An Ontario team (Robinson et al.. r972) has gone ahead and identified six
problem areas which, to their minds, employ different enquiry -"strategies.
These are:

(a) Logical inquiry. The application' of recognizer. f rules of
inference to given statements to produce universally acceptable
conclusions. This approach typifies most of the mathematics

. that the student will encounter in high school and beyond.



(b) Physical science experiments. Systematical ly intervening inL
a physkal system to determine how it 'works' . This is the
method uf generating knowledge in most of the classical fields of
science studied in high school and beyond as well as in such
applied fields as engineering.
(c) Experiments 'involving the principle of random selection..
Determining cause-effect relationships when the system in
which we intervene may be permanently changed as a result of
our intervention andwhere we cannot find an 'identical' control
system. The most common application of this approach is in the
newer behavioral sciences that try to unravel the causes of
hamar". behavior.
(d) Correlational analysis. Determining cause-effect relatioa-
ships when we cannot undertake controlled experiments butcan
observe how the free variation of one factor is related to the
variation in anotherfactor.-This is a common method of analysis
in the social sciences (geography, history, sociology, an-
thropology) .

(e) Case studies. Undertaking an analysis of the causes or
results of individual events by amassing, categorizing, evaluat-
ing, and synthesizing large amounts of information relating to
the event. In the traditional school program, this approach is
used most commonly in history and geography.
(fP Real-life problems. Deciding which of two,er'inore alterna-
tives should be followed by analysing the consequences of each
against a set of stated criteria. This model does not fit any
specific school 'subject' with the possible exception of some
guidance courses.

(Robinson, Tickle & Brison, 1972: 8)

Accompanying the specific strategies was a general enquiry model as the
authors wished to emphasize the interdisciplinary nature of thinking.., So
students were introduced to a five-stage model, derived from Dewey, with
problem identification, generation of alternative answers, collection and-
evaluation of information, synthesis, and drawing conclusions. Knowledge
of this general procedura was seen to assist in recognizing the relationships
`exiiiting between the six specific models. Because of such kno-tvledge it was
expected students would see more readily the strengths and weaknesses of
particular approaches. .

4
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Logical Sequence and Learning Sequenee
As Smith (1957) indica/led, Dewey's steps reflect a logical basis for develop-
ing in students the capacity to direct and Control their own thinking. How-
ever, he warned educators that this was riot necessarily a description of how
thinking and learning actuallyoccur. More recently Case (19740 made the

,,same point when discussing the inadequacies. of the Gagne approach to
,learning. What then is the relationeThip between the developing ability of the
child to think and the sequential steps of the enquiry process?

The work of Piaget and his colvorkers has provided some, data on Oils
question. Piaget (1964), in mapping intellectual growth from childhood
through adolescence. identified four orderly, seqUential and qualitatively
different stages; sensori-motor, pre-operations, concrete and formal opera-
tions. The latter, the most sophisticated, bears a not unexpected resemblance
to the attributes of enquiry nominated by Dewey. In formal operations,
thinking is marked by the formulation and, testing of hypotheses which arise
from the consideration of all the logical possibilitiesAhat,-could explain or
provide ajsolution to a problem. Starting in the realnri of abstract possibility.,
an individual at this level goes on to check his hypotheses with real evidence
in a systematic manner. .He is not bound to previous experience or reality; he
manipulates ideas. Two writers specifically linked formal operations with
the utilization of the enquiry process. Pledger (1972) did this in the context
of cObtroversial issues while, Taba. (1966) used Dewey's term `reflective_
thought' interchangeably with Piaget's label `formal thought' in discussing
Social Studies problems.

The two earliesi Piagetian stages-bear little, if any, relationship to the
steps of enquiry. The first stage, commencing with the birth of the child,
features the co-ordination of action schemes. That is, the organization of
spatial and causal relations and notion of object permanence. Later, in the
second stage, the child's thinking is egocentric. He places great reliance
upon the appearance of things. Within any one situation he tends to focus on
one aspect to the exclusion of all others. When observing a sequence of
events he centres upon the fixed states, paying no attention to the transforMa-
tions occurring. Thus he offers contradictory explanations fOr an event and
makes no attempt to resolve the conflict: ,

It is in th6-third stage, concrete operations,, that some of the attributes of
the enquiry process appear...The child in this-stage is sensitive to thenature of
the giverpproblem and can give an answer free of contradictions. The
answers offered are usually dependent upon the child'-s current or previous
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experience. Thus, they may be "seen as being superficial, and as concentrat-
ing on the surface features of a situation. Occasionally, however, answers
are given which go beyond the concrete.situation although they are limited in
scope. They take the form of an extension of an actual situation, rather than
an initial delineation of possibilities which are related tocilhe given problem.

Many researchers have utilized the attributes of the Piagetian stages to rate
responses to problems which could be described loosely as Social StudieS-
type situations (Lodwick, 1958; Case & Collinson, 1962; Goldmanoil 965;
McNaughton, 1965, Rhys, 1966; Hallam, 1967; McNally, 1970; Peel,
1971; Johnston, 1972; Whitehead, 1972; _Turd, 1973; Nettle, 1975). Some
have specifically mentjoned that heir work confirms the sequence of stages
proposed by Piaget. There are some investigators, however, wpo have
expressed sgepticism about the existence of stages discussed by -Piaget. See
Tanner (1960), Freyberg (1966) and more recently Brainerd (1973). A major
difficulty is to determine how the existence of these stages can be confirmed
empirically (or remain unconfirmed). Statements relent to this issue haVe
been made by Piaget (1968), Goldschmid (1971) and Beilin (1971).

The work of Piaget and others has.not revealed whether the logically
indentified attributes of the enquiry process correspond to the developmental
sequence of thinking in children. The reports are not precise enough for that
purpose. However, it does seem that some facets appear before others. The
first three steps of enquiry are evident at the concrete stage of operationS.
Children at that level can identify the nature of a problem, generate possible
answers and find,,, some information to support the solutiori, although at a
very elementary level. The suggested solutions arise from personal experi-
ence and not from an initial- consideration of abstract possibilities. Nor is the
full import of the problem always recognized:pnly a few of the relationships
existing in the. problem are identified rather than the labyrinth of interac- -

tions. A systematic manipulation and evaluation of data is not present. These
features of steps four and five in Dewey's enquiry paradigm appear at the
formal operations level.

Ability of Students to Cope with Components of
Enquiry
Piaget suggested that the period of formal operations commences at approx-
imately 12 years of age, a time approximating the period of transfer from
primary to secondary education in many national systems of education.
Concrete operhtions ranges from about eight, to 12 years thus covering the
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majority of upper primary schoOl children. However, with Social Studies-
type probleitts, the advent of these stages appears much later. Hallam (1967)

Jurd (1970 )placed the commencement of operations at approx-
imately-12 years. Peel (1971) and Rhys (1966) gave mean ages for subjects
classified as concrete operators as 12+ and 11.8 respectively. For McNally
( I 970), 89 per cent of the grade six sample was rated at the concrete level.
An identical rating was given to 67 per cent of Form II subjects. In a second
and larger sample or Australian children McNally (1970) gained similar
resu)ts, Whitehead (1972) found that the average level of performance at
Form IV was at the transition point between concrete and formal operations.
Jucd suggested 1.6.6.as the time of significant change in thought leNiel. This is
compatible with Hallam's finding of 16.2 and is only slightly Iligher than
that found by both Johnston (1972) and Sinclair '(1973). Goldman (1965).
Peel (197 I) and Rhys (1V66) reported lower age levels fOr the onset of formal
operations, but these were still two to three years later than the age levels
suggested by Piaget.

Case & Collin on (1962) indicated -forpiar-operations could occur well
before the age 11 and cited cases to support their conclugion. Taba, Levine
& Elzey(1964) appeared to Support this general position when reporting that
formal operations begin in a small way in, grade two. Certainly, such
conclusions are not supported by the research outlined above. Hallam
attacked Case & Collinson on the groSunds of inadequate rating of student'
responses. In chleallenging.the classifications, Hallam insisted Case.& Collin -
son' were too 'lenient in their applicatian of criteria for a formal operations
rating. What cOnstituted the small beginnings of formal operations noted by
Taba et al. at the gtade two level is not clear. "Certainly there must be
individuals operating at a particular cognitive level who are younger than the
group average. That is, while the average age cif;formal operators might be
16 years, there may be cases of 12-year-olds also operating at the same level.
HoWever, they are relatively rare. McNally, discovered a 10-year-old who
answered.at-the formal level; Three cases out of-57 grade six children were
reported by Whitehead as operating at the formal level on more than one test
situation. Jun!, in that part of her sample drawn from grades five and.,Six,
noted subjects who had elements of formal operations present in their --
responses. Some children, for example, were able to go beyond the gliven
data to support their conclusions but they were unable to co-ordinate all the
appropriate behaViours in a total task and thus did not rate a formal opera-
tions classification. In an ingenious study, but not using the Piagetian
frameWork of stages, Allender (1969) examined the ability of gr;des four,
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five and six children to'emploY aspects of the enquity process. Like Jurd, KC'
reported that his subjects were able to completcZomponents of the enquiry
process. They were able to sense problems, formulate problems and engage
in activities seeking inftirmaiion to make decisiOriS.

In Piagetian terms, it seems highly. uplikely that formal operations could
be achieved by. tqe majority of, Australian children before the age of 'I I.,
particularly if tht! learning experiences currently available' remain' un-
changed. With-Social Studies-type materials such pert levels could
not be expected until three to:four years later. Thus, it is pretentious to expect
present primary school children, ,indeed junior secondary students, to apply
the .enquiry.process in its totality as described by Dewey.

Given the intellectual achievement levels of students it seems futile to
introduce the differing enquiry procedures used.. in various domains of
knowledge. Moreover in the, present investigation, the tikie available to
implement an enquiry program was very limited.. The ceenquiry model
Adopted was therefore almost identical to that proposed by, Dewey (1933)
and more recently used.by Robinson el al-. (1972). Attention was given to
problem-clarification, to the creation of alternative solutions, to the gather--
ing of,data, and to manipulation and evaluation of inforMation to reach a
decision' The actual learning experiences provided are detailed in Chapter 5.
To develop these class activities, however, it was necessary to examine`these
questions:

Why do children have difficulty in using the enquiry process?
What are the constraints impinging upon the child's intellectual
performance?
'Which, if any, of these constraints can be offset by the proCision
of learning experiences?
What sort of school activities would, be appropriate for that
purpos qj

The next chapter directs. attention to these issues:

.
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3.. Cognitive DeVeloprnent and Training...
4

To identify factors influencing cognitive performance, various curriculum
protects have turned to different and divergent psychological viewpoints.
Many carriculurn writers have referred to the work of Piaget (Taba, Durkin,
Fraenkel & McNaughtdn, 1971; Victoria, Education Department, 1974;,
New South Wales, Education Department, 1975). Piaget (1971) nininated
four factors which account for intellectual growth: maturation of the nervous
system, experience of objects and physical reality, social transmission, and
equilibration. Generally, it has been left to others to identify the relevance of
these factors for designing classroom experiences. in the present study it was
the views of Pascual-Leone-(1970) on cognitive, growth that provided the
theoretical base for the training programs.

Nagel and the Process of Equilibration
. Piaget (1971a) claimed to bean interactionist. He refuted the notion that an

injellectual- developmeht s pre-programmed and that environs
ment, experience and action are principally facilitating agencie,s,*an.interpre-

. tation of the Piagetian position proposed by Beilin (1971 For Piaget,
intellectual growth results fiiirn the transformations of information derived
from both genetic and experiential sources.

Cognitive structures consist neither of a simple copy of external
objects nor of a mere unfolding of structures 'performed inside
__the subject, but rather involve a set of structures progressively.

constructed by continuous interaction between the subject and
the external world.

.

(Piaget, 1970: .703)



The key to this:process is tti concept of-equilibration. Equilibration is thef
process by which cognitive ,.structures or schemes are altered. It is a---sell-
regulating -process in- whfc-h6 the individual reacts to external disturbance.
Commencing with a perceived discrepancy between what is seen and what is
known, the individual acts to remove the conflict or disequilibrium througto
reorganization of his cognitive structures. By doing so he achieves a ne*
state of equilibrium or balance, a state where the intrusion of the environ-
ment becomes co-ordinated with his mental organization.

This process of adaption or reorganization involves two activities, one
assimilation and the other accommodation. Both arc involved in any intellec-
tual act. A tiew situation is related to previous understandings of the prob-
lem, while .simultaneously a new level of,understanding is' constructed to
encompass this new circumstance. Assimilation is the activity which mod-
ifies or structures the environment to allow it to conform to the mental
organization of the subject. Accommodation is the activity which modifies
the mental organization of the subject in conformity with the demands of the
environment; A person actively and spontaneously works to give meaning to

T his environment by assimilating the .experiences into his current mental
organization. Where a situation deviates from and is-not sufficiently malle-
able to fit into his current mental structures, the latter will be transformed to
accommodate the new -situation.

Piaget (1970) pointed out that in cognitive adaptation there cannot be
assimilation without accommodation and vice versa. While the ratio of
assimilation to accommodation may vary, it is_when there is more or less
stable equilibrium between the two that a complete. intellectual act exists.
When assimilation outweighs accommodation; thought evolves- in an.,
egocentric infection.- For example, 10 a 'child at ,play, a broom is a horse.
Conversely,. when accommodation prevails over assimilation, representa-
tions .evolve in the direction of imitation. For example, a child reciting
number names parrot fashion.. . .

The functions of assimilation and accommodation not only concern cer-
tain speCific tasks but also relate to the' major- developmental periods or
stages of cognitive growth discussed in the previous chapter. The fundamen-
tal equilibrium between assinliifation and accommodation is difficult to attain
and maintain. Success depends upon the,level of intellectual development
and the nature of the problem encountered. Initiallyeach stage is marked by
considerable instability, but6toWards the encl. of-the stage the' organizational
structures underpinning it have reached a relative state of equilibrium: Yet
the. equilibrium of the sensorimotor period is less stable than the equilibrium
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of pm-operations, as is the equilibrium of pre-operations less stable thati that
of concrete'operations. Thus, although relative equilibrium can he achieve)d .

_within a stage, Movement between stages occurs becouse the individual
auttimatically seeking a higher slate of equilibrium. It is only when formal
operations are attained that the most stable form of equilibrium is achieved.
At that point the individual has a total, organized system which includes all
possible 'transformations. Thus) he c,im handle all environmental intrusions
whether they are real or arise through his own thinking.

Other Piagetian Fa *,-ire' in jntelleceual Growth
Piaget does not deny that he edity and maturation, the physical enironment,
and the social environmen make 'a contribution to intellectual growth. Yet
neither individually new to -they arc they sufficient to explain deelopinent.
They must be in some mut al sidle of balance and they MUM be co- ordinated
into a consistent' and non- ontradictory totality.- Piaget (1970) maintained
that this was the .reason for appealing to a fourfh factor\ equilibrium, to
explain intellectual growth.

For Piaget (197 la), maturation does no more than open up possibilities for
the development of new structures formerly denied to the individual because
of limitations in the nervous *system. However, once the ceinstraints have
been removed the new freedoms have to be actualized through the acticin of
the individual:7111e new reality still has to be constructed. This involVes the
intervention of other factors such. as experience of the external physical
environment and social interaction.

The contribution of physical experience is complex and always involves
two aspects: Knowledge is derived from the objects actually manipulated
and from the manipulation i; or actions exerted on them. The social environ-
ment, including the school environment, also maktks its contribution. Within
it, Piaget (1971b) emphasized the importance of the intellectual interaction'
between children during games and classroom .activities. While acknow-
,l'edgilk that pedagogical intervention can accelerate and complete spontane-
ous development, untimely intervention, Piaget (1970) cautioned,. can at
least temporarily cripple gtowth. He cited the example of parents teaching
children to-count before the children had any concept of number. He attacked
the situation. where knowledge is pre-sifted, and pre-digested by adults as
though the process of transmission does not require a 'restructuring or
assimilation by the child (Piaget, 1971h). TO knovw is not simply to have alp,
mental image of an object or event but to act -upon it. Yet he did acknowledge
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that adults do form part of the social enviliment which .an stimmtl,ate and
assist cognitive growth ,(liaget , 1972). However, he did not spelt Out the
katures of that role. The physical and social environment can have an impact
on development but only if the subject is capable of assimilating the experi-
ences. He must have appropriate cognitive structures to which itic experi-
ences can he rerited and he must he aware of these, physical and social
intrusions if he is to operate upon them.

Relevance for the Design of Classroom :,i Activities

The factors identified by Piaget as influencing intellectual growth lack
sufficient detail: to form the basis for the designing of day to lay Social
Studies activities. in the classroom. Obviously, experiences need to be
provided which relate to the current intellectual level of the child while at the

.\ same time 'challenging his present understandings. Primary school chiltire'n
and lower secondary students learn best throfigh real situations land the actual
trandling and manipulation of objects and materials (Inhelder & Piaget.

(1958). Activities, for example. which call for the manipulation of verbal
propositions seem inappropriate for children still in the. concrete stage of
operatiims. Similarly, those activities which limit these same children to
playing with objects without conceptualizing the operations being carried
out are rejected. However, such advice is general rather than specific Trkre
is great diversity in the real situations, objects and materials available .to
children. Are some more appropriate than others'? Can children cope with all
'real situations' squally well? Should these activities be sequenced in some
way? What should be. done to ensure that the children see beyond the
physical materials to the operations being performed? Piaget does not
specifically answer these questions althoUgh occasionally his .remarks have
indicated his awareness of their existence (Piaget, 1971h). In the main, it is
other writers who have extrapolated-from his work to justify their solutions
to these and-other problems (e.g. Sigc1,1969; Athey & Rubadeatr, 1970;
Schwebel & Raph, 1973; Furth & Weicks, 1974). It should also be noted,
however, that there are researchers who question the adequacy of Piaget's
work for providing guidelines for designing classroom experiences (Sulli-
van', 1969; Aebli, 1970; Brainerd, 1973).

Piaget, (1971h) emphasized repeatedly the importance of -the',child ac-
tively manipulating his experiences': For Piaget, this meant the advocacy of
discovery learning methods: 'each .time one prematurely teaches a child
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something he could have . 111111tr selltluit child is kept from inventing
it and consequently fro 1 U,440-1 ,

4.. tk4,1',
ulfft510y'giaget, (970 I 51.,

Demonstrations or explanat . s y ,a trate pr are an aiuitlitt4 (Plit);ek
.1971h). Overall Piaget denigratedithe role of (he teachc.,r, almost implying
that when the teacher becomUs involve. 4..,L,N,..tbc learning situation the child
becomes passive and loses his creativity. his view appears to be Icoused upon
the assumption that a teacher's role can only be one of instructilra. Piaget._
seems to have missed,14 example. the organizational 'and facilitator roles
that teachers might play in providing 'active' learning environments.

Memory

Piaget (1970) has noted a relationship between intielfectual okrations and
memory. He saw progress in memory as being influenced by improvements
in the operational schemes of intelligence rather than the reverse. However,
as Sinclair (1971) pointed out, it was the organization of the information
remembered that was determined by the particular cognitive structure of
certain stages of intellect rather than the aniount of information remembered.,
Others saw the amount of information remembered in the short term as a
possible constraining factor on cognitive performance (e.g. Millet, 1956;
McLaughlin, 1963; Posner, 1965; Flavell & Wohlwill, 1969; Pascual-
Leone, 1970; .Case, 1970; Bryant, 1971;. Tomlrason; 14)71; Hal ford, 1972).

Donaldson (1963) listed lack of concentration or a defect in immediate
memory as a spurce of errors made by children aged nine to 13 when solving
problems. Sikh children overlooked information previously deduced or
given. Similarly, Dale (1970) observed that children, when attempting to
solve Piaget's colourless chemicals problem, often forgot the combinations
alrtady tried, Other investigators have remarked upon the limited imirtdiate
memory capacity of their subjects (Lovell, 1961; Smedslund, 1966;.Moray,
1967; Siegel, 1968; Case, 1970). Failure on any given proglem vise
because there was too much information for the child to co-ordinate or
because the task had too many parts.

Miller 1(1956) maintained that a limited memory span imposes severe
limitatibns on the amount of information that can be taken in, processed and
remembered. Individuak can handle only a limited number of 'chunks of
information'. Seven was the suggested maximum. Beyond that point input
fails to be noticed. One chunk carries the same cognitive load as another
although, as Miller explained, each chunk can 'be made up of a different
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number of 'hits of information': McLaughlin (1963) has taken up the same
theme hut, has related memory span directly to the Piageiiun stages. He
postulated that each level can be simply defined by the number of different
classes or chunks that can he distinguished simultaneously, and that this
number of classes can be directly identified with a clearly measurable
psychological characteristic memory span. Each digit in a digit span test
forms a chunk unless the subject is capable of mentally combining the digits
into groups. At pre-operations a child must be able to handle two chunks
simultaneously, at the concrete stage four chunks and at formal operations
eight

While accepting the criteria for pre-operations and concrete operations,
Halford (1972) suggested that McLaughlin's requirement for formal opera-
tions was too demanding. Using such a criterion, Ha lford claimed formal
operations would not he acquired until much later than 11 years in average
children and never attained by adult, whose memory spans did not develop

yond seven items. Putting an alternative proposal, Halford suggested that-

e-operationS require a memory span of two, concrete operations fouir, and
formal operations Six. The memory span must be equal to twice the number
of dimensions relevant to the discriminations involved in solving .a given
task. Concrete operations were seen to be demanded in tasks of two dimen-i
sions and formal operations in tasks of three dimensions. Hence the need fdr
memory spans of four and six respectively. While there is disagreement
between Halford and McLaughlin on the precise relationship between size of
memory space and stage of operations, there is agreement that memory
space is ailniimpiortant factor in intellectual operations and that it can be
measured. -4.:

While Mc! aug in 4iscussed at length the role of immediate memory in
cognitive performa ce,' he did not see it as the sole constraint. Although a
necessary condition, it was not proposed as a sufficient condition. Yet he
proceeded no further in identifying the other conditions_ It was the work of
Pascual-Leone (1970) that provided further insights.

The Pascual-Leone Model of Cognitive Growth
:4111r, ' -

Pascual,LeOne.(1970) went beyond the constraints of immediate memory to
discuss limitations imposed by the physiological capacity of the central
Nit)cessor, computing space, mental space or M-space. This is where the
Illifferent chunkS of information are co-ordinated, transformed and integ-
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rated. However, the amount of information that can he attended to in a single
act is limited. M-space is defined as the 111:1,4111111111 muntier of activated
schemes that Can be co-ordinated at any one time. This capacity is assumed
to grow in an all-or-none manner as a function of age in normal subjects.
Thus. each successive developmental stage described by Maggot can be
quantified in terms of, and is seen generally as a function. of available
M-spuee. Bit M-space values for the various stages have been
derived from Piagetian data by what Pascual -Leone terms 'semantic-
pragmatic analyses of asIkS using symbolic logic' (Pascual-Leone & Smith.
iN19). Th,e M-space requirement for any given task is made lip of the number

of pieces of information necessary to generate the appropriate answer to-
joither with the subjects representation of the task ititructions and his
representation of the test situation as at whole. The latter two features
Pascual-Letme saw as being constant across all tasks, although their precise
M-space demands were unknown. The predicted values of 'M are set oto in
'Fable I (Pascual-IA:o, 1970; Case. 14-47-14.). I'he u in the table represents
the task instructions and the subjvvt-s view of the problem situation. Case
(1973u) called this the space required by the 'executive scheme'. The
numerals represent the amount of information oraddit ional schemes that can .

he co-ordinated at any one lime

TABLE 1
Predicted Values of M-space

Developmental Sub-Stage Approximate Maximum
Age Value

of Mi.
Early pre-operational
Late pre-operational
Early concrete
Late concrete
Early formal
Middle formal
Late formal

3 45 67 8
9 1011 1213 14

15 16

a + 1 -
a 2
a s- 3
a + 4
a 4 5
a 6
a I- 7

The construct of M-space is not sufficient in itself to explain cognitive
Performance. There are two other aspects that Pascual-Leone proposed in his
theoretical framework. The first relates to the units of information or
schemes which the subject has in his rdpertoire, while the second concerns
*Pascual-Leone 1 1970) drawing attention to Miller's t 1956) 'magical number seven'
and the upper limit of M- space. suggested'it could he a way of integrating Piagetian
data with work on channel capacity of other expeiimentil laboratories.
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the subject's willingness and utility utilise all the M-spact. irvailable ti
him. If the suble4.1 di)es not have the appropriate, set of reactions or schemes
to apply to the given problem then he is not.in a positiim to utilize the central
processing ,space available to hint. Alternatively, if the subject has the
appropriate schemes and 11w required M-space. but is distracted by irrelevant
perceptual features of the prohleps, then again, he will he unsuccoisful.

Piaget (1q70) distinguished between two types of knowing.: figurative and
operative. The same distinction wits made in the Pascual-Leone
framework*. Figurative schemes are those which represent reality as it
appears without seeking to transform it. They are static internal representa-
tions of given things as these appear to the senses. They are mental images of
items of information vvith which the indivi al is familiar or which he can
recognize because of perceptital configuratii is. Case ( 1974o) saw them as
being roughly equivalent to what Miller (19. 6) labelled chunks. Operative
schemes are the active aspects of the mental structure through which reality
is assimilated and transformed. They are the internal representations of
higher order functions or rules which can he applied to one set of figurative
schemes in order to generate a new set.

An important poirit is that all knowledge has an operational component.
Knowledge is not attained by simply internalizing experience in the form of
'symbols which represent external events. Knowing is an act which trans-
forms. Hence figurative schemes include an element of the operative about
them (Furth. 1970). The two types of knowing are partial aspects of any
feat -life knowing. and never occur in isolation. The actual mechanics of
ktiowing are not explained by either Piaget or Pascual - Leone,

In principle, .a scheme has many degrees of coMplexity, from a single
attribute to a complicated property list which is hierarchically organized. Yet
a highly elaborated scheme takes up the same amount of M.space as a
schenk with only one or two attriboes. 'Case (1974a:546) observed that
'even though they (schemes) may rulit be unitary from the observer's point of
View they may all he considered unitary from the subje.ces point of view'.
This is an identical idea to Mat put forward by Miller (1956).

'Note that Pascual-l.eone & Smith (1969) used the tenn.'scheme to apply to both the
figurative and operative aspects of cognitive functimling. They rejected 'se-hema'
saying it suggested too strongly the idea of a template. a schematic form or image.
Piattet distinguished -.cher-lie' from the term 'schema'. The latter term he uges with
figurative knowing. the former with operative knowing. In this discussion the term
'scheme' is used for both the figurative and operative aspects of knowing.

/3
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Along with M-space and the repertoire of schemes held by the child,
Pascual-Leone (1970) saw cognitive style as a possible constraint upon
solution success. In particular he drew attention to Witkin's notions of
field-dependence and field-independence. The client perceptual cues in a
problem may mislead some students into giving a response that is incorrect.
Students receptive_to such influences are known as field-dependent. Those
who can resist the misleading perceptual characteristics or the worsting of the
problem, or both, thus making a logically correct response. are labelled
field-independent. They have a tendency to activate the maximgi number
of schemes. The perftriance of children, on test,s which measure these
characteristics, appears to be remarkably stable over time and not amenable
to training (Witkin. Dyk, Faterson, Goodenough & Karp, 1962; Witkin,
Gobdenough & Karp. 1967).

Educational Implications of the Neo-Piagetian Model
The Nro-Piagetian model of cognitive development suggests three factors
which influence child's performance on a problem task. 1-irstly, there is the
information proc ssrrig capacity Or M-space a child has available. Secondly,
there is the prese ce of a repertoire of schemes executive, figurative and
operative app opriate to the problem. Thirdly, there is the existencb of a
cognitive strategy which encourages the child to ignott irrelevant but salient
features in both the stimuli of and response demanded by the problem, whilst
at the same time utilizing all available M-space. All three factors constitute
serious constraints upon an individual's jbility to apply the enquiry process
as envisaged in the objectives of Social Studies teaching. If improvement in
problem-solving is to be achieved, then these three groups of constraints
must either be eliminated through the use of particular educational experi-
ences or worked around by employing special cognitive techniques. Gener-
ally, Pascualz.Leone had not related his views on cognitive development to
classroom practice. This task has been taken up by Case.

Experience-appears to have little influence upon the size of an individual's
information processing capacity: M-space is largely hereditarily determined
and grows as a function of age. The evidence, Case (1974b) argued, does not
support the notion that the quantity of task-related experience to which the
child is exposed will increase information co-ordinating capaicity. Nor does
the quality of general experience achieve this. In drawing these conclusions
he cited his own earlier research, together with that of Parkinson (1969) and
Gates and Taylor (1925). However, in a footnote".C?se did concede that all
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the variance in information processing capacity need not he tiled to matura-
tion. A substantial portion, he suggested, can be attributed to the interaction
between maturation and other factiirs. such' as 'general experience' and 'the
mituralprocessing tendencies of the growing child'. The view (*lase (1974b I
has of field-independence is similar to his view of M-space. Seeing field-
dependence as being relatively unmodifiable through experiences, specific
or general, he linked its growth to malurational.factors. Again. Case cited
research findings to support his conclusions.

As field-dependence and cognitive space are relatively imperviouS to
learning experiences, procedures must be identified which reduce their
influence upon the problem- solving process. While the child's available
M-space may he considerably smaller than the adult's, the child can be

i encouraged to use what he has more effectively. This can he done either by\ chunking information or segmenting the task. Both procedures reduce cogni-
tive load and hence M-space requirements. It is' known that the ability to
chunk information increases with age (Havel!. 1971). Chunking occurs
when discrete pieces of information are grouped together on the basis of
common attributes to form a new, all-embracing single unit. Task segmenta-
tion involves breaking a problem down into a series of steps each requiring a
smallernumber of information units than pertain to. the total task. The steps
of the enquiry process, descgibed- In an earlier chapter, appear to lend
themselves to the segmentation approach. HoweNier, because of the corn-

.plexity of the tasks, segmentation within the enquiry ste s would also he
. necessary it' the operations required are to he brought wi in the capacity of

he students. The conclusion drawn from one step of the task provides one
unit of infOirmation for further processing at the next level.

The field-dependent student is not using all his available M-space. He
accepts the answer which is perceptually appealing and simple in a'situation
where the complex response is the one that is wanted. To Offset this
tendency, three types of experience appear appropriate. The first involves
training in strategies which help to reduce the sensitivity of the subject to
particular elements of the 'stimuli. The second is the complement of the first:
encouragement of the subject to consider all the given information and not
just that which initially appears to be salient. Systeniatic-,scaiming strategies
therefore seem important. The third possible apprriaCh is to improve the
student's figurative and, operative schemes required to obtain a solution, thus
reducing the cognitive demand of The task and so encouraging him to tackle
it. It may then be possible to achieite a successful solution to a problem
without utilizing all available M-space. While these three approaches can be

....
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identified not all three may be necessary with all field-dependent students.
Case & piciberson (1974) suggested different forms, ifif intervention for
students.laCkingithe motivation to use all available M-space, as opposed to
the student who reacts to limited aspects of the. stimuli. Nevertheless, in a
class situation where instruction is to groups not classified in terms of
particUlar learning acificieriOesi widely -based forms of experience are
necessary.

The schemes component of the Ne6-Piagetian model, unlike the M-space
and field-dependence aspects, are considered to be amenable to change
through the provision of appropriate classroom experiences. However, the
compositionsof.suc:h experience was.not detailed by Pasvual-Leone; nor did
he explaine mechanism of change. Case (197412) suggested that practice is
the key, Through it, old schemes will be modified or amalgamated to create
new schemes. A number of schemes which are repeatedly activated together
will be coalesced into one new. more 'sophisticated or inclusive unit. Basic to
this action is differentiation and classification the ability to pull apart the

. available information, noting similarities and differenCes, together with the
.ability to-reconstruct it into fewer but more inclusive units.

Success in problem-solv,in.g: is not only -dependent_ upon the information
Stored-in the student's memory and the ability to relate, transform and
co-ordinate all this information but also by his ability to activate the relevant
"figurative and operativeschemes..tbe student must be able to make approp-
riate dis&irninations and partitions. To do this, as Case (1974b) suggested,
the student must have pertinent executive schemes or internal representa-
tions of a goal state. Put more simply, the student must have a plan to direct
his field of attention: What am I.attempting to do?' If the student has a clear
understanding of what is'cxpected of him, he can use his limited cognitive
processing space more effectively. The search is more restricted and thus
less demanding.

Kohnstamm (1 ed that success in the Piagetian class-inclusion',
problem is influenced by the anner in which it is presented to young
children. If examples of appropriate responses are given performance im-
proves (Kohnstarnm. 1963; Whitehead, 1972). Biith Suchrnan (1961) and
Duckworth (19 _ suggested that children have been conditioned to act in a
manner that pi4ces t em ai a lisadvantage, in terms of performance., on
creative, open-ended tasks. Duckworth believed class practices discourage
children expounding their 'wonderful ideas'. Suchnian noted a marked lack
of -autonomy in gfade five students. Unless children are freed from their
narrow perceptions' of what (..,onstitute appropriate answers their perfor-.
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manee will not truly mirror their competence. Hence the importance of
nominating suitable executive sehemes for problem-solving*.

The Enquiry Process and the Pascual-Leone Model
Ceitain features appear to be essential in programs concerned with enhanc-.,
ing the ability of students to solve Social Studies-type problems. Fir Sti, the
program must. provide an unequivocal view of what is expected of an
individual in solving Social Studies problems. This provides the plan of"'
action. It helps the child identify the figurative and.operative schemes he
must co-ordinate and transform. Not only'does he know that he Must reach a
deciSicin about a given problem but also he realizes he must consider
alternative solutions, collect evidence and weigh it up. The paradigm of. the
enquiry model presented by Robinson et al. (1972) and discussed in. Chapter
2 serves this purpose admirably.

Secondly, the program should present opportunities for devehipment and
-enhancement of those figurative schemes associated with social issues.. Most
children are in a position to give an answer on many Social Studies prob-
lems, but the' solutions- they offer are superficial because of the restricted
figurative schemes they have- available. Without :knowledge., sol6tions to
problems cannot be found. Yet, in practice, Children commencing school
have had four to five years'; experience of the real world so-they already have
a variety of schemes available. Generally, however, these schemes are very.
restricted, so that solutions offered-to social prOblems are simil4rly scant
(Kydd, 1969; Whitehead, 1971; Mugge, 1974:;- Nettle, 1975).. If the student
is expected to suggest a variet?tbf solutions to a problem, then thiS will
require him in pail to have reasonably developed figuratiVe schemes from
which to define the nature of the problem andgenerate Alternative solutions:

-To find solutions to the problfm of 'poverty , requires an unde.rstan(Ajng of.
what 'poverty" IN. .

Consequently, the better the figuratiVe scheme; the more''successful the
pmblem-solving performance is likely to be Nov:, this.:raises.- the question,

.. .

* I t should be noted that Austibel's notion of advanced organizers- relates_ this issue
(Ausubel. 1960; Ausubel & Robinson,. 1969: -Allen 1970; Koran &:Korap.,:19731
The relevant subsuming concepts. of The.-inforniation to be learned are preS&rited in
acixance. Acting as -a form of .pry:.- structuring, they direct -attention tb.the-fiurativc
sche-mes the student-will require it he is to get Meaning frOm a verbal:passage. They
act as a bridge between -what the student knows -and what he needs -tO- know.
Ausuber.s.advancedorganizers foCus attention upon the content mat(er to be leartied..
whereas the executive schemes .cletailed by Case arc not as specific regarding the .

information component hut highlight more th6 cognitive processes !hat will he
required in a given problem.'
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'How can these schemes be developed and improved?' In this regard the II
Pascual-Leone framework on cognitive growth is no more helpful than the.
Piagetian. As was mentioned previously, the basic process appears to be the
differentiation 'and, classification of experience: the ability to loOk at old
experiences, identify their attributes and relate them to new experiences.
What is similar? What is different? From such an examination, one would
hope that new re1atiOnships would be identified which strengthen the figura-,
tiVe scheme associated with that experience.

. '

Sigel (1969) emphasized the importance of classification' in cognitive
gpowth. He believed children _should be allowed to build clasAifications
freely, to extend the quality and quantity of types employed. Dra4ving upon
Sigel's conjectural views,on classification Tabaet al :.(1971) advocated, in a
Social StudieS curriculum,. the adoption of particular learning,experiences.
A . number of AuStralian curriculum projects settled on a similar learning
approach (Queensland, EducatiOn Department, 1972; Victoria; Education
Department, 1974). In those 'Programs the- child was.encouraged to isolate
and enumerate pieces of information, to group these pieces according to
Common attributes, to label each group with a title thatieflectSits nature and
then to write a sentence indicating the, relationShips existing between the
groups. With such activity the Child is simultaneoUsly developing figurative
and operative schemes. -

Thirdly, provision in the program should be made to 4Velop those skills
needed in the process of reaching conclusions to identified problems"With-
out appropriate operative schemes the indiViidual will-be unable to engage in
the enquiry procesS; _Opportunity must thref_ore be provided for the ihdi
Sidual to identify and practice ,suitable: actions. Operative schemes as:
Socjated with the gerieratio.n of answers; the iFollectiOn of evidence to support
each suggestion' and the. procedures of information manipulation must be
enhanced and devoped.

discussing constraints ,upon intellectual performances Pascual-Leone
mentioned not only the schemes an individual holds but nlso the cognitiVe or-444r
channel capacity he- has available to process and co-ordinate information.:-
The M-space a child has is extremely limited; yet the issues he is concerned
with in Social Studies can be highly .complex. Usually they involve a great
deal of information. One way arelPhis dilemma is to chunk the inform-
tion, to compress it into fevkr and more inclusive Categories so that it
requires less channel space. Therefore the development desC;ibed above in
relation to enhancing figurative schemes. seems -appropriate. A second
strategy to achieve thesame purpose, the lightening of cognitive load, is to
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break the task down into units of more manageable size, units which can be
tickled in a sequence while being relatively ,independent of one andtter.
Such segmentation seems apt with the enquiry process. The student consid-
erS the attributes of the problem situation, lists and groups information.
From this chunked material he generates alternative solutions to the problem
posed. Each, alternative is considered in turn and evidence supporting or
negating it is identified. The appropriateness of each alternative is examined
in turn, in terms of the-evidence gathered. And so. the task of decision -
making continues tethe point where a final conclusion rgarding the prob.-
lem inrmade.. As the enquiry progresses the student makes brief notes. By
such means the cognitive load is again reduced. The details of articular
processing step are placed aside, freeing M-space, but those det ils can be
recovered or referred to at.any later step iri the total proCess. Robinson et al.,
(1972), in presenting their students with'a paradigm of the enquiry process,
reinforced or developed suitable executive and figurative schemes. ,How-
ever, if students were permitted to record their answers on duplicated
outlines of the paradigm,.additibnal benefits in: terms of reducing cognitive
load would accrue. So fourthly, a pr"agrrn should utilize techniqueS which
help to neutralize the disability of limited M-space suffered by students. .

Fifthly, the constraint imposed upon problem-solving performance bya

field-dependence effects muss be circumvented. In solring problems,sorne
.children direct their attention to perceptually salient bin..irrelevant fe-atures of,
the data. COier children are reluctant to'mak -.10- intellectual effort required
to consider all the information provided. Th a rogram must therefore show
and encouragelhildre*.n to adopt procedures which overcome these copsfl
-raining influences. Both the _listing and grouping activity, and the task

r

segmentation _mentioned above, meet this requirement. The listing -and!

grouping technique encouragethe individUal to scan the data systematically.
Irrelevant but salient features will therefore tend to become less dominant.'
When the task is segmented into smaller steps, it appears to be and is: in fact,
less onerous; thus the.student is encouraged to utilize all the NI-space-he has .

.available.
In terms of the Pascual-Llone model, programs which inclUde the features

detailed above could be expected to be successfUl in achieving improvement
in both. performance and competence dof students when solving Social
Studies problems. Therefore, these features provide the framework. upon
which the training programs used in the present research was built. The two
experimental programs are described in -Chapter 5. The net chapter
examines previous research which has investigated the impact of enquiry

-training upon problem-solv' ing perfomiance.

I
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'Studies Investigating Training
in Enquiry

.
Despite the inclusion of.enquiry process objectives in Soct 1 Studies courses
kir more than a decade, relatively little substantial resea h has been under-
taken to establish whether these obj tives are realizable. With one excep-
tion, all the research that has been dertaken. has been donyOyerseas.

RatiOilaie Underlying Trainirig Studies
FeW researchers haizeprovided explicit statements ahoitihe psychological
or learning triodel frorin which their training programs. were deriVed. Some
adopted an eclectic approach in "drawing from a number of different and
diverse views. on what constitutes appropriate leaming. experiences (for
example Taba, 1966): Others were ragmatic in that they included in

,

the final program any activity or procedure, which appeared to work in
classrdorn trial, sessions (Jerkinson& Lampard, 1959; Mason, 1963; Ander-
son, 1965). A slightly more systerinatic approach was adopted by Suchman
e1961) where he identified common weaknesses in the,a'bility of children to

. use the enquiry proeess. He* then developed -a program which .ainied at
overcoming these deficiencies: OtherS based their programs upon the 'one
devetoped by Suchman (Mitts & Jones, 1966; Scott, 1973)..fiobinsonefill.
(1972), when lustifying.'the presentation of an Overview of the enquiry-
Process to students prior to giving instruction in the -separate skills; did
mention Ausitbel !arid- his Views upon the place; of organizing ideas: How-.
ever, Robinson went no further in relating Ausubel's cognitive theory to the
enquiry training program. Cousins (1 963) 'based his program on a. logical
model of enquiry without any overt consideration of how children learn.

30
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Nature of Training
Ili terms of such things as teacher involvement, materials used, attributes of

'the enquiry process emphasized, and duration of training, the different
investigations showed considerable variation.
Teacher Involvement
With a number of studies, teacher participation in class activities was
Minimal. Ripple .4St Dacey (1967),. Wardrop et al. (1969), Treffinger &

- Ripple (1970) and Gray_ (19721 all used what could be loosely labelled _as
7s.7independent studenCassignments, Gray used a branching program designed-

around multiple choice questions. The Wardrop investigation made use of an
early version of the Berkeley Productive Thinking .Program. There the
children worked from booklets produced in comic style, The problems to be
investigated, together with appibpriate information were given within the
context of discussions between two children and Their uncle. A modified
version of this program was used by Ripple & Dacey. The teachers only
distributed the lesson material and answered procedural questions. Class
discussions were not held. Anderson (1965) used the techniques of prog
rammed instruction in the form ofa script read by the ;leacher to one child at a
time. This teacher participation arose because the subjects were only in
grade one. Although Massialas & Zevin (1964) and Blatt & Kohlberg (1974,
reported by Rest) did not use programmed instruction, teacher involvement
was relatively minor. The training technique used by Blatt & Kohlberg relied
.upon discussion between students of differing ability levels. Through such
interaction intellectual prOgre'ss was expected. The teacher's role in the
Massialas &.Zevin work was mainly non-directive in nature, being con-
cerned with such things as re-phrasing questions and recogriking students.

There have been investigationsawhich, in .relation to the nature of teacher
involvement, contrast with those noted above. In the studies of Taba (1966),
Hunkins & Shapiro ,(1 967), Olton & Crutchfield (1969) and Wallen et al.t(1969), teachers were intimately involved in the t fining sequence. An
essential pan Of'the Taba program 'was the use of parti lar types of teacher
questions during the learning activities. Because of'this, teachers using the
program were givev special training before introducing it in the classroom.

s- A similar situation pertained in the Wallen investigation as this was an
extension of the Taba work. While teaching strategies were not emphasized
to the same extent in other investigations, teachers Were expected to stimu-
late and guide discussion in class ,sessions (Jenkinson & Larnpard, 1959;
Cousins, 063; Massialas, 1963; klunkins & Shapiro, 1967; Olton & Crutch=
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field, 1969). In the ,Stichman (1961) program a tape recording of the
previous session was played to the class and the teacher evaluated the
success of the work, Attention was given to the nature and appropriateness of
the questions asked by the children.and emphasis was given to the elements
of the enquiry being employed. Crabtree*(i.967) was specifically examining
the influence of the teacher communication and the pre-arrangement of the
learning environment upon the productiveness 0f-children's thinking.
Robinson_ (1973) saw the teacher as playing an active role in the training
,sessiono although he recognizedIhre role as being either a *laying out of
content' or a 'drawing it out' from students:

-

Enquiry Skills Taught .

. g

Various enquiry skills have been stressed in the different programs. Some
projects have been concerned with the full range of skills, including the
generation of answers, the seeking of information', the weighing 'up of
evidence and the drawing of conclusions (Massialas & Zevkr, 1964; Taba,
1966; Covington et al ., 1972;Robinson et al.,'1972). Both Shulman (1965)
and Allender (1969), however, correctly asserted that Most.trainily studies
have ignored thk initial phase* identified by Dewey, namely :problem-
identification. The parameters of the situations -in which problems were
embedded were defined by teachers and the attention of students was
ducted towards particular issues. In addition, it is evident that certain skills
receive more attention, at least.in terms of time allocation, than others. No
doubt, in many cases this time allocation arose from observations made
during the development of materials to the effect that children found some
skills more difficult than others. Sucttiman (1961), for example, stressed

.question-asking. However, underlying this particular skill are Others, such
as observing and thinking of possible ,explanitiOns to' the phenomenon
observed. For Taba (1966), the ability to classify was crucial in cognitive
performance, so listing, grouping and labelling abilities were basic to her
program. The valuing of particular sets of skills has been also reflected in the
evaluation instruments used to measure success of the training episodes.

There- are other studies whiCh had more restricted training objectives.
Higgins (1974) was concerned with improving the ability of children to draw
inferenees from given data. Arising from such 'training, children were
expected to create more answers to given probleMs. Ojemann & Campbell
(1974) were also concerned with teaching children to find alternative solu-
tions to given problems. But, in addition, th./wanted children to examine
the.alternativesin terms of their consequences in common social situations.
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Anderson (1965) was teaching his subjects the technique of successively
varying each factor in a problem-While holding all other factors constant. A
similar purpose .was held by both Bredderman (1973) and Case & Fry-
(1974). Gray (1972) trained children to manipulate data. Although Gray saw
this as a limited Objective, it did involve the subjects in the productitaand
evaluation of. plossible answers Jip,:problems. Hence Gray's program was as
comprehensive as some of the prograMs which claimed to be involved with
the total enquiry process.
Content and Training Approaches
Training approaches also differed between studies. For example, the authorg
of the Berkeley materials stressed that their program considered the enquiry
process as a totality (Covington, n.d.).The separate elements of the process
were taught within the context of particular problems: They Were not taught
first in isolation. A similar situation applied to Taba (1966). By contrast,
Case & Fry (1974) initially taught subjects to suggest counter-explanations
to a given set of facts. Later, students were instructed in designing experi-
ments for which no coupter-explarations were possible once the facts were /
obtained. In the final sessions these two skills were brought together. With
the Ontario materials the students were given an overview of the total

ii,oprocess and then separate sessions were devoted to the different co nents
required to build up performance on the total model (Robinson et z., 1972;
Robinson, 1973). For example, when considgring real-life problems, single
sessions were devoted to asking more general questions, to brain-storming
and to using common sense in eliminating alternative solutions. Each of
these elements was constantly referred 'back to and related to the enquiry
model as the lessons progressed. Both approaches, the element and total
strategies, appear to have been successful in achieving improvement in
student performance, as the results discussed below indicate.

There were also differences between the studies in the content areas of the
problems iniiestigated-and the nature of the stimulus material Within which
the problems were embedded. Suchman (1961), Mason (1963), Butts &
Jones (1966), Scott (1973), and Bredderman (1973) worked within the
physical sciences. Others can be loosely grouped in the social science
category (Cousins, 1963; Elsmere, 1963; Massialas, 1963; Taba, 1966;'
Hunkins & Shapiro,. 1967; Walleniet al., 1969; Higgins, 1974). Taba and. ..

Wallen et a/. drew from a number of the social sciences including sociology
and history. Hunk ins &'Shapiro dealt with issues such as freedom of speech,
freedom of Worship, privacy-and equality. Ojemann & Campbell (1974) and
.Blatt &-Kohlbeig (1974) timed moral dilemmas while Robinson et al. (1972)
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.drew from number of areas including jogic. the social sciences and the
physical fences. Case -& Fry (1974) in. their five units drew from physics,
psycholo biology, engineering and sociology. The Berkeley materials
-originall centred on 'crime'. In more recent versions of the 'Productive
Thinking Program this has been extended into other fields (Covington et al .,
1972). 4ssiallis: & Zevin (1967) developed activities in the fields of
Englis . geography, history, physics, music and criminology.

Div rsity. also existed between studies regarding the form of the data.
Writt n materials seem to predominate although there were notable excep-
,titms Foi- Suchman (1961) and ECutts.& Jones (1966) movie film clips
prow ded the source of the problem. Line drawings with comic style balloons
cif c nversation provided the basic material in the Berkeley program. Others
suc as Cousins (1963), Elsmere (1963), Massialas (1963), Hunkins &
S piro (1967), Gray (1972). Robinson et (1972), and Ojemann &.
C rripbell (1974) relied upon written materials. The Taba (1966) and Wallen
e, al. (1969) studies used the Taba Social SituMes C:urriculum . This course
Listed library reference material jand, less awn, filmstrips and motion
pictures that could be used (Durkin, Fraenkel 84,Tar.lat e, 1969). The Bred-
/

/derman (1.973) inrstigation was one of the few studies where the problem
was presented in the context of phy sical apparatus. To obtain an answer the.
child had to tnanipulate the apparatus.
Duration and intensity of training
The-hours of instruction jiven in the various. programs differed maMuelly.
`Some gave intensive training for a short period of time while otherS used

di

regular sessions spread over the school year. Wallen et al. (1969), for
example; reported that over the year, three of the experimental teachers
devoted an average of four hours per week, five averaged three hours per
week, one averaged two hours 'arid another teacher one and a half hours for
the Week. A school year was also-the time duration of the investigations
carried out by Tatial (1966) and Robinson et al. (1972). Weekly tithe
commitment was not given invither case. Subjects in the Scott (1973)
investigation engaged in an enquiry training program over three years. In
Science classes throughout each school year the subjects received approxi-
matel-y one hundred minutes of training per week. The, Massialas, program
(1963) was spread over 18 weeks.

By contrast bray- (1972) shad only five training sessions, each of one
period length. The distribution of these "S'essions was riot- indicated. But3s &
Jones (1966) held training sessions for each School day for three weeks..53.
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similar period of time was used by Hunkins & Shapiro (19674;16 ctass days.
Wardrop et al (1969) had one Lesson per day for.four weeks.

For the achievement of such a co Alex set of abilities encompassed by the
la6e1 'enquiry' the time devoted to training by these latter studies seems
inadequate. Yet as the discussion of results shows, almost all claim to have
achieved improvement in performance. In fact, Ripple -&- Dacey (1967)
commented upon earlier- firiding of Crutchfield & Covington where
significant diffe ces between instructional and non-instructional groups
on cjiterion test, were found after lessons four-and 10. Why these improve-
ments should ha e occurred was not always clear.-They could haVe been due
to teacher enth siasm, teacher bias or a Hawthorne effect. These pos-
sibilities are explored later in this chapter.

Results

While it does emerge that pupil performance on aspects of the enquiry
process can be improved. through training, only limited patterns of consis-
tency are evident across studies. In part, the difficulties in interpreting
results arise from the absence of a detailed rationale underlying the training
program, lack of detail concerning the nature of the training provided,
insufficient attention to experimental design and the limited nature of the
evaluation instruments used.

Treatinent Effects
The improvement in student problem-solving behaviour, in almost all inves-
tigations, was associated with the training provided. .One exception was that
of Mason (196.3), where success at one grade level was attributed to teacher
effects. However, the training program appears to have been effecti've at the
grade five level in teaching 'critical thinking'. Hunkins & Shapiro (1967)
concluded that elementary school children can be taught to think critically.
In this instance critical thinking referred to the ability of students to analyse a
situation and be consistent in their actions in relation te their choices. Scott
.(1970) suggested style of categorization was influenced by enquiry training
which' emphasized an analytical 'approach to problefris. Attention to detail
became more acute. Verbal fluency and flexibility were increased. Succegs
was also achieved by Butts & Jones (1966) in enhancing pr9blem-solving
abilities; although their success appears broader in scope because of their
more comprehensive test instrument.



Taba (1966) reported that those children trained to discriminate, to infer
from data and to apply known principles to new situations, were superior to
those untrained. However, there were incotTsistencies in the results which
she suggested could have been influenced by the inadequacies of the.tests,
the imbalance in the composition of the san ,ple groups or variations in
teaching style over and above the variable of t -aining. Wallen et al (1969)
found differences between the control and treatment groups on some mea-
sures. The treatment group showed greater gains from pre-test to post-test
than the control group in the ability to interpret data and make legitimate
inferences. Higgins (1974) also found that-inference-making behaViour of
nine- and ten-year-old children could be significantly. improved. However,
significant differences between groups were not found by Wallen on the
ability to use, in new situations, the generalizations emphasized in the Taba
curriculum, nor to explain given phenomena or events after identifying the
releVant elements or relationships.

Training effects were also found in three investigations examining the
adequacy of the Productive Thinking Program in achieving its given objec-
tives (Olton & Crutchfield, 1969; Piper, 1969, cited in Covington, -n.d.;
,Wardropet al., 1969). Wardrop et al . rioted the superiority of the treatment
group on 30 out of 40 measures included in the study. Of these, 13 proved to
be statistically significant, with 11 in favour of the treatment group. Superior
achrev ent by the treatment group was noted on measures concerned ith
problem- lution, number and quality of ideas produced, intellectual per is-
tence and nsitivity to discrepant or puzzling facts. TheSe results ere
described by one member of the project team as modest (Covington, .d.).
In the second mai-6r study by the Berkeley. group, the training outcomes were
more substantial ( Olton & Crutchfield, 1969). Reporting on a sub-sample of
50. subjects from a larger study, Olton & Crutchfield noted three specific
results from the training program. First, the treatment group was better able
to account for ptizzling facts. Secondly, they w4 able to grasp the signifi-
cande of a given clue to eliminate alternative suggestions to solve a hypothet-
ical archaeology problem. Finally, they were able to suggest more causes of
poverty and how it might be ended; than was the control group. Both groups,
however, were roughly equivalent in basic knowledge about poverty. in
addition to these results on the elements of the eriquiry,process, a composite
score was calculated. This the authors saw as a very eorpprehensive measure
of the thinking performance, reflecting achievement on 23 different indices
of productive thinking. The differences between =the treatment and the
control groups on this combined measure was significant at the .01 level.
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Piper (1969), essentially replicating the Olton &-cCrutchfield study, also
found significant differences on a composite score, calculated on the basis of
14 variables, between performance by treatment and control groups. Using a
modified Productive Thinking Program,1Ripple Dacey .(1967) found a
significant difference between instructed groups and non-instructed groups
in time taken to reach solutions to problems. But there were no significant
differences on measures of fluency, flexibility, imagination or originality. A
more recent study involving RippleTreffinger & Ripple, 1970) concluded
that the instructional materials did not influence pupil's verbal creativity
'scores to any appreciable, extent. With respect to other problem-solving
criteria there was little evidence for the effectiveness of the instructional
materials as used in that study. Moreover, there was no support for the
assumption of positive transfer from the program to problem-solving in
another subject area; in this case arithmetic. Obviously these findings
conflict with some of those Of the Wardrop et al. and the Olton& Crutchfield
investigations.

Robinson et,al. (197,2) report that evaluation of their program has been
undertaken over a_number of, years but present scant information as to its
success. The authors do ate however, that the prgegram has had a large
effect upon the ability of student arecognize relationships and the implica-
tions of these relationships, to identify limitations in a given set of experi7
mental controls, to use multiple criteria in decision-making, and to recog-
Mike the restrictions involved in applying the conclusions formed from one
situation to another.

Both Anderson (1965) and Case & Fry (1974) found it possible to train
subjects to control variables in a problem task. The differences between
treatment and control groups in both studies were highly significant. Al-
though examining the same ability, Bredderman (1973) found no significant
differences between groups. .)

Two other investigations claim success-in- training children to handle
moral dilemmas (at( & Kohlberg, 1974; 9jemann & Campbell, 1074).
Ojemann & Campbell concluded from their results that planned learning
experiences can make a significant -difference iit-the_ development of factors
.important in making moral judgements. It will be recalled that they were
particularly interested in encouraging subjects to I think_about alternative
'Solutions and the consequence of such decisions.

In summary, it seems thEikertain attributes of the enquiry process are
susceptible to training. Yet it is still unclear whether performance improve-
ment on the elements necessarily relates to improvement across a total task,
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and whether improvement in some of these elements is morp crucial than
others in gaining overall growth. Indeed, as will be seen below, it cannot
always be said with Fonfidence that factors other than the training program
were not influencing performance.
Other Factors Influencing Performance
Several studies have commented upon the relationship between the ability of
students to solve problems and variables such as intelligence or mental age,
vocabulary scores, sex, and classroom environments (Harootimian & Tate.
19.60; Dale, 1970; Peel, 1971; ..liihiftston, 1972; Whitehead, 19727. Also,
many of the training studies in pre= and post-testing phases have noted such
relationships. Wardrop et aI41969) found from pre-teiting sessions that
students drawn from what were described as facilitative environments'
performed better on tests measuring number and quality of ideas produced to
given problems, compared to those from environments delcribed as 'non
facilitative'. However, only one similar effect was found.out of 40 post -test
me4sures. Mainly, Wardrop argued, this was because the treatment was
particularly effective with students in non-facilitative environments. Sig-
nificant interaction between environment -and treatment supported this ar-
gument. Crabtree (1967) found that a higher degree of structuring fin the
learning situation resulted in ignificant effect upon measures of conver-.
gent thinking, "whik loWer I els of teacher structuring elicited Morecliver-
gent responses.

Significant sex differences were also identified on pre- and post-measures
of the Wardrop study. With the exception of three test measures which all
related to the same problem'. the performance of girls was superior to that of
boys. This finding, Wardrop et al. felt, was consistent with other. findings
regarding performance of females versus males on verbal ability tests. The

-same study reported that the eral level of intellectual ability ofiudents
correlated significantly with. pr blem-solving performance.

It seems. likely Nat certain characteristics of subjects and the learning
environmentSfrom which they are drawn and the experimental situation in
which they are placed can influence performance on problem solving, tasks.
Because of this, it is important to establish it these same factors or othe n
influence the success of a training program. Should they do so, t
further experimental studies such factors should be controlled so that a ess
contaminated measure of treatment effects can be gauged. Preliminary leads
have been given in some. studies.

Both Butts & Jones (1966) and Wardrop et al. (1969) found no significant
interactions between IQ measures and treatments. Wardropct al. pointed out
38



that, in contrast to the -presence of IQ effects on test performance, no
consistent pattern Qf interac 'Ons.between IQ`and treatments existed. While a
similar 'conclusion was dr n by Butts & Jones, they were more cautious,
behoving their results may ave been influenced by the size and homogene-
ous nature of their sample For them the issue,was.not closed. Yet Warcliop

. el al. specifically corn nted upon the representativeness of their sample,
covering the entire s cad of ability in a total of 44 classrooms. Earlier
Suchmon (1961) d noted that not all children benefited equally from
enquiry trainin However while anticipating that children who were
lectual151itted' would get most from the program, he found they were often
the least willing to do so..Such children were often seeking an immediate'
solution. This latter concluskin of.Suchinan conflicts with that reported by

. Massialas & "Levin (1967), that on-one problem the low IQ group was more
crettive in its response but did not persist in following through its huriches.
Thigh IQ group had fewer and less original explanations but was more
persistent in systematically following its explanations through to a logical
cpncIusion. After blocking vels of ability into two grOups Olton & Crutch-
fi'eld (1969) found both grou s benefited from irilitttiction although the high
ability level slightly more so The statistical significariccof these differences'
was not presented.

Only Mason (1963) repo ted a teacher effect. He inferred that the differ-
ence between his control a treatment groups at the fourth grade. level was
due to.a teacher factor. T e treatrnent.giiiup, utilizing teachers who had
developed the training Ma -aids, perfignied better than either the other
treatment group or the con group. While no other study specifically
reported upon.teacher effects, ovington (n.d.), when reviewing research
on the Berkeley materials,. high hied the difference in the magnitude of
results between the investigatior 304 Wardrop ar al. and Olton & Crutch-
field. This difference, Covington suggested,. could be -due to teacher in-
volvement, since first7nanied.investigation the traininginaterials were
used independentlyOf the class teacher: With the second study the teacher,
was closely involved. Caution, however, should he used in interpreting this
relationship. as .the .duration of training sessions and materials used also

'varied between studies..
The findings of Mason (1963) indicated that sonic gradelevels benefited.

more than others from training. Ripple & Dacey (1967) also suggit4tCd that
instructional _materials- may become less effectivtrin developing creative
thinking .biljoes as grade level increases; Stich a possibility gained no
support from Treffinger & Ripple (1970).
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Nature and Appropriateness of Evaluation Instruments
Few training studies which examined treatment effec s sed string
instruments which attempted at?) evaluate the student's performa n the
problem-sorvieg task as a totality. Most studies used tests which examined
elements of the process. Examples of such abilities are the generation of
solutions, the achievement of correct 'solutions and the identification of
relevant evidence. The circumscribed evaluation instruments pertained not
only tp those investigations with limited training objectives but also to those,
which set out to enhance the total enquiry process (Butts &fones 1966;
Taba, 1966; Wallen, et al., 1969; Robinson, et. al., 1972). The studies
associated with the Berkeley Productive Thinking Program used an impres-

- sive and highly creative,array of tests, yet each test was limited in the enquiry
objectives it was testing (see Wardrop et al., 1969). For example, from an
account of the migratory behaviour of a, tiypothetical flock of birds, the

-. student had to identify puzzling facts in the story. Later, after having some of
these facts pointed out to him, he had to devise explanations' to account for
them. The student responses were scored separately on each variable.
Covington (1968) and Olton & Crutchfield (1969) did go on to calculate an
overall problem score but this was derived from a pooling of scores on each
of the variables measured on the various tests: 8" umming of scores across
measures of specific abilities to gain a single general enquiry score was a
technique adopted by a number of investigators (Shulman, 1965; Ripple &
Dacey, 1967; Treffinger & Ripple, 1970). uoilia procedure demanded the
use of reliable instruments which measur difitrent aspects of the enquiry
process. Even if these requirements we met, the question concerning the
relationship between the summed performance across separate tasks sand
performance on global problem-solving ..measures would need to be
answered. Does the sum of the parts equal the whole? Ripple & Dacey used a
battery of creativity, tests on which the subjects were rated on flexibility,
originality, fluency and imagination. They also used Maier's Two-String
Problem to measure problem `solving performance but here attention was
directed to the achievement of the correct solution and the time taken to gain
it, rather than to the thought processes used.

The two criterion tests used in the Taba (1966) study related to the ability..
tainterpret data and apply principles to new phenomena. Associated with the
ability to interpret data were skills of infererice-making and the judgment of
the validity of inferenc4 made. Separaie scores.Were calculated on_ each
aspect. The ability to apply principles to new phenomena was included
because the author believed generalizations made in the social sciences_ are-
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often inclusive and stereotyped. Part of the training p gram was to encour-
age children to recognize the limits of data and to refrain from oVer-
generalizing, or conversely, f s, being over-cautious. The second test,
Applicatioh of Principles Test , 'd "concepts and generalizations which the
student had developed through the learning program. It presented new
situations and asked the child to select the generalization which exElained
the, occurrence or event portrayed. Similar limitations in thbjectives of
enquiry assessed by otherinvestigations can be documented;

The objectives being testedlh most studies reflecied .a value weighting
placed upon some abilities in the total enquiry process by the investigators.
Taba and the investigations associated with the Taba Social Studies Cur-
riculum stressed the importance of categorization in intellectual growth so it
was reflected in the instruments used to evaluate success of the program. As
the name of the Productive Thinking Program implies, the Berkeley studies
accentuated the creative component in enquiry (Covington, 1968; Olton &
Crutchfield, 1969; Wardrop et al., 1969). The testsvmsed, in addition to
rating explanations given as the consequences of problem-solutions,
examined the number and quality of ideas advanced by subjects to' solve
problems and the ability of subjects to re-organize the elements of a problem,
all of which are creative tasks. For Suchman (1961), with his concern for
developing autonomous thinkers, the evaluation centred upon the questions
asked; the fluency, control, precision and autonomy in finding answers to
filmed demonstrations.

Aside from the objectives being evaluated the measurement techniques
used in some studies by pear to place further con-Stratiiirfipon the interpreta-
tion of results. A number of studies used'multiple choice-type tests (Jenkin-
son & Lampard, 1959; Cousins, 1963; Cox, 1963; Massial-as,: 1963; Nelson
& Mason, 1963; Taba, 1966; Hunkins & Shapiro, 1967; Ojemann, &
Campbell, 1974). The multiple choice technique significantly changes the`i
nature of the mental operation carried out by the subject, compar o
situation$ examined in Sdcial Studies curricula. While it is true tha
presented in multiple choke form can be testinernore than the recall of
factual knowledge, more constraints in the nature of an acceptable response
are inevitable. In addition, such tests appear to place a premium upon
convergent thinking. This constraint seems inappropriate where interest is in
the process of mental operations rather than a particular product. This is not
to say that multiple choice instruments have no place in investigations into
problem-solving but, due to their inhqfent limitation eh tests need to be
supplemented by other. more "open' e4aluation techtiiques. The inadequacy



of enquiry measures in physical science was noted by Nelsjii & Abraham
(1973). They proi...eeded to develop their own open-ended instrument. which
provided separate scores on students' ability to gather data, to projeceinto an
unexplored situation from an .ekplored field, to test the validity of an
inference and to form groups having 'some common specified observed
property.

There are Studies which have enialoyed more open measuits. Gray (1972)
used open-ended test situations based upon the comprehension-type pas-
sages 'advocated by Peel ( L966) and used by other investigators inspired by
Peel's work. A similar technique was used earlier by Elsmere (196A). Butts
& Jones (1966) and Suchrnan (1961) used open-ended situations in the
physical sciences, as did a. number of studies ustng the Berkeley program.
(Oltoh & Crutchfield, 1969; Treffinger Se: Ripple, 1970). Transclipts of class
lessons were used by Cousins (1963), Cox (1963), Elsmere (1963) and
Massialas (1963) ti rate the frequency with which elements of the enquiry
process occurred.

Reliability of Instruments

It has been noted above that sOm t. studies employed multiple- choice items
while others used open-ended situations where scores were based upon
single criteria. There are obvious advaatag,es in the first approach in terms of
reliability of marking.but the appropriateness of such measurgs, even when
sunned, in termSorthe total problemsolving process..isquestionabk. This'

44b-issue is taken up again in a latef discussion on scoring student re.sponses to
problem tasks .(see Chapter 6). However. in. addition to this.difficulty, a
number of investigators have indicated doubts about the instruments they
employed. Taha (1966) pointed out that her criterion measures had certain .

deficiencies in .-respect to sensitivity and stability. Jenkinsoft LaMpard
(1959) discovered that the ceiling of the.STEP tests, the criterion measure bf.
the investigation, was too :low. Many .of-the subjects at the grade six level
identified the correct responsqlon almost all Items at the initial' administra-
.tionpf the tests. With the TrefNiver & Ripple (1970) inveStiga-tiOna.number
of deficiencies ill the measuring instruments were noted. While claiming the

..-Torrance. Tests of reatie Thinking were the most -practically. useful -3,

instruments available, at the time, to measure fluency, flexibility and origi-
nality', the authors acknowledged that the tests did not 'comprehensively
assess creativity and that . these tests are accompanied by.4,a. number of
technical, procedural difficulties': Treffinger & Ripple also noted that the
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Kuder- Richardson Foi-mula 20 reliability coefficient for the Arithmetic
Puzzile,s, a transfer task, was lower than desirable.. With the general
problem-solving tasks there was a high level of difficulty. This difficulty
level. Treffinger & Ripple argued, may have had the effect of masking
differences between treatment groups.

Transfer and Durability of Training

TO determine the real success of training attention needs to be given to
factors beyond the scores obtained on post-lest measures. Piaget (1964)
detailed three- important criteria. The first is durability of the ideas taught.
The second concerns the extent to which the ideas are generalized by the
child, and hence, transferable to new situations. The third criterion is the
spontaneou5 level of operation before the learning experience was intro-

...duct.30.- Durability and transfer as necessary criteria have also been raised by
other investigators (Bracht & Glass, 1968; 1nheldec & Sinclair. 1969;:Snow.
1974).

All three criteria were not always met in the training studies reviewed in
this chapter. Generally all sUbjects were pre-tested. Attention was given to
durability by Covington '(1968). Olton & Crutchfield (1969), Bredderman
(1973) Scott (1973) and. Blatt & Kohlberg (1974). Olton & Crutchfield
found that the gaiain thinking skills produced by eight weeks of instruction
evidenced in the performance of the treatment group was still evident on 10
variables more than six weeks after instruction had ended. However.
Covington (n.d.) indicated that the margin of superiority ft&ouring the '4
instructed students had tended to decrease over time. After one month
Bredderman found that the slight supremacy of the treatment sroups over the
control had dissipated. Scott's trainin'g program concluded in 1965 but he
found that significant differences between expe;imental and control 'groups
had persisted on one sub-score of the Sigel Cognitive Skill Test on retesting
in 1966 and 1971 (Scott, 1973). The particular skill concerned the student's
analytical behaviour. Scott satisfied himself by questioning studentA that
furtherenquiry experiencei had not been gained.either for the experimental or
conro-1 groupS in the intervening ,ptriod between training and delayed.
testing. The Blau & Kohlberg (1974) investigation found-t-lito students Who
had a'dvanced after 12 weeks of training remained advanced 12 weeks later.

Regarding the transfer effects, few 'studies examined whether specific
skills which had been taught carry across into new situationsor other subject
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areas. Robinson it al. (1972) identified three levels or dimensions of
evaluation*. First, there are measures of take. These.concern the extent to
which the student has learned what he has been specifically taught. Many of
the tests used by Olton & Crutchfield (1969) and Wardrop et al. (1969) fall
into this category. Secondly, there are those situations which involve trans-
fer within a range of problems. A new situation is presented to the subject
which requires the employment of strategies and skills developed in the
learning program. Since the Bredderman (1973) study involyed training the
subjects to control variables in physical science situations theuse of a social
science problem where control of variables was necessary to gain the correct
solution could have been used as a measure of transfer. This was not done.
Case & Fry (1974) actually used both .social science and physical science
tests but gave experience on both types of situations in training sessions so
the opportunity to measure the quality of transfer was lost. Covington (nId.)
considered the Bird Migration Problem used in a number of the Berkeley-

. inspired investigations to be a transfer task. This was because the Productive
Thinking Program contained no material of the migratory behaviour of birds
or any related concepts. So in this case the student had to'apply thinkink
skills learned in one area*to another with which he had little or no previous\
experience.

The third and final dimension of evaluation identified by Robinson et al.
(1972) concerns tasks which give no clues that particUlar strategies taught in
class should be used. Such task's involve a much higher level of transfer.
Ideally, as Robinson et al. pointed out, these tasks should not 'smack of
school'. Ripple & Dacey (1967) specifically set out to examine the claim of
the Berkeley Productive Thinking Program that it, was trainipfgeneralized
problem-solving skills. To measure this objective, Ripple & Dacey used the
Maier Two-String Problem. They correctly claimed that the training
vided did not specifically relate to this problem. Because trained subjects
reached solutions significantly earlier than non-trained subjects Ripple &-
Dacey claimed transfer of training effects. However, time taken to reach a
decision, the ctiterion employed, was not one of high,priority, in SociM

,Studies programs. Similar differentiation between,trainiing and evaluation
tasks could be noted in the Treffinger & Ripple (1,970)*study where arithme-
tic puzzle tests were used. Noting the strpng similarity between the format of
the instructional materials and .the criterion measures used in previous
studips they utilized non-specific measures of transfer by Using tests that
were dissimilar in both content and format to the training materials.
*Note the similarity of ideas here with the three regions of reference covered by the
Brunswick termsf central, proximal and 401, more recently elaborated by Snow
( 1 O74).
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Overall, the few available results concerning transfer suggest that some
problem-solving skills taught -have been transferred to new situations (see
Olton & Crutchfield, 1969; Robinson eral.. 1972). Generally, however, the
criterion tasks .used must be viewed as being diffegzent from but similar to
those used in training. Robinson el al. (1972) classified two of their tests as
`remote transfer' and a third as 'immediate transfer' but even the remote
tasks were le-§s remote from the training provided than those used in studies
by Ripple & Dacey and Treffinger & Ripple. No significant effects of the
instructional program were found in the last named study on arithmetic
problem-solving tests. While admitting these problems were rigorous tests
of transfer, the authors argued their relevance as problem-solving tasks.

Experimental Design

Many investigators have indicated the need for further research to identify
the specific factors associated with the changes in problem -striving be-
haviour*. Generally the experimental designs employed make it impossible
to disentangle the influence of such factors as teacher, school, classroom
environment and rate of presentation of material from the contribution of the
particular training program. Taba (1966) found it impossible to control
factors such as'teacher training and the program actually used, so the study
was regarded as an exploratory one. Others also had reservations about the
strength of their finding's (see Jenkinson & Lampard, 1957; Robinson et al.,
1972; Case & Fry, 1974; Covington, n.d.). With the.Case & Fry study only
one, teacher was employed to teach the enquiry program to a group of
students withdrawn' from English classes. The fifth grade treatment group
for the Ojemarin & Canripbell (1974) investigation was located in one school
and the control in another. For the sixth grade level, both treatment and
control were within the one school but taught by different teachers. A similar
situatioitpertained to Butts & Jones (1966). Two classes in the school were
involved in a program designed to .enhance their problem-solving be-
haviours:Another two classes in the same school served as theAontrol. With
the Cousins (1963) investigation a control group was not used. In Eismere
(1963), the experimenter was also he teacher of the treatment group.

*It should he noted that not all researchers advocate the ase of experimental designs.
Snow 11974). for example. was not completely sympathetic to the notion of control-
link Significant variables arguing that such an approach produces artificial situations
and unnatural beh:iviour. He also discussed problems encountered in genei-alizing
from observations of a sample to a target population, and the difficulty of identifying
treatment ,,dimensions. He argued strongly for the adoption of quasi-representative
and for,naturalistic. quantitative case studies in educational research.
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Another teacher: taught the control. Only Wardrop et al. (1969) payed
attention to measuring classroom environment, a factor that proved to he
important in implementing a successful problem.-solving program,

Charter & Rims (1973) and Shaver & Larkins (1973) pointed out the need
to describe and to monitor wh actually takes place in the treatment groups.
Were the teachers actually driin what the experimenter thought they were
doing? Unless this is establishe treatments which are different on paper
may he dismissed as being similar in terms of contribution to student
performance, when, in fact, any planned differences...my have been lost in
the implementation phase. In practice there may have been no difference
-between the independent variables. Mason (1963')', for example, expected
one group of teachers to use mattlrials as printed but another group was free
to make modifications. The extent to which the first group conformed was
not documented, nor was the degree to which the second group deviated
from

e the planned teaching strategy. In the Ojemann & Campbell (1974)
study. the teachers were encouraged to use their own experience and imagi-
nation in working towards the accomplishment of particular objectives. The
approach of Jenkitison & Lampard (1957) was similar. Neither study de-
tailed the prOgram actually taught. Teachers in the Cousins (1963), Elsmere
(1963) and Massialas (1963) investigations kept daily diaries as a record of
what took place in dusk Tape recordings were made of some class discus-
sions to validate the daily log. In the case of Massialas, for example, this
taping was done on two occasions. However, neither with Cousins nor
Elsmere was the statedpurtiose of the taping to check the extent to which the
teacher followed it'planned procedure. Nor was the taping done-to provide a
description of the class activities. In both cases the taping was used 'to
document the frequency with which students used elements of the enquiry
process. With Taba (1966) and Massialas &-Zevin (1967) interest was upon
the interactions between teacher and students. Neither Taba nor Massialas &
Zevin required teachers to follo'w a set program.

In terms of, statistical techniques used to analyse data, two poinis need to.
be made abotit previous research. First, rarely were the assumptions underly-
ing the use of particular statistical Procedures acknowledged:. Did the data
justify the use of particular statistical procedures'? The study by Wallknxt al.
(1969) was one exception to this critic iFixt. There it was discovered that the
gathered data did not match, in all instances, the underlying assumptions of
analysis of covariance: normality, homogeneity of variance and
homogeneity of regression. Consequently, the interpretations of thestatisti-
cal analyses were considered as suggestive Only! Secondly,lew investiga-
tions have employed one or more of the variety of multivariate techniques
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developed the past decade. This oversight is unfortunate as mull ivariate
techniques are eminently suited to ,classroom research. where complex
processes are being examined 'and where many predictot variables and
critiirion meastlres are being employed (Finn,- 1974: Keeves, 1974).

Implications for Further Research
,

From this review of research a number of points emerge which should be
considered in planning further studies. First, training programs strould he
carefully articulated in relation to an underlying rationale. Results deried
from certain activities can then be interpreted in. terms of this reasoned.
explanation. Also, a rationale helps to identify appropriate mening in-

'Strumtnts; instruments to describe the treatment sample and to act as
covariates in any planned analyses. SeCondly, provision should be made to
establish the extent to which- the program as originally conceived was
actually implemented. This would entail monitoring a sample of lessons to

betermine whither the procedures detailed for particular teaching episodes
matched the teacher's operation. Thirdly, a variety of instruments should be
used to assess performance on both the tofu' problern-solvint task and the
separate enquiry skills. Solving the Rroblern tasks should require the use of a
variety of enquiry skills. These proEdemst.should not be segmented into a:
.series of sub- questions by the tester tis this changes the nature of the activity;
the M =space requirements are changed. Assessment of performance should
utilize multiple criteria. Problem tasks- should be regarded as measures of
transfer where th y differ in content and format from the problems used in
class. Fourthly. t b detei-mine the rriture of the training effects, measures of
both transfer and durability Should,be used. If genuine cognitive-growth has
been achieved it' would be expected to transfer to new situations, and not
dissipate after a few weeks. With the 'use-of both transfer and durability
measures a distinctioncould made between -improved performance and
ithproved competence (Flaw!! & Wohlwill, 1969). Fifthly, an expert ental
design should'be adopted which allows* the factors influencing' tre s tment
success to be disentangled. Multivariate statistical procedures sh Id be :

used to identify the extent to which different factors influence- or 4 nee.
Where such procedures are used the assumption underlyin etr use should
be examined.
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As has beeh seen in this chapter, some of these features have been
included in previous research. But no one study included'all aspects. Most of
the reported iiivestigations were deficient in more than two attributes. The
next two chapters detail how the present research considered and applied
these guidelines. Chapter 5 describes the training program and how it relates
to the Pascual-Leone view of factors influencing cognitive growth*. Chapter
6 describes the experimental design, testing instruments and statistical
procedures.
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5. The Training Programs

The Pioblems
In Social Studies programs the pkblems investigated are usually charac-
terized by 'numerous pieces of information and by the complexit the
relationships. There are large numbers of considerations relevant any

xitf
re

problem, and there is rarely an indisputable solution. Indeed, in the context
of Social Studies, any problem not exhibiting these features might be
considered trivial. Problem-clarification, the collection and consideration of
information, and discussion of ways to present findings are activities nor-
mally spread over a period of days. Such a situation was not considered
appropriate in e present training program. The duration of the program was
strictly limited to six weeks. In that time it was not considered desirable for
the student is ome submerged in the specific deli is of one or two
problems. t r, it was hoped that students would develop an overview of
the en iry p i..ess and master some of the skills, associated with gathering
and ulating-data. It was assumed that these objectives would best be
served.' 'pets. faced many problems so that the relevant skills could be
brought to their attention and practised on many occasions. To this end, the
problems examined in the training sessions were not 'of type that could
necessarily be labelled as socially significant mot* being tj-k same as those
normally examined in Social Studies programs.
*limy writers in discussing problem-solving have emphasized that a

question is not a problem unless a gap exists between what the person
actually knows and the achievement of an appropriate solutiop (Dewey,
1933; Weft, 1958; Ausubel & Robinson, 1969; Evans, 1972). Dewey, for
example: wrote:

0 Unless there is comething doubtful the situation is read off at a
glance, it is taken on sight; that is, there is merely perception,

ma
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recognition and not judgmtrt. . . But if it" suggests, however
vaguely. different meanings, rival possible interpretations there
is some point at issue. some matter at stake.

(Dewey, 1933:121)
Not all questiahs nice( this criterion. However, the questions used in the

present investigation did give scope for the application of the abilities of
analysis, synthesis and evaluation. Thus, the gap requirement of legitimate
problems was met.

Generally, w'characteristic of Social Studies questions used in research
studies is their vagueness. The intent of the questioner is often unclear to the
uninitiated. Palfrey (1972) examined some of the questions asked by Piaget
of children to see how they perceived their world. Palfrey linked the vague,
ambiguoUs nature of the question e cognate responses they elicited.
Lunzer (1970) also comment upon the uncertainty associated with
Piagetian-type problems. The questions used in the present study had a:
similar open -ended quality. However, unlike the Peel (1971) problems, they
did not involve moral ii{isitleS. Questions used included; 'From where do these
people obtain most of their food?', 'How might these people earn money?' ,
'Why have these people chosen to build their houses on the water?' and `Are
there washing machines in this community?'

All the questions asked were based upon human activities portrayed in
photographs. A wrestling festival in Mongolia, Navajo Indians living in a
desert environment, and Kikuya women preparing cornmeal outside their
hut:were examples. For each problem, the data given suggested alternative
soltitions and there was scope for the subjects to relate it to similar situations
in their own community. The subjects were not forced to go outside the
information given to seek a solution, but neither were they restricted to the
information given to achieve an answer. For each problem, a variety of
plausible solutions existed. Data supporting each of these was available so
there was scope fi-if the subject to display his ability to ,resolve cognitive
conflict.

With mathematical and physical science problems, investigated by many
researchers, a precise identification of cognitive load requirements was
possible-because there was only one appropriate solution and the variables
that had to be manipulated to gaih it were known (Inhelder & Piaget, 1958;
Pascual-Leone, 1970; Case, 19720. As Furth pointed out,-`our knowing of
and dealing with persons can never reach 4he level of abstract logical
certainty that we can apply to physical reality' (Furth, 1970:129). Thus, in
the citise of the physical science problems, the appropriate executive:figura-
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five and operative schtztnes can he detailed more readily than is the
6
case with

Social Studies problems. At best, the adequacy of a response in a Social
Studies setting can be assessed in terms of such factors as quantity of

'evidence used, whether alternative solutions were considered, and the care
and systematic manner in which the final solution was identified. The
classification of such respbnses is.discussed in detail in Chapter 6. Yet it. is
clear that the cognitive demand of Social Studies tasks is beyodd the
M-space available to most primary and junior secondary students,

In the training sessions the problem to be solved was given to the subjects
only after they had viewed the photograph to which it related. Primarily this
procedure was adopted because of the work of Rothkopf (1966, 1970) and
Frase (1970). Rothkopf maintained that questions aid in the Acquisition and
retention of information, but the particular outcome is influenced by where
the question is placed in relation -to the data with which it is associated.
Pre-questions can,ackus filtering devices causing a subject to overlook
information which in subsequent discussions may be useful. Rothkopf
J 966) .found that, in general,learners retained more of the given material

questionsuestions appeared after the -data. Frase (1970) found retention of
incidental information wag relatively low when pre-questions were used. In
some cases pre-questions-depressed incidental learning well below control
group scores (Frase, Patrick & Schumer, 1970). In the present investigation,
byjiot nominating the triple of criPicern, the subjects were forced to scan and
recall more completely the information presented. Thus, at this early stage in
the enquiry operation, the object was to get the subject to identify as
information as possible and not to reject some because of a sups
examination. As such a procedure imwsed a considerable information
upon the child, strategies-were employed to aid him achieve the objective.
These strategies are identified below.

Te-aching Strategies

In addition to the questions which form 'tic locus of the enquiry process,
questions were also part of the teaching strategies used in the training
sessions, Skill in question-asking hag long been emphasized in teaching.
More-recently, however, the adoption of particular questioning procedures
has been seen as important in improving intellectual performance (Pate &
Bremer, 1967J1unkins, 1970; Clegg, 1971; Taba et al., 1971; Ryan, 1973;
Victoria, Education Department, 1974). Taba identified four types of ques-
tions.lions. They were described as opening questions, extension questions,
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explanation questions and support questions. The opening or focus questions
provide the boundary of subsequent discussion. They are identical to the
-problem questions discussed above. They require the child to elicit and
manipulate a number of pieces of information. Extension questitinsare those
which call for more information or clarification of what has already been
provided. By contrast. explanation questions require more than description.
Support questions are basically questions which ask the child to clarify and
synthesize his ideas. All of these forms, of questions wore used in the training
sessions associated' with one treatment and to a lessct extent with the other
special treatment. However. it is true to say that the teacher, irrespective of
the treatment, had an important' role to play in each training session. ,The
subject was not left to work his way through a programmed text but rather
encouraged by the teacher's use of questions.

Using Photographs

The training sessions used photographs as the source of data. These photo-
graphs, with few exceptions. showed human activity in cultural cir-
cumstances different from those of the subject's. Large, coloured, class
discussion prints were selected from a number of commercially published
sets. Two of these sets, C'oniernporary Social Science Curriculum and Social -

Studies Discussion Piitures* were produeed to accompany Social Studies
programs designed for elementary school children in Canada and the United'
States of America. The third source-was a picture series produced. by
UNESCO. Associated With each photograph was a problem task asdiscus-
sed above.

The use of such data was apt considering the emphasis currently placed
upon the use of visual materials in Social Studies_lidth at the primary and
secondary school levels in Victoria. In this regard:the study was jdifferent
from the majority of those reviewed earlier which explored the impact of
teaching upon problem-solving. In those instances verbal material predomi-
nated as the stimuli.

Visual materials are not viewed as accessories or 'spiritual crutches'
supporting verbal forms of instruction. Justification for their use is varied. It

*Anderson. E. A. et al. Contemporarr Social Science Curriculum, Park Ridge:Silver Burdett. 1972alwen. E. Social Studies Discussion Picture. Vancouver:
Fitzhenry & Whiteside. 1972. UNESCO Geography Series. Set 2 Asia. UNESCO
1970.
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40 is commonly assertet at a picture is worth a ttiound words. Although the
relative valu ese two Means of cOmmunication iCi not detailed, it is
accepted err time programs that it is easier for children to operate %kith
information vihich is conveyed in a visual rather thaqa verbal form. (Rene-
hurl 8i Wilkes, 1973: Victoria, Education Deri'artinerit, 1974). These- same
cotirses emphasize the use of direckexperience, that is. e xperiiince where the
child is physically present in a sitaution, where he can actively manipulate.
ohjects. This position of valuing direct experience for primary school chil:.
dreli, who in the Main are concrete operators, _was extrapolated from the

..-..- .work of Plage! (Flavell, 1963; PiaN,Pet; 1970). Because it is not always
feasible or practical.,in a school situation, to provide direct experiences.
some programs advocate the_use of photographs which depict aspects of
reality, Such are seen as surrogates for direct .experience.-The more lifelike
the photograph; Mid, the greater its fidelity, to the real situation. the more
'appropriate it becOmes for primary school children.

Realism is emphasized not only because curriculum developers believe
realism aids learning but also because Social Studies is i:onceinedwi
investigating reality. An aim in Social Studies is to ,Iev.picip concepts a
generalizations about: the real. world-and.1 not -some' emasculated or '

-stereotyped situation. .Through the development of ideas, such ag.t4ose
relating to social organization,onatural environment, change and sele, it is
hoped the student wilt he better able to cope with, respond to, and,acrupon
situations e2cisting in his own'society. As photographs can be a vehicle for
portraying. aspects of reality, they are seen 'as-being important in modern
Social Studies programs. .

Another major justification ,tht use of photographs is their motivating:
in hotographs have -en used as means of sparking interest in 'a
topic or setting the scene' for enquiry. Teachihg units produced as pin of
Society in View (Victoria. Education Departm-ent, 1974) use photographs as
confrontation experiences. These activities aim to amuse a child's curiosity,
place him in a position where he needs to resolve cognitive conflict and focus
his attention upon -particular aspects of a social situation. Boast (1973)
suggested pht phs have other merits. They can be examiged and .re-
examined at le sure and can be arranged readily in a sequence to revej*l
change.

The empirical evidence does little either to divrtiss or to support the
justifications 'advanced by Social Studies programs for using photographs
(see Rhys. 1966; Murray, 1970; Whitehead, 1972). Their use must continue
to rely upon propositions such as *realism aids interpretation' . A few writers

C
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for believing that it.will rnaktlearning easier and more
complete (Gibson,, l 967)1 Their basie-poSition is that the closer
an Illustration approaches re. ality'the greater the number of cues it contains.

. More cues earis,the student has a better 9pportu-nity -to.ad erentife the
situation in finer and 'anis more accurate manner. From such expeiieriees
the student ould be 'able to. build up/mere abstract -ark more :inclusive
concept's.-

.

There is some evidence that challenges the theoret al -position that
lam in photo idanterpretation (Dwyer, 19741; Moore & Sasse,....
71). Both Dwuran core & Sasse found line drawings;inoie effective

in transmitting message. Dwyer argtled that photographs are less effective-
.,

than line draWings in facilitating learning because they require more coding
by the central neous system. In addition, he suggested realisrh in photo-
'graphs distracts students from the essential learning cues. :.-

The justibcation, for tisiiig photographs as a source -of data in the present
study rests on three grounds: First, photcigraphs'are'aCcepted as an important

416 form ofirnforrnatiou in -Social Studies programs. Secondly/ at leaSt initially,
Viey appear tcyttract- the 'attention of students at the upper primary. level:
Thirdly, by 10 5tears of age most chikdren have developed the elementary_
skills to comprehend the actions pcirtr4ed. (See Bayless & Renwick, 1966;
Henderson; 1968; Vernon, 1968; Travers, 1969; Boast, 1974.) The evi-
dence regarding the ease of photograph interpretation in relation to the

-compretlension of prose paSsages.and direct experience is not clear. Nor has
dap importance of realism in learning been' resolved.
-4. p

Nature of Training
- The training began after the initial random allocation of subjects to three

groups Ad the completion of a pre- testing program. Two groups received
special training, .while the third acted as a control.

Theihipin4ng was spread over six weeks. During that time the traiking
groups rke_Oved 15 sessions. In one week they, received two sessions while in
thy nexteiweek they three. The-Sessions were taken on successive days
with eachli session lasting one hour, Thus, a total of 15 hours experiences was

9 provided foc each experimental sullt. -

.

As experimental teachers wlii0litat-wo. schbols, the division of training..
.into two and three sessions per week allowed the teachers tockpelid whole

days in each school. If, in week one, the teacher was working at School A on.
MOnday and Turoday, and SchooiB on Wednesday, Thursday and Friday
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.
then; the second week, he was at School A on Monday, Tuesday -and*
Wednesday and at School 13 for.the remainder of the week.

Treatment one
Treat-Men( One was develoipdd after considering the Pascual-Leoie vie w of
cognitive development. It aimed at providing suitable executive schemes
and at enhancing appropriate operative and

cognitive
schemes. Strategies

were employed which aimed-t reducing the Cognitive demands of problems
while at the same time encouraging each child to utilize all the M-space
available to him and to avoid prprhinent but irrelevant perceptual cues.In
summary, the training was designed to overcome some of the constraints
hypoth.esized.to inhibit pupil performance, while at the same time providing
instruction in appropriate enquiry skills.

a

The first nine sessions concentrated, upon particular .operative schemes,
seen as being important in the total enquiry process. The totality of the
problem operation was iK)t tackled Ligi! the tenth training session. This
approach ,differecytfrom a number of the previous research studies where
components were not treated separately. (01ton & Crutchfield, .1969;. War-
drop ei al., L969; Gray, 1972). 'Justification for-- sepailiatrng out relevant
operative schmes relates to the limited cogOive processing space available
to each subject. By separating the various elemems of enquiry the amount of
information to be considered was reduced. There were feWer procedures to
be recalled and related to one another. Attention was directed to 'practising
and mastering oneoutccAe., Part of this mastery was a chunking procedure,
a consolidation of information into smaller numbers of unit's. For example,
in the generation of possible solutions to a given problem, the child was
encouraged to consider and use three approaches: search the given informa-
tion for clues; recall similar problems and their solutions from previous
experience; and to guess. UltiMately these approaches become part of.the
one answer-generatIon scheme.

..0ft!While the early sessions focused upon particular elements of the enquiry
prOcess, they built upon one another. For example, the photograph of boy I
wrestlers in Mongolia used as stimuli irra finding information. session was
used again in a session concerned with idehtifying evidence to support a
particular problem situation. Thus, idence collected id one session was
used to support suggested answers ad anced in another.. The same problems
an stimulus material were re-used ereint-training sessions; although
the cus of attention in each session differed. In one session the concern was
collecting evidence,in another, suggesting answers to a problem, while-in
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another:'manipuldfing that evidence to reach a 'decision, Tht;s); the totql,
enquiry process was being built up gradually, logically, an-sls inter,-
connectedly. . .- ,

For each session a detailed lesson plan- was provided for the experiinent41
teachers (see Whitehead,- 1975). Each plan gave a brief statement about the
purpose of the session. There Vvag a sunvnary statement of what had goon
in previous lessons. This revision was for the benefit of the children, A ligi of
photographs to be used and of problem questionito be raised was also-given.
The procedure for the session was then presented =in' some'detail. Often the
actual words that could be used were given, although the teachers were
permitted to vary this to gain-spontaneity,. pro-vided the intent of the session
.was maintained*. Examples- of children's -responses collected from trial
sessions were given. In these instances teachers were encouraged to substi-
tute responseStitiwn from theirown subjects. Also provided were examples
of. queitions of the'. type described by Tatra et al. -,(1971).as extension?:
explanation and support questions. At the conchision of the session a review
statenrient of the ,day's activities was given and sonie.indication made.of the
focus of attention for the next session. ..w.. An examination of the training sessio in ore detail indicates that the
first two sessions were concerned with th manner in which the child,
oriented himself to the data. 'Here is a phot raph. What does it tell you?.
How many thltigs can you find in the photbgraph? List-them dOwn; Each
child wrote down what he could find. He then grouped the listed formation
into things that `go together'. Finally he gave each group abel which
reflected the common attributes..Certain regrouping may have been neces-
sary. Such behaviour was emphasized by Taba who said it was $n activity.of
concept development. The same strategy was adopted in Australian prog-
rams (Queensland, Education Department, 1972; Victoria:Education De-
partment, 1974). The distinction between observed and inferred information
was als6 discussed.

Severa,Cadvantages were derived from such a procedure. First, it en.-
-handed the figurative schejnes of the subject From a photograph of a large
modern city.a child might group tall office buildings; shops, cal-s, tra s and .
people under the label city. This drew his attention to the features of ity%
and hopefully, through discussion with others in the study group; en led
him to identify new attributes which he did not formerly consider. Such
*Frtim an analy0s of tapes made f tliree sessions with each teacher and each
trehtment group. h was clear that to experimental teachers followed, the planned
activities very closely.
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features could.relate to cities as centre: f entertairiment,Igovernment and
i:ultUrei: Secondly, the strategy aleited the chi4d to the abundance of informa-
tion presented. Such awareness was important in -later agpects of the enquiry
procfeW Includin/the generatiop of alternative solutions to given problems.
Thirdly,,,by grouping and labelling the gathred information, the subject was
assisted in "chunking the material. ints) more manageable and retrievable
units, thus making more efficient use of the limited availableM-space. Or;
as Bereitei (i 969) `expressed it,' the action is a provisional information
processing move which has ihepffe-ct of preserving the pieces of information
in-a foFm .s-6 theycan be _assembled later. Fourthly, adbption of this strategy
reduced the pdssibility of a students observing only a -limited number of
dominant features. The field,dependent -ubject was helped to adopt aii)
strategy 'which would ensure a syStemati search. of the photograph. Sys,-
tematic search and de-centering are not always evident in the behaviour of
primary sch'ol children., as the 'research:evidence indicates: For example,
SUchrnan (1961) noted perceptual biases in the search patterns of 'grade five.
students which., he believed; seriously restricted S.UC&NS in later aspects of
the enquiry prtcess. Therefore, it was ton14 after-the children had searched, ;
listed, grouped and labelled, that the problem to be investigated-was given.

Sessions three and four were primarily concerned with finding wultiple
answers to given problems. This was the gap-filling phase-of enquiry _that
many writers saw as being essential (Dewey, 1933; .Ausubel & Robinson,
1969; Evans, 1972). Some, haxe commented upon the difficulty students
have in coping with thii facet.ornquiry (Lovell, 1961; Covington, 1968;
DuckWorth, 1972; GraSt, 1972). These writers irriplied or suggested that fhe.
inability of students to provide multiple -Soltitioni to aproblern May be".due to
the emphasis in classroOms up-on single correct answers: In these two
sessions.the students were encouraged to view the problems in 'different
.ways.,Ho can the problem be interpreted? No one suggested solution Was
valued m re than any other, at least initially. Three possible sour s of.

proble -solutioris were given: something in the photograph, someth g seen
or learned somewhere else,' and something guessed. Use of imaging ion was

1encouraged. One piece of information may spark offan idea which appears
to. come- from nowhere. In the group situation, it could be likened to

10101braintstorMing (Parnes & Meadow, 1959). Such ideas were as acceptable a!s
those based. upon previously held knOwledge or upon given ,information.
Thisfeature Or phase may be viewed as a creative act in the problem-solving

: - process. So sessions three and four made explicit what suitable answers
were, and gave directions to where such solutions could be found. Attention
was therefore given to the development ofsuita131e.execiitive and operative
schemes.
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The next two sessions-, "sessions five and six,.concetnedthemsavcs with

data;ciollection; This was the stage where the child returned to the photo-
, graph and listed information which supported or negated. each, of his

suggested solutions. This was a more-. difficult -task -than simply listing
:information. The data collected had to relate to the. given problew *hat

would be suitable evidence?"What does the problem mean?' It NA, e firsy ..sterf in explaining - the appropriateness of a particular solution. Again, the
einpbasig Was upon "d,evOoping appropriatelverative sherries_

4v Data manipulation- wasthe. foctis of attention in 'sessions seven, eight and
nine. Previous research had -notedthelimited nature of responses by witticlent s-
to problems of a similar type to those presented in the, training sessions (see
Chapter 2): Such limitations, as. Pascual-Leone suggested., could be due to
the inability of stUdents to 'handle-a sufficient amount of information or
because they were unclear as to what was expected. These sessions pre-.
sented a systematic. way of approaching the task. The task was segmented
into smaller units. The evidence supporting or negating each solution was
Considered in turn. One piece of information was set against another. The
strength of the evidence between solutions was considered in a.. given
sequences Specific attention was given to nominating. the attributes of
successful decision-making: explanation rather than description, quantity of
information used, and tentativeness in decision-making where evidence was
insufficient or incomplete. Speed awas not an important. attribute. These
procedures reduced the cognitive load. The task was segmented and infor-
mation was chunked. Provision was. made for the development of suitable
operative and appropriate. executive schemes:

Session 10 was.the first of five sessions which concerned themselves with
the total problem solving task. Here was the first occasion where the various
operative schemes used in earlier sessions were deliberately drawn together
with the various relationships being identified. To do this, the crime situa-
tion, previouSly used in a more intensive manner by the Productive Thinking
Program (Covington et al., 1972), was used. By discussing. the actions of
the ,polie. on the scene of a crime the chief elements of enquiry were

''established: look around andeStabliSh the nature and. setting of the'crime or
problem, clarify the nature of the crime, ide.n4ify possible suspects Or
solutions, copect evidence or alibis for each suspect, make an arrestor reach

ja decision after weighing up the evidence'. In addition to discussing thZcrime
model, each child was 'given a duplicated paradigm upon which he recorded
the various pieces of information gathered in each step of the enquiry. (See
Figure 1.) This paradigm was as used by Robinson et al. (1972), although in
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that instance the subjects do not appear to have used it as a record sheet: This
sheet served two purposes. It gave a visual image of diti various tasks in
problem-solving and their relationships, thereby assisting in'establiSbing an
appropriate figurative scheme of the total process. In gtkit.ion, it provided a
memory crutch and thu.slightened the cognitive load. Once one section was
filled in, it was temporarily set aside while another. section was processed,
the he Segmentaticin of the task. _

V.Vhilefthe pa digm forrn used identified the chief components .Of enquiry'
it alsO bui -in constraints. Provision_vvnade

only three
onlythree suggested

solutions. S ce. limitations dictated that only. three Or fOUr pieces of evi-
dence coul (be included for each solution. Thus the amount of information
listed cam closer to the .M -space available to the subjects included in the
study. Thal subject was not choked with information half-way through` fie
problem =s )Iving" process. The amount of infoimation was controlled by the
record she 't. While the child may have:created many possible answers, he
Was told :t select and list only 'three.- When discussing their sogitions the
children were encouraged to cOnsider the quality of the-evidence. HoWever,
th
ev e
discar

asi mphasis was upon quantity rather than quality, that is, usingall the
nc y had discovered. After the thirteenth session the paradigm was

ed and the children made rough notes on plain scrap paper.
Treatment Two
Primarily. Treatment Two differed from Treatment_. One in the extent to
which' directions were given. to, students. The :teactier 'made no effort to

!....-Nclarify the nature of the problem-seilving task nor to indicate the appropriate-
ness of responses:.The teacher acted a-§ba iiliscullipn controller, encouraging
each child to talk about the -given problem. As a resultiny improvement in
student performarkie came from the child's own appreciation :7(1,1f the :sj is
tion, and through Observing the techniques of other students, noLby Match-
ing the criteria emphasized by the teacher.

A
(as was the case with 'Treatment

One). ..
.

It will be recalled from the discussiOn in Chapter 3 that Piaget believed
students needed to:be actively engagedin -any intellectual task if they were to
benefit from it (Piaget, 1970). Students should be given the opportunity to
discover for themselves. Explanation or demonstration by teachers was not
seen :as being compatible with his irtews. Tasks shOuld lie provided which
cause conflict in the child's 'mind. In- resolving the conflict' through the'

.

processes of accommodation 'and assimilation intellectual gains wouldpe
made:, The interaction of ideas between peers would assist the process

1974
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No attempt was made by the teachers to give students in Treatment Two an
overview of the enquiry process. The crime modelfwas not discussed. The
special recording sheet presenting .a graphic view .of the procesS ova's not
used. Instruction in the separate skills associated with enquiry, such as
generatitig answers and evoluatin solutions, not ot given. The teacher
adopted a low profile in terrif t 6-student group. Eacli subject was left to
himself to identify and use the facetS.of enquiry. However, identical prob
lems to thoSe;given to Treatment Ontk %yew considered.- .

P , g'1With one major exception, the training sessions experienced by Treaty ppt .-

Two subjects reflrectedifeattires advocates 1::!y. the Piagetian vitv6 The excep-
tion related to the first phase of the.eriquiry process, data-scanning. Sessions
one and two were identical for both Treatments One and Twb. In those
sessions the students were instructed in listing; groupjng anAd labelling data.. .

Perhaps-this section, more than any other, emphasiZed the content:matter of
the enquirythe .clarificatiOn and enhanCement of figurative seherries or
concepts. In,some modeth Social Studies programs it is.the development of
this phase of enquiry ffi at" receives strong emphasis. Subjects in Treatment
Twizo were therefore not placed at a disadvantage compared.to Treatment One
iri terms of problerns seentand scanning strategies employed in -relation to
photographs. HOwever, teacher assistance went no further.

Treatment Three, The Control
The third group acted as the control. For that group the treatment consisted

of listening to a story read by the experimental teacher. The story selected
did not.4 relate to the special treatments nor to the subject matter of the
criterion tests: Both experimental groups had the same story read tothem but
for a 'much shorter duration.

Table 2 presents a summary of the attributes of the experimental treat-
ments for the benefit of the reader.

Thebnext chapter describes the (experimental setting and design of the
investigation in which the three- treatments were employed:

-1
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TABLE 2
Similarities and Differences Between Treatments

Treatment One , Treatment Two TreaVnent Three
1. Concept develqpment 1.

listing -N
*grouping

1 !ling
2. Expl 't instructionf. *SU eSting

so utions to
problems

*fihding evidionce
'manipulating

data -

3. Discussing Probleins 2.
with teacher guidance
and direction

4. Using a record sheet

Concept development
listing.

labelling

Discussing _problems.
No teacher instruction

c
5. Ustening to a story 3. Listening to a story 3. Listening to a story ,

rJ
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6 Design, Sampling` apd Experimenta
MethOd

1116 .4 ... .. .

The present investigation aimed at examining the influence of training upon
problein-solving peifonnance. While the previous chapter described the-
training prograMs used, this chlipter sets out the experimental. cksign-, the
sample, an*kinds of data colle'tted. .

Design of the Study
The experimental design is shown in Table 3. Treatments were crossed with
classes. Classes nested in schools and schools nested in teachers. By using
such a design, the observations of treatment groups were independent of
each other.

- As Table 3 indicates; a total of 216 subjects formed the sample. Twelve
classrooms from six schools were involved. From within each classroom, 18
subjects were ,randomly selected to take part in the investigation. Once
identified,. these students were randomly assigned to one of the three expert=
mental groups: Treatment One, Treatment Two or Treatment Three. Thus,
within-any one school there were 36 subjects involved, drawn from.the grade
six level and equally diyided between -three.experimental

3
groups,. each

experimental group, having 12 subjects. A

As Table 3 shows; eache4erimental teacher was involved in teaching at
two schoolit. Specially ernplOyeti from outside the school staff; these ex-

!.-perimental reaChers taught all three experimental groups within eachschool..
So each treatment group, had the same teacher and each group was mad 4p
of students drawn equally frtm.the same two classrooms. Different teache
for different treatments were not used nor were the students from(different.
classrooms instructed separately.

0116,
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'Teacher 1
I.'

Teacher 3

TeaCher 3

School 1

School 2

School 3

Schdol 4

Sdhool 5.

.e. School 6
ger

. TABLE 3.
Experimental Design

.r.Class

Class 2
Glass 3.

'..Class 4 6 6 6'` 18
fClast.5. 6 6 6 .18
1.Class 6 -. -- e. 6 6 6 18

- (Class i _ 6 -6 .
7-
6 18

1_Class 8
,,

6
. . 6 6 18

!Class 9 .. 6, 6 6 ,; 18
LP1a6s 1 0' 6 6 ': 6- 18 36

Treatments
1 2 3
6. 6 6 18

6. 6 - 6 -18
6 6 6. -`1111

36

36

36

(Class
%Class 12

.

Half the total sample 'was pre-tested on a set of criterion meastires. This
sub- sample was gained by randomly selecting half the subjects from-each,
classroom within cach treatment group. This can be related to Table 3. From:
each treatment cell of six subjects, three were pre-tested. This procedure was
adopted to provide a cheek upon thq composition of the treatment,groups.
Were they initially-ettuivafrnt? As the three treatment groups were to be
compared on-tests given at the end of the experiment, the groups would have
to be equivalent at,the beginning of the experiment if comparisons were to be
meaningful. However,: the experience of doing the tests could hav,e_Consti-
tuted a learning situation itself. Perhaps the training .sessions -were
tribittitig nothing more than was gained from ,the experience of doing the
tests. Test-takipg cold be alerting the appropriate executive schemes and
that may be the sole contribution of the training sessions. By pre-testingp-nly
half the sajAple a compariSon was possible between' th9te pre--tested and
those-not: Such a comparison would identify the extent to which the test-
taking experience was a learning experience7.7The relationship, between
pre-testing and post-testing is illustred in Table 4.

6 6 6 18
6 6 6 18* 72 72

36

216
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Treatment One

Treatment Two

Treatment Three

4,

TABLE 4
Testing Sessions

Pre -test Post-test Delayed
Post-test

Tested

Tested

Tested

r
a
n
a

n
9

Tested
Tested Tested
Tested
Tested Tested
Tested
Tested Testeid

Also from Table 4 it can 'be seen that the half of the sample not pre-tested
were re-tested after the post-testing session. Eight weeks was the planned'
ti ,a lapse between ,the completiOn of the post-testing and the commence-
ment of the delayed testing session. Two of those weeks were school

Use of a delayed post-testing 'session gave an opportunity to
examine the durability of any identified training effect.

.

. 'Phis. discussion on pre-, post- and de,layed pOst-testing relates to a.group
of Astgirefefred td-as Problem Tasks. number, they are desctibed. in
detail 1::elow. Three used photographs and three were based upon verbal
passage's. tour only, -however, were used at any one testing sessioin. two
photOiprapap and two .verbal passages. Th'e four -tests used in the pre-testing

aie weifidentical to those used in the delayed post-testing session. Two of
se 'tests were -used in the pyst-testing session along.with two others. Thus

e h subject, irrespective 15r Uhether.he was in the pre-test or delayed test
group; comAicted Six probleni-gsol(ring tasks, two of which he. saw twice.
This relationship between- tests and testing sessions is shown. in Table 5.

. 1,, , f
. TABLE

:

5
Testing Sessions "Ind Pioblem Tasks Used

Pre - testing Post-testin

Photograph One
Phot aph Two
Pa e.One
Pei Two

tograph (0
otograpir Thr

.assage One
passage Three

. Delayed
Post-testing

el

Phqtograph One
.PVtograph Two
Passage One,

e TWo

1'4
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. A

in addition to the Problem Tasks,..some tests were given to all subjects
prior-to the training sessions'. These Wert tests which helped to describe the
sample and treatment groups, while at the same time providing measures.
independent, of the special treatments, which could he uses ascoVariates in
the data analysis. Thes tests were ACER lutermedigte D. a test of giNeral
ability, ACER Wai.d Ka %ledge Test Form B.. Wvehler Backward Digits

'Test, and the Group Emb red Figures Test by .c.Atman, Raskin & W itk in
(1971). Jones (1972) showed that perform6ice on Piagetian tasks did nOt
relate tti verbal ability: hOwever, in the criterion tasks employed in the

factorpresent investigation such ability could have been a factor significantlyte". influencing pert:off:mince. Three of the Problem Tasks used dAt. onsisting
of words. Furthermore. the child's response to the prohle s was given'.--rnverbally in an intervieiv situation rather than through- the manipulation of
materials. Johnston (1972) and Whitehead (1972) did find a significant' but
low correlation between these typtii- Of tasks and measures of intelligence.
The Backward Digits Teat and the Group Embedded Fighres Test were
included because they were measures which related directly to the Pascual-
Leone view on cognitive development.

Besides the Prt;blein 'Tasks, the post-testing session includlid meastires
described as Element Tests. They were so labelled because they aimed_to
measure particular attributes of the training. program. Focusing can inure
limited aspects of the enquiry process. it was anticipated that they would
assist in identifying changes in the underlying operative schemes that help-to
eNplain any change in performance on the more global problemsolving

tasks. *Vivo' published tests were also included in this phase of the -testing.
prOgram.They were two tiests specially prepared by the Australian Council.
for Educational ReSearchth measure changes in the pe'rforma4ce of primary
school children in grades four through six as the result of introducing a new
Social Studies course of study in .Victori; These tests were entitle(trestof
Words-u.s( ,/ the tests used.

Alire listed in Table 6. ,. l
. , .In summary, the investigation involved a saitiple of 216 students drawn

from.12 grade six classrooms within six schools. Each of three experimental .

teachers..,teching all three. experimental groups, worked in two schools.
.T-hii nested design allow6.1 the separation of the variablesschool. teacher,'
and classroomfrom treatment effects, factors not always considered in
-previous research. The adoption of a testing program which included pre-
and delayed post- testing with a split sample' permitted the examination of
durability of training and the influence of test-taking upon. performance.

(16 .



TABLE 6
Tests Used in Investigation

Pre-testing Post-testing
Delayed
Post-testing

5. Four Problem Tasks*
a. Poverty
b. Slums
c. Indian Horses
d. Goldfield

1. Intermediate

2. Word Knowledge B
3. Backward Digits
4. Group Embedded

Figures Test

1. r oblem Tasks 1.
a. Poverty
b. City
ot Indian Horses
d. Famine

2. Efbment Tests
-a. Concepts: Poverty

and City
b. Answers
c. Puzzles
d. Working it Out
e. Higgins Inference

Tests
3. ACER Social Studies

a. Words used in
Social Studies

b. Test of Comprehension

Problem Tasks*
a. Poverty
b. Slums
d. Indian Horses
d. Goldfield

*Administered to half the total samplp.
Numerals indicate the sequence of administration.

The'Sample
'Two hundred and sixteen grade six students were selected from six primary
schools. The schools were drawn from those nominated by Education
Department 'administrators and from those known to the investigator. All
schools selected met four criteria.

They were located in middle-class areas.

- There were no serious language probkrns in the school. All
children included had a ready command of the English Ian-

' gunge.

Space Was available in the school where a group of 12 children,-
together with a teacher, could go foi the purpose of instruction
and discussion.
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The schcitil pri ncipid and class teachers were agreeable to taking
part in the investigation. This entailed providing time for the
extensive testing programed allowing groups of children to be -

withdrawn therOurtut the school day; tor instruction by the -
experimental teacher. -,

k,.1q111te opinion of the class teachers, no child in the -stu y had difficulty in
expressing hjrnself or herself in the English language, ough 31 subjects
came from harries wneie'another language-was spoken by a least one Parent.
Support for the teachers' dpinion was reflected in student rforrnance on -a

. vocabulary measure and a test of general ability whic'h had a high verbal
component (sce Whitehead. 1975).

The subjects- were drawn equally from two classrooms in each school. --
With the exet/Siion of one school these were the only ilasses at grade six
levet, The exception was School Five which had" three classes. In that
instance two were selected at randorri. :oenerally, the environment. of allkt-
classes in the- investigation refleCted traditi anization, one teacher .

being iespciiiiiibre.foreach class:TS lis a were provided fpr work in
an. anitand craft room and in the'libr y in all but two schools. Both lacked
-s-pecir art and _craft facilities, but had libraries.

Since the major research hypotheses related to the different treativnp and .

their possible effects, ..and since a full pre- and, post-test desigvak.not
employed, it was essential the -rnembersheof the treatment groups be
made effectively randoth; School, Cass. and teacher differences could arise
since. membership within and across_th,ese groups was not necessarily ran-
dom.

Four tests-were administered prior to the application bf any treatments.
Backward Digit's and Group. Embedded Figures Test were selected because
they related to two constraints upon intellectual performance nominated by
Pascual-Leone.' illNe remain` two tests. were ACER Interthediate D.. a
geritral ability test, antil ACER- d .Knowledge B. The generafabilitYlest
was used because it was likely tohaye a positive correlation with the various
criterion measures concerned with treatment effects. The Word Knowledge
TeslwasitiCluded because tHree of the Igroblern Tasks used verbal passages.

These four tests permitted verification of the practical effectiveness of the
Prcedtires u6ed for design and random selection of the samples. A,,sefies of -
sirnple univariate analyses of variance were conducted using the scores on
these four variables. -The, F values'. for. the treatment groups on all four
variables were.n-ot significant (p<.05). For class, school and teacher effect--

8°
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some values were. significant. These results were conOstent with the
effectively !Imam selection of subjects\ across treatment 'groups.

In addition.to the adminktration of the four tests, half of the sample were
pre-tested on -four Problem Tasks. These were)the major cri-' sures
for the i*estig,atilem. An examina,tioretif the, pre-test rest d the
conclusion drawn from performance on the other instrum r as no
significant_ difference between treatment. groups..

Tests
_Five major groups of measures were used in the present'study._ The are
liSted in Table .6. One set ,Problem Tasks, examined the ability of students to
use the 'total- enquiry process. SiriCe the second -Set related to separate
components of the process they were grouped under the -general label,
Element -rests. These tests were measures of 'take' (Robinson et al., 1974.
The :Mini group consisted of measures specifically associated with :tlidr-
Pasettal-Leone franiework of inte(lectual development. Publisfied 011ieCtive

. tests made titp the fourth-grotip. The final group, o!...,measures providednchecks
on elossroom environment and the extent to...which the planned teaihing

. proceatice;; were actuallc.impleinentecl. The measures involved in -call of
these five groups are discussed belcia.i
0roblem tasks
Dest-ription--
There. were six Problem Tasks (see Whitehead, 1975). -These were titled .
InNalaiorses, Famine,- Goldfields, Poverty. City and Slums. The first three- '

,e,

-problefits were based upon 'written passages.-'The last thr= Wised photo-
-graphsCone blEck and white., and two coloured. ,

The verbal passages were built upori the model prop ed by Peel (1.966) in
which the first section twas. basically irrelevant to . ,problemlaosed. The
next section, althougk related to the questio aske 5 it% itEelf inadequate
or insufficient for a. coal -ive jud me e", ' Made.- The firfal sution
provided or implied other .Z. ..i. P i ji ..4.. ( flitted the nature 8? the
decision that-could be.reac t he passages could b&viewed as

.

,.... y either history, geography ,-ec ..!.... sociphigy dr anthropology. ..

The firsi problem concern ,; ortgindi source Of the horses used by the ... .

.,, . American Indians., From w,he aid, the Ainericari Indians obtain their .

horses'?'" This was an "iss3e.11- t ,.one time interested ..American ,an, .,
thropologists (Haines, 1938.). The second problem fo'cdsed upon famine in
India and the dilemnia ?aced by4hose people In inatching religious beliefs

lb
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with AN: econoiniZ-s of survival: 'How can the shortage of food in India he
overcome?' The third situation was prompted by the Lambing Flat Riot of
1861 between European goldnjiners and C'hinese..Highlighting differences.
in cultural and social backgrounds. the problem focused on procedures'that
could have been used to diffuse the animosity between the groups. The
question was .'How could troWe on the goldfields he prevented?'

The photographs were of the type found in Social -Studies texts and
.classminn photographic sets. The first photograph portrayed a Mexican

) village It showed crude houses built .of brick but lacking in .facilities, A
- woman was washing outside in tubsNeglect was apparent in the surround-.

. ing area. With this photograph, the subjects in. the study were told that the
govertithent of these people in recognizing-they-Were livifig in poverty had
provided money for a community project-. 'What shouliVie projecrbeT was
the problem posed. The secon0hotograph was art engraving ofithe building
of the overland teleg,raph.lint Niiiween Adelaide and Port Dal-win in..the. late
1800'g, Tents were erectedalongside.a creek and considerable activity was
shown. Men were leading .pack hors--,--erecting telegraph poles, carrying-
buckets of water and cooking. Although -a rock outcrop was featured in the
foreground, the land was reasonably-flat and covered in light scrub. Trans-
port was available. The question asked was 'Will thete he a city here, in ten
years time front when the drawing was made?' The third photograph.showed
a section of Buenos Aires. Separated from high-rise buildings in the
back-ground by a railway, line and railway stock,, the foreground showed

. small wooden houses-with corrugated 'iron r.obfs. While: mainly old and
dilapidated, some- liouseS shoWed signs o.f care. With this photograph the
-students were told the local Council had decided to pull down these houseS
and asked ',Why has the Couricil.cleckled theSe hodses must be pulled dtiwn?'

MI. six situations: provided a large amount of information. The Pascual
ne M-sPitce model would suggest. the 'amount of information provided

s beyond the prodegsing space available to giade six students: Yet the
roblems" were of such a naturepat a response could he made:by all students

irrespective. of their lort-fl-Of intellectual maturity. Unlike, many Piagetian
problems, there was no pre-determined cOrrect sotution. that could only be
gained by manipulating certain'. variables.. 'Rdher, therc-was variety of
acceptable answers,-"whose quality' was only conditioned by the amount of
evidence,used 'to support them, and the care with which the appropriateness

-of ille'information was-sorted and acted upon_ A more detailed discussion of
response rating. is given below. Each problem situation gave-scope fol. the

.application of almost all aspects.' of the enquiry process. Students could



clarify the nature of the problein. seeatiossible solutions from both within
' A . 4

..

1ind outside the giVen data, gather evidence to support each alternative
. answer and evaluate this evidence in terms of each alternative, and so make a
decision. The one ahilitY tinittawas missing was pruhlem identification. In all
cases, the problem to. he investigated was pre-determined by. the experi-.
ibenter. However, there was scope;.. .for problem clarification.

Using the Rohinsim et al. ( 1972) dimension of remoteness. the visual tasks
cbrrespond I closely to those used in the -training sessions. Two of the
situ ions fually iusea the figurative schemes that were featured in the..-
traiiWng.sessions. namely. piwerty and city. So these ifieasures were towards '
the 'measure of . e' category identified by Rubinson etal. The verbal tasks,
although using th sanie skills and using"Social Studies -type situations, were
more remote f orn the. child's. experience. No attempt was made in the-
training sessions to instruct the child in applying enquiry techniques to
written material. Therefore, the verbal tasks could he yieived as measures of
transfer.. However. since the problems were still within, the Social Studies
rai .ie, rather than say the physical sciences, the tasks must he considered as
'inu iediate- transfer' rather.th,an.'Teote transfer' as was the case with the

. ,

m
,

Mai r String Problem used in the study by Treffinger Sc. Ripple (Iy70).
II the Problejm Tasks were admini!.gere'd in-an interview situation. The

attentioti of the udent was drawn to a pad and pencil provided. He was free
tO use th4m if he wished.. It- will be recalled that the training -sessions
emphasized the user of brief notes as a memory aid. Each problem was-
presented after the given data was examined. In the case of the verbal
passageS, these were read aloud by the tester as the subject followed with its ../.
eye. The data was left in front of the- s'ubjec't as the relevant question wiis

. .

posed. .
Trial qf reps"
All, six Problem Tasks used in the present study were tried out with 48
subjects, . selected at random, from three grade six. classrooms. This' trial
is sting of the Proble. in Tasks indicated four things. First,' all children were
.able and willing to respond to the situations presented.. Secondly, the level of
response by niat students was well below the ceiling of the teat. Only two

4.chiklren ot.q of 48 reached the ,seventh category of performance On a scale i! 43

providing for I cate ries. Therefore, the instruments provided gaVe scope
ror recording any ill' oveme performance ari t,:ingfrom special learning
experience s. Thir Ily, .althou tho tasks drew' froin different content areas
and Utilized two di crept modes of data presentation, thew was a reasonable

:
level of shared variant between the tasks, sufficient-16r them to be viewed
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as components in a common set of measures. Fourthly, the instruments were
reasonably stable in the test-retest situation. Any significant improvement in
performance of subjects after training could be attributed to the treatment
effects rather than 4o inadequacies in the measuring instruments or benefits
derived from 'previous experience with the tasks.

IHarker Reliability,
In responding to the Problem Tasks described above, n ghly complex
answers were created. Such answers present diffi 111 arkers attempt-
ing to achieve a high level of reliability. In previous research, at lest two
approaches to the problem were used. One searched for particular elbments\ . in each response, acknowledging individual44y their_presence with separate
scores. These scores were then summed to give an overall measure (Shulman
1965; Olton & Crutchfield, 1969; Nelson & Abraham, 1973). The second

. approach was more impressionistic. Here the rater formed a general impres-.
sionof the response in terms, of a multiplicity of criteria. Usually these,
judiments were made in terms of a number of broad categories each.having,4

its own criterieGenerally this global approach was seen to be less reliable
that the segmented approach. However, some researchers have believed that
the global method reflects more accurately the essential nature of problem-
solving. For them; problem-solving was not a string of separate skills (Peel,
1971). Rather it was an integration of skills to form a new entity. Thus the
totality of the process was seen to be greater than the sum ()fts pars. While
giving the appearance of precision, the summing of separate eleioaent scores
could result_ in a distorted view of a person's ability to use the enquiry
process. Obviously, the child who identifies .10 features in a problem' and
proceeds to operate upon( two is performing quite differently from a child,
who identifies six features and operates upon all six. A partial solution would
be to give more' value to particular attributes of the performance to reflect the
importance of each in the total. process ( Olton & Crutchfield, 1969; Robin:-
son, n.d.).. But in doing this the subjectivity of the global method is
approached. Another solution, as adopted by Tunstall (1969), is not to
combine the separate scores. However, by doing this the wholeness of thee,probleM-solving process is overlooked, the ab. to combine various skills
to fOrm new patterns of gap-filling behavio being ignored.

Is it possible, using ?lobal methods of assessment, to achieve high levels.of marker reliability? Peel (1971) and Nettle (1975) have provided evidence .

cricto support the claim that high levels of marke liability are possible. Peel
reported correlations in the order of 0.89 to .98 from a number of studies
carried out by his students. In the main, three broad categories of behaviour

.i., were used Each had multiple criteria. While a larger number of categories
.
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were indegtified in Peel's earlier work they we e to coped into thin
baler to achieve 'reproducibilijv as reqUired by Guitman's .technique for
discoveriiVginy cho uRt. set of grade~ onstitute a Scale' (Peel,
1971:39). However. Peer was still prepared to use sub-categories should the
responses from particuly test situations demand it. For example, the re-
sponses on the Pilot question were rated on four categories while those on
'Jane' have five categories. Obviously, the 'fewer the categories, the less
precise tpe scale becomes in measuring the various attributes of the enquiry. piticess: This is particularly important when a researcher ts concerned with
measurfiig change in performance due to the introduction of partict5lar
learning elperiences. The dual requirement of precision and sensitivity in a
scale present a dilemma. II provemenfifl tends to woken the other, so a
compromise seems inevita e.

The six Problem Tasks us d in the present'study were tested with 48 grade
six children. Their responses were rated against a nine-point scab~ described
beloq Using. this scale, twO raters achieved a Marker reliability correlation
of 0.94. Irk the study proper, one third of the transcripts were randomly
selgcted to be assessed by two raters. On that occasion a correlation of 0.89
was achieved. The high correlations could be attributed to the systematic and
common procedure adopted by the markers. Has the subject considered
multiple answers? How much information has he given to support theSe
answers? Did he go outside the information presented? To reach 4,decision,
did the subject systematically weigh up the evidence., for each alternative.'
answer? Was there recognition of inadequacies in the dap provided? Con-
sideration of such questions helped to place the responses.into appropriate
categories. in the scale. Overall, the procedure allowed for a high level of
precision in judging responses. .

Scoring Responses .

Part of the marker reliability issue related to whether levels of ability in
problem-solving could be clearly identified. In Chapter 2, the nature of the
enquiry process has been discussed. There, different views and points of
emphasis about this intellectual operation have been noted. However e
context of the present investigation the enquiry proces was seen t' oncern: .

ithe clarification of a problem, or conflict situation;
the creation of solutions to resolve the conflict;
the gathering of data to suppOri each ptis"sible solution, and
the carefultsand systematic sorting and weighing of the data to
reach a decision. A
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Evitletwe regarding the exists. cc of these attributes in student responseg, .,

yvas-necessary for the`tlassification of 'successful 'Social Studies prtibletp
.. .solvei-':-

. .

Four broad categories of problem-solving behavirdir were ,identified:-
-mip.

Three of these groups were. sub-di v ideaXibtrovide-a nine-point rating scale.
The, first category related to the .non-prolOem-Arolver.. He did not see the
nature or the` problem. He. inside n-ci rEsponse .to the. corillicirpresent0 or he.

.

..gave ani, anamer which. bore no relationship- to the givein .priibiern or thc.!
information provided...,Occasionally'he thre-iv' 71.nitn-mati4n togethtr in a. .

haphazard Mariner ui, produce a nonsensicalstritement.'AnOther variation' --

was -where he created 'Ks- own data to justify kparti,cular response. Some-. -
times an answer was a tautological one: 'he.i's hung.ryb.t.,.7.cause heis hungry'.

The type. of beha.vipur placed in the firs( category' should not be ctinfuseXl* ..

with the-ttntativeness seen iri the higher tevel responses. Hesitan&y exhibited
in such t.-ases was because.the subject saw limitations in the data provided or ,

.'bee'aust: he recognized the' breadth or col:TIM-0c ity of the-problem .. Usually he
gave an answer ,wtien aSked abtit phrased. his reasons in-a Jil.anner.adrnitting .... .

probability: It is most WM)/ that .-. . , or On the limited information given, 6.. _

here. : 4.' or If- -this is true then if ispossible that..,....,.' ; .. .
The second level of response 'Cicompassed the first.aot of the problem

solving procedure. Here Ole problem was secin hilt-little mental effort was
expended. in solving it. The. problem was comprehended sufficiently for the

attempts'subject to give a sensible.ans,wer. However, atterripts to relate the problem to .

given data were &animal. Two sub- levels could be noted. One covered the
c responses where' a subject failed to recognize the existence of. multiple

solutions to a given problem. Here the subject -seized upon one piece of
information provided in the data to support a given answer. The second
sub-Category concerned those responses where the subject saw ifiultiple
answers to the problem posed but did nothing about settling on one: On most

_ occasions he made no attempt-to relate the given information to any of his
suggested answers. This form of response was seen as being slightly better
than one in the previous sub-category because it assumed the subject had not
only recognized the existence of a problem but also had some awareness of
its complexity. All the alternatives the child produced. need not necessarily
have come only -from within the given data. -Some-may have arisen from
personal experielices because' the problems were not .unfamiliar to the
majority-of primary- school children `Famine, slums, Indians', gold-mining.
and -Cities were all ideas that have been raised in private reading. and
television viewing, if not in Classroom activities: PerhapS a slightly better )
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response than the 'alternative answers Only was the one w here I v..° solutions
ere consideLed along %kith one piece of informaiion. However. it too %%as

rated in the second sub-category of the second level of response. Justifica-
tion. for doing this rested on the belief that both situations constitute a simiLit;
cognitive load. Three alternative answers, or two ahuernati ve answers plus
one piece of 'information were equivalent. in that theOleinanded the same
amount of mental processing-space.

The Main characteristic of thq, third respt?nse level was the collection of
dat- support possible olutions to the Problem Titsks. These response's
we descriptiVe a nature. They relied, in the main, upon inftii-mq-

vided in the le; passage or photograph.Rarely didSubjects clas-
sified within this level cite evidence from Other .sources. General4'
attemp was made to explain the conflict within the information presented to
them. Where it was done, it was only done in a grorring or experimental sort
of way. Therefore such efforts were usually 'unsucc,essftil.

W lahfn the third category four sup - stages were identified. Basically the
diffef,,enees between these response classifications were .reflected in the

.',amount of inforMation usetl, the number of alternative answers considered
and a tendency'dto pay attention to conflicts in th,e data. The first sukl-level
covered those responses where /Ivo. pieces of information Were used to
support one answer. Here the subject expressed two ideas gathered from the
given information to, help him his anSwer. . . .

The second sub level diffired in that alternati+ve answers were considered,
'although the.Mfortniit ion given in support of them wasrestricted liking with
two answers, two pieces of informatiOn could have been provided. Alterna-

-,.

tiviAy a-student could have used three pieces of information to support one
ansr.ver, thesecond answer, although identified, having received no support.
These instances had more `tholight units" than those classified-at the second
sub-category of level two. There two alternative answers, ogetl r with one
piece of information, was sufficient.

In the third sub-level of category three, only one answer was considered
but more than two pieces of information were given in its support. Ag 7 no
attempt was made to weigh this information up. It was presence ,'in an
unintegrated fashion.

Like sub-category two, sub-category tour saw th'e suggestion of alterna-
tive solutions to a prohlem_although .here three or more alternatives were
presented ._Support int! each possible solution wits a piece of, data. Responses
which covered two possibilities, with several pieces of information for each
possibility, were also placed, in this sub category. The justification for cfoing

.

'
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this related to.cognitive load. it was assumed that a response *made up of
.three alternative answers. arid three pieces of information liiiii_ somewhat
4:qui vident in terms of Mental effoipno one Aire two aiAwers were. advamed

--

along with, tour piece~ of infol-Matilm. In all of the cases so far mentioned in
sub-category four, there was noattempt to tackle the conflict evident in the
data when related to...the Problem Task. There were r -spo --es, howcver:
which did try, in a tentative. Way,, to Jo this. They, to . were rated at this
sublevel. In"Yiuch cases there was an attempt to relate pieces of apparently .

conflicting, in natitin together. What could have been seen as a disadvan-
tage: .wassne or accommodated in the offered scilu )n. An example of

. this tyPe.'of response was seen in the Famitieliuestion . - the student was
told that the Indians, despite shortage of food, we prepared to kill COWS.

,Or religious beliefs..
JFor a response .rated at, sub-category four. the dilemma was resolved by _.

ktting somohotly else to kill the .cows', then tRe Indians had fpod and' 46_ !-
apparently their religious principles -were. not offendeddetikt type of re-....--- .

spouse was considered to be superior to those in SarliersuFtEvels because it
gave eiridence, of data manipulatiOn. While the response may have

, -contained.
less information, the pro(.7esng demands were .,ereater. The response was

'. labelled as t&itative', 'unsystbiriatie' and 'relatively unsuccessful' because
,1 C--- only one compensation was evident. More than one compenslition was,

. considered worthy of a higher classification.
.. .

The fourth and l-fina res. . POnse. Itlyel included the characteristics of :the
..

'successful' Social Studies problem:soh/tr.: A major attributer of The re-
SponSes classified at, this level vs:/as that they demiinstralted. the subjec.-f s ,
ability to analyse and evaluate data:. With:any'riroblern. the subjec't operating

.'at this l
W

level usually 'made. a
was

effort '.to .estimisiEits nalUte.ana the
criteria by which a solution as to be judged. In seeking solutions lee was not .

--.....,::
..boupd by aliiy but included hypothetical possibilities. He looked beyi)nd.

the surface features of a situation or the dominant elements. Once identified,
'the-possible solutions, were carefully and.Sxstematicalty related to the. given
data to eliminate the unprofitable. He reassined.by.ifnpl ication and attempted

reconcile conflicting information.- In the process of doi-n.g this the subject
rec. Ignized.the inadequacies and inconsistencies ytiAin the data provided.
.13 -ause of this he tended-to couch -rev( .-ptiS'in tentative, terms.

-.. Thet+c-7 attpribute :we-re:evident. to -va'r-yinOegrees iii differen-f-sespOnses.:,
. .

..,.Obviou.sly'l,i4rkius.cOni.bitiatieiLwere possibte_ In genet-alit:however; three-
sub-zcaNgories were identified which reflected inch_.

.
- identifiedi . . -asing levels of complex-

ity in the prOces4,-ing Of ntbrtnation.The first included thok reSpontips., . ..w- - . .

wanderintihrough the village,. This was becau

.
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where alnin`liber of solutions-were adviinced and Where attention was given to
'v sighing up' the gathered tlatak-The solutions themselves. need not hive

iarsen from the. passage- or phoulgraph which formetf the source of data.arisen
They could !Hive -been' generated from the subject's Ipersonal experiences
from the past, .4ir from an .a is of the nature of the problem.. ic..L.,..,

'4.irrespectivt:421.Vh re the ne t or ), they wets, each -in turn, related to the..4 *

14formation avai he sour material. IrOprocessing, the dara, one :.
pie of inform on was . et against another to justify thg acceptant bf a
particular 4ecis n Or t ---licjection.of another. To be classifie ,in this

..sub-category th had tip be at least two of th 'comy7ensatio s; one was
insufficie owever, all the alternative soluti may not ha e received a

others. ,

thorough -xamination. One may have got mo-
.

ful Sc. rutiny. than the4
.

o It was in the seL:ond sub-category that all alternatives were carefully
examined in terms (4 the data.gathered. Responses in this category indicated
that the subject saw fhe problem in a 'broader context than subjects classified
in the previous sub-stage:Here there was much More than just the evaluation
of evidence. In making his response, a subject May have expresseedou.bts
to the accuracy or completeness of the data provided, andbecause'of this, he
.modified the nature of his final answer. In making this ansWer he often
started' speaking in general terms- and then moved to specific pieces of
inforrnation 'to support his argument. Sirnalir characteristics were noted in
The final.sub,-.4.:ategorry. However, the final sub-category was distinguished
from the previous level by the completeness of, the response. Here the
ineaniag of the problem was clarified, lerms were defined and appropriate
criteria for ri gThe adequacy of the-respoUe'estahlished. Almost' all the
evidence piesented was manipulated in 41 ..systematic way, the apparent

. conflicts noted and attempts made to resolve them. The final solution usually
Indicated where additional evidence was_.required.

A summary of the criteria used to Jaw responses is presented in Table 7.
aI

Eten+nt Tests ,...: ,, 11

> FiVe Hemet! Tests were used in this study. Four were specially developed
flr-the 'project. One was a test designed by Higgins ( 1974). They, ha& two
purposes. The first was to identify the Jevel. of MudehtyroficienCy .with

** ' certain skills. a:i being imporan't in problem-solving. In this regard these.. .:tesjs :assisted ter interpretation, cif results lained op the Problem Tasks
desergicd above. The second was to provide a ine*ans of measuring the

. success of specificcific attributes-of thetraining program. --
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TABLE 7
Criteria. Used to Assess Student Responses

To Problem Tasks

Levi:4 Attributes of
Sub-categories

I .

Jumbled- and
contr,idictory

No .same

A

.ar

II
s:Problem seen. but
little mental effort
used to resolve it.

Nature' of problem
comprehended.
ResPonse 'madesense'.-

Score

No response or 'reason' not .
from given data.

Answer bore no relationship to
the problem or the dataan
imaginative responsefantasy.
Lacked comprehension of the data.
Tautological a er.

formation combin in a
no ensical lashionfull of

.co tradictions.

A:. Did not recognize the
existence of multiple
answers. Seized upon one
piece of information to
support answer. Information
derived from given data.
Multiple answers advanced
but little attempt made to
relate given answer to the
information provided.
TwO answers plus one
supporting, evlanation.

Three answers plus one piece
of supporting information.

B.

III r
Answers were A.
basically descript-
iVe. No attempt
made to -explain
conflicting inform-
ation or where an B. Alternative answers consideredattempt was made it but information given in
was unsuccessful. , support of them restricted.

May have included. negative
Given data provided
sole source of

element.
Two-solutions plus two <aim-is.

information. Two solutions with .three
reasons.

Er

1

2

Two pimps of Information to
support tihsaver expressed in 3
student's own wordsinvolved
translation.

1.

4
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v:e Level Attributes of
Stib-categories

-1,

Score

kd

fy
Explainer responses.
Careful, systematic
collection and
analysis .of data.

ler

C. More than tyvo pieces of inform-
ation relevant to one _answer. 5
No attempt to weigh up the
information. Alternative
answers not considered.

D. Three answers with. at least
one piece of information 10
support each.suggestion.

Two answers each with more
than one piece of data.

. 'Conflicting evidence in the
( data not considered. Little

systematic attempt to consi er
evidence in terms of sugge ed
answers.
Tentative attempts to weigh
up informationattempt
restricted to only one
corhpensation usually
unsuccessful Leaving the
problem unrpsolved.

Occasional tentativeness about
answ-Tr yet why the feeling

:xist is not explained.

A. Successf weighed up data
setting one e against
another7-comp, ting one
piece against snot
Must have. two compeetations.
Ruled Out alterqative Seoluiions.

B. More informatidn used. More
processing-and more Information 8
drawn from outside the given
data.
Greater attention to the
clarification of the problem.
All alternatiyes were. examined
systematically.
Was aware of gaps in information.

C. Major distiriction was quantity 9
of material. Almost all present-
ed evidence was used. Conflicts
were resolved.

4

Ikk
.
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Test..s4
.The concept' tests were concerned with measuring the figurative schemes

held by each child and the extent to which the training sessions influenced
them. In an earlier discussion it was pointed out that concepts or figurative
schemes arise from the individual's interaction with his environment. They
are ideaii in the mind of the indivicluit that summarize, chunk or categorize

,-:,.

many personal meanings attached to things or events. They represent a class
. of attributes or relationships which sometimes apply to specific concrete

referents but On other occasions refer to an abstract class of things (Engel-
mann, 1969; Flavell, 1970; Imperaturs, 1970; Denney, 1974; Sigel, 1974).
Therefore, to measure the nature of the concepts held by individuals, tests
had to identify the number and nature of the attributes the child associated
with a particular word label. In this instance the particular concepts selected
were poverty and city. Both concepts are part of many StiCial Studies
programs used in primary schools. Both were included in the problems
examined in the training sessions. Furthermore, two of the Problem Tasks a
used as criterion tests centred on them..

~ions of tht..Khild'S figurative scher0:4. Taking the set of photographs
iSorting phylographs was the particu ar technique used to find the dimen-

associated with city, the child was asked to sort them intdtwo groups; city
and non-city. On completing the task he was asked what it was about the
photographs in the city pile that made him put them there. A similar`question
Wi6; asked about the non-city pile. The responSes. were recorded on-tape.
Each photographin.each pile was then taken in turn. The child was asked to
explain why he. placed it in that particular pile,. The same procedure was used
with the poverty set. 'Put the photographs in two piles; one about poverty
and one not .about' poverty. " Why .did you put t ese otographs together?? lb"
'What is. it,atx)ut this photograph that rniade you p t t into the po'verty pile'?'
Scores were based upon the number of attributes identified.

Photographs were used because they provided a relatively simple and
consistent way of eliciting the dimenAions or chunks associated with a
child's figurative schemes. With each photograph the. centre of attention was
restricted. Because of this, less demanding search behaviour was required.
Thus, the overall task was easier. In a sense the task was segmented by the
use of sets of photographs. In each circumstance 41 vacs more I that,the

i ,

child would reveal all the attributes he associated with a particulakconpept
label. Ails°, the use of the photographs permitted the use of a consistent
procedure from interview to interview. It was unnecessary for the inter-
v iewcr to prompt and probe_ Each phouripiph acted as a response facilitator.,

C ,
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Such consistency in 'administration was essential in a test designed 16
measure the influence of training between experimental groups.

The phgtographs were selected to represent the various facets of cities and
poverty. Twenty-one photographs were included in the City set. ThePoverty
set contained 16 photographs.
Finding Answers
This test was designed to assess the ability of the student to generate Imswers
to given problems. There were ten problems in all, each focused upon a
social dilemma. They incLuded pollution, road safety, famine, Eind infec-
tious diseisse. Each problem was described in a few short sentences. The
student was expected to respond to the task by infprring answers from the
information .provided, by relating the problem tAprevious experience or
.samply by guessing. Performance was scored on the basis of number of
possiblie answers suggested. No attempt was made to assess the quality of the
responses.

The test was administered in a group situation. After a practice item,
students were taken through the test in a lock step fashion by the tegeher.
Students followed the information with their eyes while the teacher read it
aloud. When all students had completed their response to axiitem, they were
directed to turn to the next question 4p the test sequence.

The procedure tested with a'group of 48 grade six students revealed no
difficulties. Analysis of the results of this trial indicated strong internal
consistency between the ten situat ns presented. An alpha coefficient of
0.88 was recorded.
Puzzles
This test, made up of 10,items, aimed at ditcovering the ability of the child to
find evidence to support a giiren problem solution,. In all instances the
problems related to situations portrayed in photographs. A photograph was
given, a problem posed and a ,solution suggested. The subject had to record
as many 'reasons foe the given answer as he could find. Each piece of
evidence listed' was given a score of one.

Administered in a Jock step fashion, in an identical manner to that of the
Finding Answers Test, the procedure proved to be relatively simple. Rp-
,spondents were introduced to-John. His photograph was on the first page/of
the test. John, they were told., had already answered all the questions. They
had to find the reasons why he gave the.answers he did. By adopting this
procedure the nature of the task was considerably restricted, thy? allowing
attention to focus on a particular skill. The operation of finding evidence in'
photographs was one that had received considerable attention in the training
sessions. ,
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With one exception the photographs were of situations outside the culture
of the respondents but of a type commonly found in Social Studies text
books. Amongst the 10 photographs was one showing men building a hicit in.
Kenya, another showed q yOung Buddhist monk working in his room, while

-A ;
4, another showed a young woman cooking a mea on a street in Hong Kong.

The questions associateAkwitit the photographs were relatively simple. 'Is
this woman- at home or 14:.t wicork?'- 'It this boy an Australian ?' Are these
people likely to stay lonig.in the one place?' In all cases, the photographs
provided a mass of informatiori that could have been used to support the
answer given by John. .While pis form of test was actkone experienced by students before, it was
nevertheless well received. Forbially tried9ut-with 48 grade six students, the
test proved to have good internal consistency between the items. An alpha
coefficient of 0.81 was recorded.
Working it Out
Designed to assess the Studedt's ability to manipulate or weigh up evidence,
this test consisted of seven social dilemmas of varying complexity. The

. situations included where to shop, which bicycle to buy, who should be
elected team captain, what form of piiblic transport provided for-a-
new town, and where a new factory"should be located: For each probleM,
two or three alternative answers were provided. Under each solution, relev-
ant evidence was also presented. It varied from two to four points. Up to 12
pieces of data were given, although more could have been inferred. This
arrangement allowed the subject to demonstrate his ability to manipulate and
evaluate information in a careful, complete and systematic manner.

This test, like the previous three, related directly to Treatment One in the
training program described above. In that treatment, a record sheet was used
which made use of boxes in alsimilar fashiop to that used in the Working it
Out Test. In the training sessions,the student had to identify his own

msolutions, collect information, and make a decision. Working it Out focused
on the final elethent of those three components of enquiry.

Perform ce was rated on a seven-point scale according to the amount of
informatio related together, the extent to which negative information was
included, e attempts made to modify a given solution to encompass some
of the advantages listed under alternative answers, and a willingness to see
the need for tentativeness due to deficiencies in the given information. The
levels of performance reflected increasing sophistication in data processing.

encounteredAdministered in a group situation, no difficulties were encountered in the
trials-. The subject proceeded from problem to problem in unison under the
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direction of the -test adminiistrator. IA" try-out of the test with 48 subjects,
indicated that the test ha.~high level of internal consistency. An alpha
coefficient of 0.85 was recorded.
Higgins Inference Test
Entitled the Production of Inferences Task, the test consisted of six partl-
each requiring a separate administrative session, The subject was required to
draw inferences from a photograph for a period df 20 minutes. The.number
of inferences that were consistent with the given information constituted the
score for each photograph. Higgins suggested that foui rather than six
photographs could be used. The reliability of the measures varied according
to the number of parts Osed. With six photographs Higgins (1974) reported a
reliability coefficient of 0.90; with four, the coefficient was 0.84.
Other Tests
ACER intermediate D
Developed and published by the Australian Council for Educational Re-
search, this test was described as a general. ability osntelligence test. It

* utilized material of a verbal and numerical nature. Seventy-five items were
arranged in ascending order of difficulty. The items included analogies,

. classifications,Iynonyms,,mimbereridlettersdries and questions invd1Ving
arithrhetical and verbal reasoning. The emphasis in the test was heavily
verbal Only 24 out of the 75 items concerned numbeand ofthese 13 were
nothertiatical problems couched :.in words. Reported reliability coefficients,
bottillit half and test-retest, fwere high (0.94 and 0.92 respectively).
A 14V irord Knowledge Test Form B

test, the subject had io identify the synonym of a given word. Each
had ain underlined word on the left and the child had to choose the

cl . sylynglinym from the five words listed on the right. The-100 words listed
were virn from a general rather than a specialized vocabulary. A split half
reliab coefficierkf 0.92 was repined.

fr

e."

'..'.4.--
Backw Digits fre.iftt WISC ,:...-.
This*ti#measured the, irrimediate -memo span of the subject: It caked for
the repeation of a se ditiits5backwardi. All items were given orally with
each in the item presed at the rateof one per second. Each item had
one -alternative set of rilimbers in the even'[ that the first set was missed. All4: v.- .
items ,We placed according to increasing serial numbers starting with two
digits back*ards'and, %Li to eight digits. A test re-test reliability coeffi-
cient oftl.f5 was repo

.a.
4' . +- 'w -,

. 11. ...
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Group Embedded Figures Test
The test was made up of siinple and complex figures. The outline of the
,simple figure was incorporated in.the complex one but obscured perceptually
by means of li'ne and shadin"g patterns. The simpIP figure had lost its identity
as a separate percept91 unit. The child had to trace the outline of the simple
figure.., Eighteen items Were used.
Test of Words u.Ved in Social Studies. Form. Y

DItveloped. by ACE,* from a list of Social studies words which teachers
this ght children should know, this test tontained 38 items. For each item the
child was.given a 'concept label' and asked to recogniic either instances, or
else a simple definitliNi, of the presented term? Examples of words used

emol!ayment election, primitive and society. The child's response
was selected from four alternatives.
rest of bzwprepension
Desiggied io Measure cognitive abilities associated wif44iterpreting Social
Studies materials, this test utiliked a variety of stimulus material. Maps,
photogr4phs, graphs and statistical tabfes were used: The abilities being
assessed included,undergtanding of the explicit and impl it meaning of the'
information given, and deducing consequences orb associations. The test
consisted of blocks of multiple choice items based upon separate pieces cif.
material. In all, 52 items were priwided at the grade six level.

Issues to be investigated
The major questions of this investigation all relate to the effects of trai
upon problem-solving performance. An examination of Pascual-Leo
theory of cognitive _delreloppent suggested that problem-solying train
should diretrattehtion at developing and enhancing appropriate executive,
figurative and operative schemes. Subsequently, two forms of instruction
were developed. One treatment consisted of intense instruction; where the
appropriate skills were explained by the teacher and practised by the sub-
jects. The secprtd group discussed die same 'problems but received no
explicit instruction from-the teachers orrthe nature of the tasks or how they
might set about solving them. Thus, on the criterion measure (Problem
Tasks), it was expected that Treatment Ope, the intense training group,
would perform significantly better than Treatment Two. Such a sitypation
was expected because of the short duration bf the training program. Given a
much longer period, say 12 months, of problem:solving adktviti.s. Treat-
inent Two may.perform in a similar manner to Treatment 04. However,

I
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with wt_ teacher assistance, gix weeks seemed inadequate to identify and
deve op the appropriate F sal schemes. Both groups were expected to
perform significantly belie than the §ubjects in the control group: Treatment

se Three. These children had experience with the Social Studies problems.
To examine more closely the influence of the training sessions a number

of measures wery employeti as 'measures of take'. They were used to answer

r. th'e question 'Dii,.1"the training sessions enhance the figurative and operative
sch*mes of the cit'hildren involved?' 'These-instruments were grouped together
Under the title, ':Element Tests'. The first .set, Concept Tests, were designed
to Measure two figitratiye schemes, city and poverty. Itloth conFepts ware
included in the training sessions for both Treatmeht One and Treatment
Two.,The teaching techniques were identical for both groups. Therefore, no
differences a 'reitiment ne and Two were expected. However, as
Treatment -e did of receive any training its performance was expected
to differ from both Treat vents One and Two.

The Element TestsAnswers, Puzzles and Working it Outwere de-
signed to ineasufe particular operative schemes. Subjects in Treatment One
received ?hystelitiatic instruction in these cognitive skills, whereas those in
Treatment Two aid not. However, Treatment Two presented the Opportunity
to develop the relevpnt schemes as subjects discussed problems calling for
the application cif such skills. Thus, subjects in both Treatments One and
Two were expected to perform significantly better than those subjects in
Treatment Three where no such experiences were proyided.

The Higgins Tests, also included in the ElementTest category, concerned
inference-making behaviour. Again, this skill was spec:ificallydrawn to the
attention of subjects in Treatinent One while those in Treatment Two would
need to have dedUeed h for themselves. Thpse subjects in Treatment Three
were not given the opportunity to identify or practise the skill. Therefore, it
was expected that the performance of Treatment One would be significantly
different from Treatment Two. Both these treatments would be significantly
different from Treatment Three.

Other criterion measures included in the investigation were Test of Words
,,,used in Social Studies and. Test of Cemprehension . The first.used some of the
words associated with the problem discussed in Ole training sessiohs by both
Treatments One and Two. Consequently, thoe subjects in Treatments One

__and Two were considered to havean advantage over those subjects in the
control group who did not see the problems. _Similarly with the Social
Studies comprehension test. A number of items involved interpreting and
drawing inferences from photographs. Other item's used graphs, statistical
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tables and maps. Some of the cognitive strategies used in the training
sessions were relevant to some of these items. Therefore, it was -expected
that those children taking part in the training would perform significantly
better than those in the control group. Again, differences between Treat-
ments One and Two were expected because of the differences in intensity of
the training.

Two further aspects must be taken into account when judging the success
or otherwise of theirainipg_eperiences. 'Were the benefits of the training
sessions durable?' and 'Did tasty transfer to ,similar algiough not identical
type tasks?' Half, N c,the sample watt two months after the completion
of the post-testing sessions. Did any gains evident at the initial post-testing
session survive to the delayed post-testing? Because subjects in Treatment
One received a more intense and directed experience it was expected that
their successes would be more durable. The Treatment Two experience was
expected to be more susceptible to fading. Thus. a real difference between
Treatments One and Three was expected. Such was not the case with
Treatments Two and Three.

TO assist in examining the question of transfer, two forms of Problem
Tasks were used. One employed photographic data and one used prose
passages. Because the photographic material was almost identical to that
used in the training sessions, the problem which was based upon it was not
considered a transfer task. However, no experience was given* with verbal
material so the problem thised upon a written passage was seen as a measure,
of transfer.

Because of the more intensive training involved in Treatment One, those
subjects receiving it were expected to be in a better position to transfer their
developed skills to a new task. Thim they were expected to perform signific-
antly better than subjects in either Treatment Two or Treatment Three.
Because Treatment Two had had some experience in problem-solving in
Social Studies -type situations, the subjects in that group were expected to
perform better than those in Treatment Three. Some experience was consi-
dered to be better than none.

Although not of critical concern in the present investigation, the influence
of test-taking experience on subsequent performance- was of interest. bid
subjects who had had experience .in a test situation with Pr9blem Tasks
perform better on the next Occasion than children who were facing such tasks
for the first time? That is, did completing the tests constitute a learning
experience? -

One further issue of interest in the present research concerned the relation-
ship between performance on component tests of enquiry and global mea-
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1'41' sures of problem-solvi g ability: As noted in an earlier chapter, some
trainingresearch summed performance across a number of component tests
to gain a problem-solving score. Other research examined problem-solving
ability`by employing gkthal Inca. es. With the present study both forins, of
measures were used. While n '7----riticaTiti. the main purpose of the itiiiestiga-
lion, it was of interest to ex mine the interrelationship between the global
problem tasks and the component or element tests.

The present chapter has outlined the design of the investigation, described
the sample: discussed criterion .measures and discusSed the expected Oa-
tionships. By using a nested design, it ',.was possible to partial out the
influences of group membership and so identify the t ontributiwi of the two
training programs. It is in the next chapter that the gatherdd data related to
each issue is examined to determine whether the proposed relationships did
in fact exist.
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7. Results

....
To examine the questions raised in the previous chapter, multivariatc
analyses of variance were employed. The program used for these analyses of
data was kfultivariance Version 5 (Finn, 1972). Finn (1974) pointed out that

.. although multjvariate analysis is not always applicable to specific problernim,
it is generally eminently suitable in educational research where multiple
outcomes are being measured. It is particularly appropriate, where setsCf
theasuras, identified through propedures like factor analysis, have common,
-components. However, Finn strdssed that the set of measures used must also.
be conceptually meaningful.

iItrwill be recalled ihat three sets of measures were employed as,dependnt
variables in the present investigationfour Problem Tasks, seven Element
Tests, and two Social Studies Tests. In the analyses desc#be in the follow-

. ing sections the seven Element Tests were divided- int three sepaiite
.groups. Prithurily this was thine because d' rent 'numbers of subjects had

. completed different groups of tests. RatheMan dropping subjects to allow
all analyses to be completed togethep, it was considered preferable to handle
each group separately. Thus, in the concept test group there wete two sets of
measures--Poverty and City. These two tests were regarded conceptually as
measures of figurative schemes held by the subjects. The three tests,
Answers, Pyzzles and Working it Out, formed the second group. Each of
these tests involved components of the enquiry process, thus constituting a
meaningful group. In Pascual-Leone's terms they were measures of particu-
lar operative schemes. gins Inference Tests also involved'a compo-
nent' of the enquiry pr&ss but. were handled separately because more
subjects had completed them. The Australian Council for Educational Re-

, search Spcial Studies Tests were more general in nature, assessing a number
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of comprehension skills and terms'associatetph Social Studiesiobjectives,
thereby forming a group of 1110- own,

An inspection of the principal components analysis of the data.indicated
that each group of nteusurey shiFed.a high level of common variance. Such
results suppop&I the' decision to use nfultivariate analys-is.

In addition toithe multivariate analysis, the Finn program provides for
eacb dependent variable a univariate analysis' of variance. Finn (19174)
advised that with !Zepar.a.e-,-analysis of each measure, .tical-error rates
may be multiplied many times aria the repicklucibility 0 'the. study i.
reduced. A multivariate analysis focuses on the ontire response after giving
appropriate consideratioq to the correlations among the outcome meas es.
It reflects variation in the data as a whole, not only the separate rts;
Howi:ver. when the univariate analysis is used in conjunction with
tivariate analysis tho interrelation of results is assisted.

Analyses of Results
A

The results of each set of questions discussed in the previous th4ner havv,
been presented in turn. In each caseconsideration has beer: given' first to the
-multivariate data. Decision's to accept or reject the`given hypothesis rested"
upon the results of t e multivariate analysis although the univariate data wzq
inspected to idea the measures contributing to the significance. How-
ever, to discover the source and direction of the differences, estimates of
effects have been -oxamined. The appropriate 'tables for each questio6 are
included in the appendix.

?1*/ tide each analysis was design&l to investigate a particular question
concerned with treatment effects. comments have been made upon other
significant effects rolvealed. Four factors were in fact corOdered: treatment,.
teacher, school and class. All were regarded aas fixed effects. Classes were IS
nested in schools, and,schools nestled within teachers. Although the Source\-
of the differences can often be identified, the reatons for such differenceg are
ray always clear. Howdver4 it has been important to acknowledge qieir
existence because such diffeic.mce provide areas for further research-.

Did Performance of Treatm Groups Differ on Problem Tasks?
Here the uet-b.(as whether the expo ehtai treatments influenced perfor-
imanc or our Problem Tasks -- Poverty, City, /Ohms and ,Futtline . The
sole si milk:ant multiwiate test statistic was concerned with treatment. It
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was significant the .001 level. Thus.. a statistical difference between
treatment group. 'as accepted. Inspection of the univariate analyses sup--,
ports the multiv late coill:lusion. On the four Problem I'asks all univariate
statistics were significant.

The treatment effects were in the predicted directioh. The mean perfor-
MatiCt of *Itreatment One was superior to the mean Perforinance of Treatment
Two which, in turn, was superior to the mean performance Of Treatment
Three.% and the mean differences were significant on all four Problem Tasks.

Single significant univariate F ratios were indicated for both hidiati.fi and
Fitmine. The first concerned a teacher effect while the" second was an
interaction between Treatment and Class. 'As the decision was made lo
accept or reject statistically signifi't.ant relationship on the basis of the
nativariate statistics only. the source of these effects has not been discus-

{sed

Did Performance of Treatment Groups Differ on the Concept Tests?
One of the contentions of the research was that the teaching programS would
enhance. figurative st-heines.. In particular the concepts Poverty and City
were klaced.under separate scrutiny. Thd anticipated difference between
treatment groups was evident at the .001 level of significance. 411111iNgte r

effects were also stgnificant but at the .05 level of probability. The univariate
statistics for both measures supported the multivariate data on treatment
effects, although the source of the difference with teacher effects appeared to-,
be derived from the one testCity .

Treatment tffect
The performance of both Treatmcnts One and Two were significantly
different from the pert'ormance of Treatitient Three. the control group. On
both the Poverty and City tests.
Other Eike ts
The teacher. effect revealed in the!, multivariate analysis appeared to he
located in the City i strument. The univariate analysis indicated an F ratio of
significance at thd 5 level' Although noted, the nature of the teacher effect
seen in both the Pi l iv .te and univariate analyses was not identified. The
nominated contra ifpplied (by computer) in the analyses were chosen
specifically becau. of certain identifiable relationships between treatments.
The same relationships did not apply to teachers, but the corresponding
contrs were produced by the program in the case of significant teacher
effectst. As any enquiry into the effects of teachers on student performance
kvas outside the scope of the present study, alternative methods of locating
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tirthe nature the teacher effect were not pursued. The influence of teachers
upon stui. I performance was siniply noted as an mica requiring ftfrther
research. .

Did Performance of the Try' atMent Croups Differ on the Element
TestsAnswers, Puzzles and Workling it Out?
The third question concerned the'influence of training open scores of three
Element Tests----Answery, Puzzles and Working it Our -Framing was ex-
pected to improve performance on these three partiklar components of the.
enquiry princess. Four multivariate statistics were significant. Treatment,
.teachers, and schools nested within teaehers, were all significant. In addition
the interaction Treatment by Teacher proved significant.

Although the effects of Treatments, Teachers, and Schools were clearly
signifi6mt, both Treatment and Teacher were confounded by the significant
interaction effect between Treatment by. Teachers. This interaction con-
founded the main effects in two ways. First, although the test of interaction
was made eliminating main effects, main effect tests were confounded with
interaction sums of products. Secondly, for interpretation, the existence of
interaction suggested that tests of main effects may not have been valid
(Finn. 1974). However, in fihe,present case the main effects of Treatment and
Teacher were so substantial and so much more powerful than the interaction
effects, that it could he assumed there was something of consequence to
re discuss.
Treatmen Iffect
The multivariate statistic indicated a highly significant difference between
the performance of the treatment groups. From the univariate analysis, the
major source of this difference was performance on the Working it Out TeSt,
the instrument concerned with the ability of students to manipulate and
evaluate data. However, a significant treatment.effect was also identified in
the Puzzles Test, the test where children were asked to find evidence for a
particular problem solution.

The mean differences in performance between the Treatment One group
and the Treatment Three group. on the Working it Out Test, was accepted as
being statistically significant. The contrast between Treatment Two and
Treatment Three was not significant. Performance differences between the
subjects of Treatment Two age the subjects of Treatment Three as reflected
in mean scores were viewed as chance sample fluctuations.

, On the Puzzles test subjects in Treatment Three, the control group
performed better on average than subjects in Treatment Two who had been
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- given oPPoilumf :($11Sidel and cidleci 11 Stippi pi-Alivsed
problem solutions Such a result appeared meaningless. However. the ratio

esilttlate etfecIs 1( stalldatd Cain' of estitllalItill !aided Ili reach an
appropriate critical level so the difference between 141.1.-ai s Two and
Three were seen as a chance Iluctuati(m in the sample a more plausible
situation. considering the experience of the .gtoups.
teacher ttfe4 t
The significant intiltivaridte.statistic for reacher ,effect _was supported by
three significant univatsiate F statistics. For the Answers- and Ped:.z/e. Te,vt.v
the students working with both Teacher One and Teacher "I'wo performed
significantl, better than those working with:Feaher Three. With the Work-

14..11. the T
,

eacher One group was significang:,' Meryl! from the
Teacher Three. The differences in performance between to Teacher Two
group. and the Teacher '1 hree group on. Working it Out was accepted as a
chancil. differetim.

There appeared to be two possible explanations for the leacher effect.
First, the teachers were not equally successful in teaching the skills ;Ilea-
,..tired on the three !lenient Tests, Secondly', the teacher groups Were not
equivalent prior to the commencement of the experimental programs. There-
fore. the observed diffLrences at the conclusion of the rest -arch sintrty
reflected the lack of intitial group equivalence,

While diffaences in teachring styles between teachers were noted in tae
anal` -sis of tapes made of three teaching sessions. it was also observectitritic.....
the content covered by all three teachers was identical. Pre-testing of halt the
sample on four Problem Tasks did not reveal any significant teacher group
differences. However. results on a general ability measure and a vocabulary
test did indicate significant differences between teacher groups. The direc-
tion of these differences was identical to that of the differences noted on the
three Element Tests. Yet it is intriguing that differences between teacher
groups were not consistent across all measures. While the-observed differ-
once . between the performance of the Teacher Two. and Teacher Three
groups were accepted as being significant differences on two measures. on
the third they were considered to be due to chance. If a group wa:Jdisadvan-
r.teled on one component of enqUiry. why was it not similarly disadvantaged
on other measures'? What were the eharactexisties of these two teacher
groups that accounted for the significant differences in performance on the
throe measures'? Such questions require further research.
Ss hr Effect
l'he multivariate statistic for Schools within teacher effect was significant at
tfa: .1101 level of probability. The univariate analyses on twepmeasures
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supported the ciinchisigiNi of the nudity:mate :mak `is, namels . that there
wen %wird il:ant ditternces between teacher. Iiow
ever, the ly significant contrast related to the cinriNtiS41u between Sc 111%
hie affil lour 1 k1s w as the first aril's si% iii s Inch a significant schoills

et Itict- was revealed. Both schook were situated in the sante inuicipalit
and, as far . co I he determined hs examining school registers listing
parental occupatiot s, the schools drew flttl at tirnrilar Ispe of home
hackgrourni. time of school and facilities ayailahle wen.- equivalent .

Moreover, the nature of the programs providd in the two sc hot Os a ppearedi
to he the same ( )hVIOUSIN , a deeper analysis of the mil( vol. its ohiectiues and
the proi...ertems provided would he required to identity the reasons for the
existing school differences in pert on the two measures s +vers.
and If orAttoL: . Perhaps the ditteren.ces were attributable to specific
prior learning. AllernativcAs it was possible that students in Inc: .1t.1{101
compared to another did taut put maximum etfOrt into conipleting ttAie two
tests. Further research is required
treatment ilerticllots FlleCl%
The significant interaction between 1 reatmern and Teacher rep ted from
the multivariat anals 11,S. wits supported tls, one univariate F Nati sTic gained
on the working (nu few. Such a result suggested that sonic teacher%
operated relatively better with one treatment in comparison to another. All
teachers did not handle all methods equally well. Teacher One performed
significantly better with Freat anent Two compared to Treatment Three. than
did Teacher Three. Teac'her Two was less effective with Treatment One
compared to "Freatment "Three, than was Teacher Threc.-This interaction
between Treatment and Teacher av be explained tentatively in terms of
teacher style. Comment was made earlier on the differences between the
three experimental teachers in their methods of discipline and the ways they
encouraged their students to greater effort. It was likely that some teaching
styles more Comfortably accommodated certain teaching procedures.
Treatment One cast the teacher in a dominant role. where she determined the
direction arid nature of discussion. With Treatment Two there was a more
open approai..-h. where the children were permitted to control the direction of
their own enquiry, where the teacher' robed and aimed to capitalize upon the.
student's own view of the problem and the skills needed to reach a solution.
In a sense, the second treatment employed a guided discovery approach.

The idea that teacher style was a factor in explaining the teacher by
treatment interaction appeared to accord with information about Teacher
One. This teacher, hv her actions, seemed to favour a less dominant role than
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. that demanded by Treatment pne. Her style .appeared to fit more naturally
into the Tdairnent Two apprciach. Teacher TWo, on the other hand,. was a
.resolute classroom operator With a forceful personality. It therefore seemed
plausible that her teaching style would match better the Treathient One
apprOacti thri Teacher Three. whose style was less vigorous. Yet examina-
tion of the data indicate* that this post hoc prediction did nor happen..
Cornpiring a4filivement of Treatments One and Three, Teacher-Two was
'significantly .44 gucessful thitnTeacher Three. Perhaps the style of Teacher
Two was scp-intense that students in-Treatment One reacted against it.

The cgrnments:abov.e on the relationship between teacher style and treat-
ment strategies must be viewed as tieing highly conjectural, particularly as
the significant interaction between Teacher and Treatment arose.only on one
measure. If thepost hoc. view regarding teacher compatibility with treatment
was correct, similar interactions might have been expected on other criterion
measures. Previous analyses indicated no 'such interactions. Obviously the
eelationship between teacher style and advocated teaching strategies in
curriculum prograr needs further research.

Did Performance of Treatment Groups Differ on the Higgins Inference
Tests? 4%;)' %-
The Higgins Inference Tests were a set of measures associated will an
enquiry skill. Question four concerned the influence of the training program
upon inferencing behaviours as measured by these instruments.
Treatment Effects
There proved to be-no significant difference betwden-the performance of the
treatment groups. The multivariate statistic did not reach an acceptable level
for rejecting the view that there was no differeneee The univariate F statistics
for both tests, Higgins Two and Higgins Fout.,:-, supported' the multivariate
decision. Neither test. had an F ratio which reached the .05 level of signifi-
cance. .

Significant differences between Teacher and Schools within reacher
Other Effects

effects were noted. The probability of these differences being due toichance
fluctuations in the sample was rejected at the .001 level of significance.
Support for the significance of the multivariate Teacher and School effects
was seen in the univariate analyses.

On both Higgins Tests the performance of thejeacher One group was
6 significantly different from the performance of the group working with

Teacher Three. Similarly with the Teacher. Tw6grOup, whose performance
was: significantly different from the Teacher Three group.
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The naturo of the Teacher effects observed on the 'Higgins Tests ;was
consistent with performance of the respective teacher groups on theAnswers
and Puzztes Tests. These latter tests were also examining sttident perfor-
mance on ccImponents of the enquiry process. In discussing the results of the
Answers and Puzzles Tests, possible explanationg for the signifiCant Teacher
effects were,seen to be yarying teacher effectiveness or initial group differ-
ences in ability, prior_toz4the.conrimencernent of the training program. Both
factors could Nave been operating together. Both explanations, teacher
effectiveness and initial group differences, were equally relevant in inter-
preting the results on the Higgins Tests. However, as discussed previously,
no definite conclusion could be reached from the current research. Further
exploration is necessary.

The source of the significant School effects related to the contrast School
A Three versus School Four on Higgins Four. The same contrast With Higgins

Two alMost reached the .05 level of significance. A significant differenge
between the performance of subjects drawn from Schools Three and Fopr
was also observed on two Element Tests previously discussed-Inswers
and Woaing it,Clut. The difference between the two schools, in the current
analysis, was in the same direction. As noted above, the reasons for such
differences were unknown. On such attributes as school size, school
facilities and curriculum objectives the schools appeared to be much the
same. Obviously a detailed anal is of each school as a funC'tioning unit was
necessary if the observed perfoMianee differences of students were to be
explained. The current research project did not include such an analysis. The
relationship between school characteristics and student perforMance _upon
cognitive measures, such as the HigginfTests, is an area requiring further
research.

Did Performance of Treatment Groups Differ on the A_ CER Social
Studies Tests?

riQuestion five concerned the relationship betwe n experiences with the
enquiry process and performance on two Social St ies measures developed
by the Australian Council for Educational Research. Designed to survey
achievement levels of primary school children, these tests sampled a number
of objectives. Compared to the Element Tests discussed previously, they
focused upon a wider range Of skills and concepts.
Tr4.citment Effects -

,%

The observed differences between treatment groups were accepted as being.,, .

sdue to chance fluctuations in the ample_ The Inultivariate statistic failed to
4 ,
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reach the .05 level of signif*ance. Both uniyariate F tests. supported the/
multivariate decision.'
Other Effects .

-Significant: differences were identified .in the multivariate analysis on the
School within teacher, d Class school.and teacher effects. School
effects were derived rbm. the Social Studies ComprehensiOn Test.- The
Contrasts School 0 Jersus School Two-and School Three versus School.
Four, were signifi5

It will be recalled that the. performance of School Thre e subjects was
significantly different-from School Four on Answers, Working if Out and
Higgins Four tests. However, the Comprehension Test provided the first
occasion where the contragt School One versus School Two was significant.
Why students at School One should do significantly better On the Com-
prehension Tes`t than School Two, and School Three subjects significantly
better than thbse from School Four was unclear. Although explanations
could be sought in terms of factors, such as the socio-economic backgrcCnds
of the children, school facilities, school -programs and motivation of stu-
dents, the available evidence did not reveal any substantial variation bet-

- Ween schools on- such attributes.
A

The multivariate F statistic for Class effect was significant at the .05 level.
However, the univariate F results for the two Social Studies Tests- did not
support the multivariate decision. This. lack -of agteement between the
multivariate and univariate results was not bizarre. Finn & Mattson (1974)
pointed out that there is no necessary relationship between the multivariate
test results and the separate univariate results. The multivariate test statistic
reflects variation in the data as a whole, not only for separate pieceg.

The source: of the Class effect identified in the multivariate, analysis was
. not explored, be&ause the particular characteristics of classrooms which ,

influence performanee on given criterion measures was net an issue of .

concern in the presenfiesearch. Approprkie exploration of such a relation-
ship would require more precise measurement instruments than were used in
the present investigation. . .

.When interpreting the results associated with any analysis, the decision to
accept or reject the existence of significant differences.between groups on .a
given factotrested with the multivariate F.test. With the-Teacher effect, two
significant univariate results were reported., but the multivariate test failed to fsb

reach the .05 level of significance. The test statistic was; however, only
slightly less than the critical value. t
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Were Differences between Treatment Groups Durable? , .

1

Au, important aspbct of the emperimental design was a delved post-testing
-session involving four mea`sufris of problem - solving ability. This facet of the s.

research was planned to exa" niirie the durability of any _training% effects
initially noted at the post-testing session -The results of this delayed post-test
analysis indicated significant multivariate tests for Treatment and Teacher.
effects together with a significant Treatment by School interaction.
Interaction Effects
The interaction of Tieatment by School nested within teacher, significant in ,

the multivariate analysis, was supported by two significant univariate
Analyses. These results suggested that the durability of training effects was

.
not consistent between schools and treatments. Some treatments were more
durAble in some schools than others. On the Poverty measure two contrasts
reached an appropriate critical value for the t distributiOn to accept. the
differences between means as being statistically 'significant, rather than
being due to chance ;-fluctu'ations. These contrasts concerned Treatments
Two and Three with Schools One and Two, and Treatments Two and Three
with School's Three and Four. By comparing the Treatment Two versus
.Treatment Three contrast with School One versus School. Two, it was seen
that the training effect of Treatment Two was durable intone school but not
the other. Training effect,,as measured on the test Poverty, while durable in
School Two appeared to have faded in School One. A similar situation
pertained to Schools Three and Four. There the training effect of Treatment

. Two, whervompared to Treatment Thre, the control group, persisted in
School Three but was lost in School Four.

For are Goldfields measure two contrasts were significant.. One concerned
the relationship between Treatments One versus'Three with Schools, One
versus Two, while the second significant contrast referred to Treatthent Two
versus Treatment Three with Schools Three versus Four. For school One the
.durability of Treatment One compared to Treatment Three was signitficall
different froM School Two. In School One the 'subjectS of Treatment One .
continued to out-perform subjects in Treatment Three. Such was not the case/in School Two In School Two, the control group mean was superior to the
'mean-performance of subjects. in Treatment Clne. Therefore, ,in Sdhool Two

/- the training effect of Treatment One was not durable.
With the significant contrast involving Schools Three and Four, the.

TreatMents concerned were Two and Three. The expected differences in
favour of Treatment Two when compared to Treatment Three continued to

. ct---
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exist in School Three. l-iowever, that was not the case with School Four. In
School FOur, subjects from the Control grAp, Treat Ment Three, performed
better on average than subjects from Treatment Two. For Treatment Two;
the training effect as measured on Goldfields was durable in School Three
but not in School Foui:

Why training effects should persist in some schools and not in others was
not apparent. There appeared to be no significant differences between
schools within each set: School One and School Two, and School Three and
School Four. For example, all were built at approximately the same time, all
had similar educational facilities, all ,drew pupils from similar socio-
economic areas and provided what appeared to be similar educational
programs. It was possible that after the training program was completed
some 'schools. provided experiences which complemented the original train-,
ing. Yet the.lack of consistent patterns in the results marred this explanation.
Only it School Three were .durability effects on the one treatment noted on
both measuring instruments. School One achieved durability of training on
one measure for Treatritent One but not on the second measure. School Two
with Treatment Two achieved durability on one measure but not on the
second. Did the form of the testvisual versus verbalinfluence the
results? Obviodsly satisfactory explanation's for the results gained were not
evident in the information available to the investigator. Further research
employing appropriate controls and measures would be 'necessaryto tease
out the particular factors accounting for the interaction between Schooland
Treatment.

In addition to the significant interaction between Treatment and School,
there were two significant main-effects. One was Treatment and the second
was Teacher. Becatige of the nature of the analysis, the Treatment bySchool
interaction confounded the Treatment maineffect, and interpretationof the .

Treatment effect must therefore be undertaken with caution. As noted "
paviously when discussing' the interaction concerned with:the Element
TNts--Answers, Puzzles and Working it Owmain dfect tests are con-
founded with interaction sums of products.
Treannew Effect
Because the treatment effect, as reported in the multivariate data, was not
significantly stronger than the interaction effect, and because support for the
significant multivariate effect of TreatmentswaS only found in one univariate
analysis, it was considered more appropriate to accept the view that there
were no statistical differences between the performance of the treatment
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groutos on the delayed post-testing measures. Therefore, the training effects
noted at the conclusion of. the training sessions were not seen a_ s being
durable.
Other Effects
The significant Teacher main effect on the multivariate analysis was sup-
ported by a significant F statistic for the univariate analysis associated with
the Goldfield measure. Diffetences between teachers were significant at the_
.001 level of probability. The contrast between Teacher One and Teacher
Three was significant. A similar significant difference between Teacher One
and Teacher Three'was identified in earlier analyses. On those occasions two
possible explanations for the. difference were explored. Although-no fiat-
conClusion was reached, consideration was given to the existence of initial
ability differences between teacher groups prior to the commencement of
training, and the possibility that teachers were not equivalent_in terms of
teaching competence. Both were applicable in the present analysis..Both
were plausible explanations. Further research, however, would be necessary
to resolve the, issue.

Did the Performance of the Treatment Groups Differ significantly on
the Transfer Tasks?-

The seventh question concerned the transfer effects of the training program.
Oh question one it was accepted that on four Problem Tasks the tik)served
mean differences between treatment groups were statistically significant
variations, rather than chance sampling fluctuations. But did the effects of
the treatments provided only relate to tasks bearing a strong similarity to
those undertake'n in class; or did the effects also carry across to tasks
employing a different data form? The univariate F statistics for the Indian
and Famine tasks indicated statistically significant differences in levels of
performance between the treatment groups, thus suggesting that transfer of
training did occur. However,-the question concerning transfer could not be
resolved by inspecting the univariate analyses. Finn & .Mattsson (1974)
.warned that interpreting the separate univariate results is likely to inflate
statistical error rates dramatically. Moreover, where criterion measures have
non-zero intercorrelations the univariate Estatistis are not ifidependent.of.
one another. The performance of subjects on the measures Indians and
Famine were.related as the 'earlier discussion showed. Therefore, a mul-
tivariate analysis, using the two verbal Problem Tasks as criterion measures
was necessary.
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The results of a multivariate analysis showed two signifiCant effects upon
performance. One was a treatment effect anathe other eteacher effect. The
univariate F. statis ics for both Problem Tasks concerning the 'treatment
effect, supported* t e conclusion derived from the? multivariate .analysis.
The, source of t e difference for tea,r effects was with 'the one

ameasureIndians ,, _,. ,

Treatment Effect ,)

Etoth treatment contrasts, Treatifient One versus Treatment Three and
Treatment Two versus Treatment Three, were significant on both
measuresIndians and Famine. Therefore, it was accepted that' the ben its
derived from the training sessions did transfer to Problem Tasks utilize a-
different data form.
Other Effects
From the univariate analysis it was seen that the source of the 'teacher effect
identified in the multivariate analysis was priniarily located in theelndian
test. On thaf test both contrasts'reached the critical t value in a two-tailed test
of significance at the .05 level. The contrasts between Teachers One and
Three and Teachers Two and Three were significant. Similar significant
differences between the teacher groups were found in other analyses using
different measures. On Those occasions when possible explanations for the
relationships were explored, no firm conclusions were reached. The same
explanations are applicable here, namely, inequality between teacher' groups
prior to the commencement of training and variation in teacher effective-.
ness.

Di4 the Experience of doing the Tests on one occasion significantly
intluence Performance on subsequent re-testing?
In addition to the major questions of the current tesearch, there were two
subordinate issues which were of interest. One concerned the influence of
the first administration of the tests upon performance at subsequent ad-, .

ministrations. The second area of interest concerned the relationship bet-..

ween performance on the Problem Tasks and performance on tests measur-
ing separate abilities of the problem-solving process.

, To examine the first issue .two analyses were undertaken. It will, be
recalled fircirn the discussion on the design of the investigation that a control
group, known as. Treatment Three, 'was forme at the beginning of the
project. Subjects in that' group received no s ial training on problem-
solving. From that group half of the subjects were. both pre- and post- tested.
The other half only corn d the Pioblem Tasks in the post-testing session.
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3y comparing the performance of th two, sub-groups on the post-test
tasks, the degree to which a test -tali g g eAperience influenced subsequent
performance could be identified. Th results of this analysis indicated that
the multivariate F statistic was Dot significant. Support for the multivariate-
decision was seen in all univariate analyses. Any variation in performance at
the post-testing session between those subjects ere-tested compared to those /
not pre-tested was therefore interpreted as due to chance alone. The pre -test
experience on the Problem Tasks dip not significantly influence later per-
formance.

A second analysis-using a different.set of data was carried out to examine,
tie sanie issue. It will be recalled that half of the subjects from all three
treatment groups were pre.- tested to check the equivalence of the groups prior
to training. Further information .regarding the extent to which the test-taking
activity was a learnin'g experience, was gained' by examining the perfor-
mance of the pre- and post-tested groups on the Problem Taiks compared to
the pot-test only group on the same Tasks. Note that in dais analysis some
subjects had training sessions intervening between the pre- and riost,
administration of the tests while others had engaged in training sessions prior
to the testing' session. It was therefore possible to discover an interaction
between pre- and post- testing versus post-testing with treatment group.
Thus, in the analysis, provision was made to identify such an interaction'
should it have occurred. However, a significant interaction did not'occur,
nor was ,there a significant difference between the pre-and post-test group
and the post-test only group. This conclusion applied to all the univariate
analyses as well as the multivariate analysis:,

To what Extent was Performance on the Problem -Tasks related to
Performance on the Element Tests?

fy

In .many projects examining the impact of training ,upon problem- solving
performance, the researchers utilized tests which 'measured-tomponents of
the enquiry process. Although performance across' thee separate tests was
often summed, the suitability of such instruments- as measures of perfor-,
mance on the total enquiry task was questioned (see Chapter 4). As the
present investigation used tests which measured elenients or components of
enquiry together with measures reflecting, more closely the total process, it
provided an opportunity to examine the relationship between these two
broad groups of tests...

To explore the relationship between the two sets of tests in linear combina-
tion the multivariate technique of canonical correlation was employed

I 116 J
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(Cooley & Lohnest 1971). Dailingitorir Weinberg .& Walberg (1973) indi-
scated that the technique was suitable for the proposed purpose.

When all the variance on the-"Prokleni Tasks was considered, only 15-per
cent could be predicted from all..fourfactprs fr6m the predictor battery. It
was agar, Therefore, that while -there- was a significant canonical function
linking the tWo sets of measuAs, the majority of the variance associated with
the majp- factpr of each battery was unique to that battery. '

Two alternative interpretations Can- be placed upon th, result of the
canonical analysis. First, the component tests were incomplete in their
sampling of the abilities associated with the total process Of enquiry. Perlps
some key abilities in the process were not included in the test batt6ry.
Secondly, irrespective of the number of component tests used, there is a
difference of significance between a performance score on a task which
requires marshalling, co-ordin4ing and applying many skills, compared to a
performance_ measure derived from test scores on a number of separate
enquiry abilities. If this second Conclusion were correct, then research whic,--tr
utilized only component skill tests to evaluate the success of an enquiry.
training program placed serious restrictions upon the applicability of the
findings rgarding the suitability of the training program for influencing the
problem-solving performance of students.

Summary
NirtE issues were advanced for investigation. Seven related to the.effects of

p(P..two training programs upon rformance of students on a number of criter-
ion measures. These measure. were seen to fall into three categories. The,
first and Most important group concerned the problem-solving tasks. The
second group concerned performance on specific abilities involved in the

. enquiry process. The third group were multiple choice Social Studies tests.
In an effort to, isolate the specific. contribution of the treatments to

performance, an experimental design was adopted which allowed effects of
teacher, school and class to be ..s&parated. This gave an opportunity .to
examine the way these factors influenced performance. Such observations,

. however, were seen as providing insights into areas requiring further re-
search rather than being of major concern.
Teacher Effect
Significant teacher effects were noted on five of the criterion measures. All
tests concerned were measuring elements.of the enquiry processAnswers.
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, .Pazz les, Working it Out, Higgins Ti,i.o and Higgins Four. In all bat one

....,_- instance, the performance of the subjects wofking, with- Teachers One and -.
.

.. Two were Significantly better than the ubje.:_cts workintowith Teacher Three. ti

The exception was the Working it Out test where.tonly the Teacher One group
-

performed tietter thiM the Teacher Three group. __,. .

Firm conclusion as to why such clifferenc.es existed could not he estab- _

lished. 1 e teacher group were initially significantly different from one ,

another on leasures of general ability and vocabulary. Differences between .

groups on -those measures favoured the groups of Teachers One and Two
compared Co the licacher Three group. Nevertheless, similar differences
between the teacher groups did not appear on all criterion measures. If one
teacher grpup was qualitatively different to the other groups, why was that
difference not reflected on all-criterion measures? it seemed possible that
some teachers Were more effective than others in teaching certain cognitive .------

. tasks. From the transcripts of three tapes of lessons pi' veh by each teache,r-io
treatment groups one and two, it was found that all teachers f..thfully r
followed the planned lessons, but it was also observed that the eachl g style
of the three experimental teachers varied: Was it possible that some styles
were more appropriate for .the teaching of. certain skills?
St-kool Effrct

A

School effects were noted on four criterion measures. The tests concerned
were Answers. Working It Out, Higgins Four and Social Studies Teskqf
Comprehension.' On each occasion where school effects were noted the
contrast between the performance of School Three and School Four wag"
significant, On one "occasion the contrast between School One and School
Two was also found to he significant.

In terms of general ability and vocabulary swrest the schools within each
of these two sets did not vary significantly from one another. On dimensio9s
of school facilities, school program and socio-economic background of
parents, there. was little variation. Explanations for the identified differences
On the criterion .measures were not apparent. The school contrast where
differences might have been expected-, School Five versus School Six, did
not prove ..significailt on any criterion measure. School Six, drew from a
slightly lower socio-economic group, had a hither migrant population than
any Tither school. and performed significantly lower on the general ability
and vocabulary measures than School 'Five. Yet School Six did not perform
significantly differently from School 'Five on ariy criterion measure.
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"Interatak n Effect I
Two interactions were noted. In one instanceethe interaction was t en0.Treatment and Teacher and in another between Treatment and Sphodl. Th

,.: first set of interactions was on the Working it Ciiii Test kid the second set ori4..
C . )Goldfields and Poverty measures, Problem Tasks administered at the
delayed post-testing session.. For those particular cri\te'rion measures thee
results suggested that where treatments influenced behaviour, the benefits
were not equally distributed between teacher groups nor between schools.
Why the results of the treatments should need to be qualified in these wayf.,,
was not clear.

1 .

Treatment Effect
The major intent of the project was to investigate the impact_of two forms of
problem-solving experience. To assist in this examivation seven questions
were proposed which related the expected behefits of the training programs
to perforthance on a series of measures. Of the seven null hypotheses 4
involved, four were rejected. Statistically signifiOnt differences,\were ac-
cepted between the performance of treatment groups on the Probl4n Ta3ks,
the Concept 'Tests,- the transfer tasks, and with certain reservations, 'the ,----,

Element Tests: Observed differences between treatment groups on the
Higgins Tests, the ACER Social Studies Tests, and The delayed post-test
Problem Tasks were found to be due to chance.. For each of these sets of
measures the null hypotheses were not rejected. 'Discussion of the educa-
tional significance of these inferences made at a statistieal level is presented
in the next chapter.

.
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'OP8. Digcussion of Treatment Re§tilts
4

...'
.

Although research has indicated that primary school children have consider-
able difficulty in engaging in the enquiry process as a totality, enquiry has

Iremained an impOrtant objective in modern Social Studies curricula. Ina"
earlier. chapter, the Pascual-Leone view of intellectual development w s
discussed, highlighting the constraints impinging upon cognitive perfor-

c
mance. A teaching tip_proach which could prove beneficial id introducing the
student to. the enquiry process was also identififid,.

,.

Basically, the constraints upon intellectual performance are three in
number: limited available- MI-space or- cognitive processing space; a ten-
dency for some children to seize upon perceptually salient features in the
data or a reluctance, on their pan, to consider all the information provided;'
and lack of appropriate mental schemesexecutive, figurative and opera-
tive. The training progi-am adopted aimed at enhancing the schemes a child
had while at the same time giving him strategies or procedures which, when
used, would help to circumht the other factors inhibiting his problem:-
solving performance. This program, entitled "Treatment One, required the
teacher to play the role of instructor. The teacher provided the students with

e, information appropriate to th`tasks and saw that. they used it.
A second program (TreatMent Two) was also developed. It contrasted

with Treatment One in that the teacher did not provide direct instruction. The
same problems were considered by both'groups, but idTreatment Two the
teacher gave no directions as to what was expected of the subjects, nor did
she assist the subjects to develop appropriate mental scherbes associated
with problem-solving Rather the studenti were expected to resolve for
themselves the best' method of approach and to identify the knowledge and
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skills required. The teacher acted as chairman for the eili.iing discussion.
The overall approach in Treatment Two was apparently much closer to
Piaget's view of what a teacher's role shot:111.LN: as the teacher ;wither
explained nor demonstrated an appropriate course of action.

While there were differences boween Tretnients One and Two, there,
were also similarities. Subjects in both -groups tackled the 'same problems.
The initial phase of the enquiry was also treated identically with both groups.
Children were instructed to list information from the phofograph, to group
items that sharethcommon attributes, and to provide a label for each group
that reflected the contents of the group. A numbvr Of Social Studies prog-
rams described7thistype'of activity as a concepf nallon.phase of a.social
stud; (Tuba et al., 1971; Queensland, Education Department. 1972; Vic-
toria. Education Department. 1974). Through such activity the subjects
became- aware o -and strengthened the' figurative schemes assilOated with
the given data at d problem. Furthermore, the strategy reduced the possibil-
ity that some children would seize upon only the perceptually salient features
or consider- only a very limited amount of information because to do more
required greater mental effort.

Hbw Successful was Treatment Ohe compared with
Treaiment Two?
Children in Treatment One were expected to out-perform children in Treat-
ment Two. With `Treatment One, appropriate problemsolving responses
were detailed and instruction was given in a number of key skills. Similar
assistance was not provided in Treatment Two. Consequently, the superior-
ity of Treatment One over Treatment Two was expected to be reflected in
performance on the Problem Tasks and some of the tests measuring compo-
nents of the enquiry process. This section explores whether the expected
relationship between Treatment One and Treatment Two eventuated.

-
Returning to those measures where significant treatment effects were

noted, it can he seen from tables reporting estimates °reflects. thairTreatment
One made amore powerful impact upon performance than Treatment TWo.
(See Appendix.) For convenience, the relevant statistics between Treat-
ments One and Two are represented in Table 8.
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TABLE 8,_
Estimates of Treatment Effects in Standard Deviation Units

Problem Tasks Concept Tests
Poverty City Indians Famine Poverty City

Treatment I 0.80
Treatment 2 0.44 0.39 0.40 0.30 0.31-. 0.35

0.83 0.90 0.70 0.65

The estimates of treatment effects in standard deviation units for Treatment
One were approximately twice those for Treatment Two on all Problem
Tasks and Concept Tests. In most cases, when compared to the control",
group, the gains of Treatment One were twice as great as the gains of
Treatment Two. For the Problem Tasks these results agreed with the predic-
tions noted-in Chapter 6. However, significant differenceS intgrformance
on the Concept Tests between Treatment One subjects and Treatment Two
subjects were not expected.

The training programs of Treatments One and Two shared some features
(see Table 2). It was one of th'ese shared attritiutesthe listing; grouping and
labelling of informationthat was expected to influence performance on the
Concept Tests. Because the skills needed to improve perforMance on the
Concept Tests were seen to be equally rrpresented in .the training programs
of both treatment groups, any variationibetween the performance of Treat-
ments One and Two on the Concept Testsw'cted to be due to sampling
fluctuations. However, the nitagnitude of the differences inestimated effects
between the two programs suggested otherwise. In an attempt to tprplain this
occurrence the training programs were re-examined. This 'los:Moe analysi.
indicated that in addition to the listing, grouping and labelling ectivitie4
there were other opportunities given_in.the programs which could have led to
the refinement of figurative schemes. Thtse opportunities, however: were
not identical for both treatment groups. Por example, with the problem
associated with the photograph showing girls at a well in an Indian village,
'Do these girls live in poverVr , Treatme4 Two subjects proceeded to
discuss the problem without te$chcr intervention. For Treatment One, the
task was segmented into sub-tasks by the teacher. Subjects were encouraged-
to clarify the nature of the problem and to find as much evidence as possible
to support alternative solutions. Such a procedure could have given an
advantage to the Treatment One group, thus explaining the magnitude of
estimated treatment effects existing between the two experimental grog

. rams.
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Why was the Training Successful?
Highly significant differences between the mean performances of the treat-
ment groups were found on the four Problem Tusk measures. As the mean
performances of subjects in the two training groups were significantly better
than the mean performance of tbe control, it was assumed that the former set
of subjects were utilizing, the limited M-space available to them in a more
efficient manner than 'their classmates in the control group.

It will be recalled that in
a

the
as

model proposed by Pascual-
Leone, size of M-space was seen s a major determinant in problem-splving
performance (see Chapter 3). M-space efined as the maximum number
of mental scherties. (mental bieprint which 'represent experience) that can

. be 'co-or-clinated at any one ,time. T e size of [his information processing
capacity was not amenable .io training. M-space is largely hereditarily'
deiermined'and geows ds a function of age. It was argued, however, that it is
possible to use` the available M-space more efficiently by improving, de-
veloping and altering appropriate' mental sth es. Three types of schemes
were noted: figurative, operative and execu ve. Figurative schemes are the
internal representations of kerns' of infor ation with which a subject is
familiar; or of perceptual configurations which he can recognize. 'Qperative
schemes are the internal representations of functions,.Which can be applied
to one set of figurative schemes in order to generate a new set. Executive
schemes are the internal representaticins of procedures.which can be applied-
in particular situations in order to reach particular objectives. As such, they
are to a large extent responsible for determining 'what 'figurative and opera-.

tive schemes a subject activates-in any particdlar situation Case, 1974a).
The training programs aimed at establishing and enhancing all 4,hr.ep types of
schemes.

There was one further possible explanation for the more efficient use of
`M -space ande, that related to the strategies introduced in the training
sessionsthe listing, grouping and labelling of 'information gathered from
the photographs. Such a systematic, procedure may have assisted the field-
dependent subjects to avoid the salient but irrelevant cues in the data. These
subjects would then be filling their limited processing space with appropriate
rather than ?irrelevant irfOrmatiOn, thus permitting btter problem-solving
performances..

The.alternatfiie---;Xplanations for the significant performance differences
between the treatment grOups on the Problem Tasks are examined below. To
assist in this exploiation, reference. is made to the Concept Tests and Element
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TestsFinding Answers, Puzzles, Working' it ,,dlut and the two Higgins
Inference tests. The Concept Tests were seen as measures of figurative
schemes, whereas the Element Tests named were seen primarily as measures
of operative schemes associated with the problem-solving process.

47

It will be remembered frwri the discussion in Chapter 3 that figurative,-
operative and executive aspdCts of knowing are integral to solving any given
problem. In real situations figurative, operative and executive knowing
never occur in isolation.. The problem-solver, to be successful, must have
information concerning the content of the problem, the skills to operate upon
this information and a view of what he is trying to achieve. However, tasks
can require different portiOns of these knOwledge components. While suc-

lw. cess-iMproblem-solving on one task may largely depend-upon the availability
of appropriate figurative schemes, fnother task the presence of suitable
operative schemes may be more crucial. The Concept Tests Used in the
present investigation were 'keen primarily as measures of figurative schemes
because they aimed at identifying the attributes of the mental images.a child
associated with *poverty' and 'city:, Finding AnSk)ers, Puzzles and Working
it Out were considered to be primarily measures of operative schemes
because they focused upon the ability of the child to opergte upon given
information, either to generate possible solutions to. a problem, to find
evidence to support answer>, or to- establish an appropriate solution:

If we assume that the Concept Tests and the Element Tests listed above
were respectively measures of figurative and operative schemes,, it then-
becomes possible to sort out the contribution made by enhanced operative,
figurative or executive schemes to success on the Problem Tasks. If the
success achieved by the two special treatment groups on the major criterion
measures- (the four Problem. Tasks) were to be attributable to improved
figurative and opWative schemes, significant performance differences bet-
ween these groups and the control would be expected on the Concept and
Element Tests. Otherwise success on the Problem Tasks would have to be
attributed to improved executive schemes. These possibilities are considered
in the following discussi-on.

Improved Operative Schemes?
Only in Treatment One did subjects receive detailed instruction related to
Particular operative schemes. Attention was giyen to creating alternative

- answers to kiven,problemsto gathering evidence to support alternative
solutions, to manipulating dyidence to reach a decision regarding a given
problem, and to inferring information from details presented in photographs.

12
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However, the subjects in TreatMent Two did have the opportunity to devertly
such -schemes on their own initiative as they, like the subjects in--Treatment
One, discussed prOblems where these mental abilities were applicable.

From the multivariate analysis of pe- rformanee on the 'three tpeasbres
,b

Answers, Puzzles and Working it Outthe null hypothesis expressing the
lack of, significant differences in perforMance,betweenthe treatment groups.
was rejected. This Was doneafter acknowledging-the existence of aignific-
ant interaction between teacher and treatment. Such, an infraction. con-

, founded 'the treatment effect Nit because the latter' was, statistically so
csignificant the difference in mean scores between treatment groups was not
seen as a chance fluctuation in the sample. This result, at least initially,
suggested that a source of the significant treatment effect as measured by the
Problem Tasks was attributable to imprilved operative schemes. HoWever,
clOSerinspection revealed that the significant difference between treatments
was present in only one of the three 4univariate analyses. Of the, three
measures, only Working It Out was associated with a significant treatment
effect. But once again, there was a confounding influence as the treatment by
teacher interaction .was statistically significant. If the differences between
the performances of treatment groups 'on the Problem Tasks was to be
attributed to improved operati'ite schemes, the improvement had to be
limited to the abilities associated with data manipulation. Differences in
performance ,ibetween the treatment groups on Akswers, Puzzles, and the
Higgins Inference Tests were not significant.

The view tl-tht the improveinents in problem-solving performance apsefrom a refined oPerative ScheMe, however, was not satisfactory. If the
establishment and enhancement of a particular operative scheme was the .

prime source of improved performanee on. a set of Problem Tasks then that
source might reasonably be expected to apply equally wel-f to explaining the
success of'both training programs. Previously it was noted that the perfor-
mance of subjects in Treatment Two on- the Problem Tasks, like those
children in Treatment One, was significantly better than that of the subjects
in the control group. However, Treatment Two subjects did not perform
significantly differently from the control group on the Working it Out Test.
The success of Treatment Two on the Problemtasks therefore, could not be
linked with an improved operative scheme. cionsequently, the possibility
that success on the Problem Tasks wars due to,an improved operative scheme
was viewed with some scepticism.
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Impeovid figuratilie Schemes?,
With the Concept Tests, Poverty and City, the iiiean scores of both training
groups were significantly .better than the cOntn?i, On the Concept Tests also,
the .magnitude of the Achievement differences between Treatments One and
Three,,, and Treatments Two and Three, were to the of the
treatment effects between the same groups of subjects on the Problem Tasks.
This was seen in Table 8. 'To the extent therefore that the Poverty and City
tests measured figurative schemes, the explanation that the observed mean
diffeiemies between treatment groups on the Problem Tasks was due to
improved figurative schemes seemed plausible. With further analysis how-
ever. this explanation lacked credibility.

Of the four Problem Tasks,-two involved figurative schemes which were
discussed in the training programs. The figUrative schemes underlying the
problt.Cms rdias and Famine Were not discussed in class.. It therefore,
followed that, if the aspect of traihing accounting for improved problem-
solving performance was the attention given to figurative schemes, it would
he discerned by.comparing the performance of the treatment groups on the
two sets of Problem Tasks-----POvertv and City, and Indians and Famine, If
figurative scheme improvement was the key factor in- problehi-solving
achievement, the data in the study had to match two criteria. First, Treatment
groups One and Two had to perform significantly better on Poverty and City
than the control. Secondly, significant differences between the three ex-
perimental groups on the Indians and Famine. should not exist. The results
preserved in the previous chapter indicated that the first requirement was met
but not the second. Both were necessary if the differences in problem-
solving performAce were to he attributable to improiied figurative,schemes..-

Further.support for the dismissal of the view that superior performance of
Treatment One and Two on the Problem Tasks was due to better figuratiire:.
and operative schemes was seen in the canonical analysis. While there wits a
significant relationship between performance on sonieof the enquiry cornT
poneht measuresboth figurative and operatite aspectsand performance
on the Problent Tasks, the relationship was described as moderate. Of-the
variance identified between the lour ProbleniTasks, only 15 per cent could
be predicted from all four factors identified from the predictor battery, the
enquiry component measures. The view that improved figuratiVe schemes or
'improved Operative schemes accounted for improved performance- can the
Problem Tasks seemed unsatisfactory..
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Improved Executive Schemes?
The third major explanation for the observed treatment results concerned the
development cif appropriate executive schemes. Case (1972a) used the term
executive scheme/to encompass both what the'Mudent saw as task instruct=
tions and the nature of the problem task as a whole.. In the present investiga-

i tion it,was'assumed that, where a child had a clear view,of what was expected
of him in any task, he made More efficient use of his 'cognitive processing
spice. The competing but irrelevant schemes he may have considered, if.he
was unsure of ,What the task reguarda, were not alerted. Thus the M-space
that otherwise might have been occupied withirrelevant mental schemes was
available to consider other possible answers and additional pertinent infor-
mation. Because of this more intensive use, in terms of the given task, of
available M-space, more sophisticated responses were made. In the ter-
minology of Flavell & Wohwill (1969), through the proVision of the special
training, the performance of the students was brought closer to their true
level of compettince.

Of the explanations considered in explaining the success of the training
program, the one concerned with beiibr executive schemes appeared the
most plausible. The variation in the magnitude of the treatment effects,
between the training groups could be related to the degree of explication in
_the instructions provided. For Treatment One, the teacher told the subjects
the features of good answers and constantly urged them to include such
features in their responses: clarification of the problem, consideration of
alternative answers, collection of evidence and decision-rnaking in terms of
evidence gathered. For Treatment Two no -such aid was provided, although

.the subjects had the opportunity to argue out their solution with their peers.
In such discussions they were clarifying their own views as to what might be
expected. If members of Treatment Two were to defend their decisions
successfully against the arguments of thek. classmates, they had to consider
all the information provided and to weigh up their solution against alterna-
tive explanations./ Treatment Two subjects were setting up their Own plan of
action fin handling Problem Tasks. Because the teacher did not specifically
cdmnlent upon the adequacy of their procedureS an elem'ent of doubt may
have still existed, thus permitting the intrusion of less efficient' strategies
than those employed in Treatment One. Utilikethe Treatment One activities,
the success of the Treatment Two experience relied to a large extent upon the
ability of the group members to debate the problems posed. Observations
made by the experimental teachers suggested that, particularly in the early
training sessions, the children involved had diffictilty in' considering the
viewpoints of others and this limited debate.-:
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Reducing Field-Dependence
One further possible explanation for the treStment effects should be noted. It,
was pointedqiut in earlier chapters that some children fail to use all available
M-space either because they pay attention only to the perceptually salient

0. features of the data and thus ignore a mass of other information that could be
used, or because they are not stimulated by the task and therefore do not
make the mental effort required to utilize all the M-space- they have at their
disposal. Such children are labelled field - dependent. The strategy of sys--

scanning the given data in order to list, to group, and to label
information was seen as a means of circumventing the disability suffepid by
field-dependent children. The use of this strategy could have been the basis
for the improved problem-solving performance of the training groups.
Unfortunately, the results did not support the explanation. As both Treat-
ment One and Treatment Two were introduced to the same procedure, it
would follow that, if the improved performance were due to the reduction of
the constricting influence Of field-dependency, then both treatment groups
would have benefited equally and thus performed equally well on the
Problem Tasks. As alkady indicated, this pattern in the results did not occur.

Saarni's (1973) research suggested that the construct of field-dependence
was irrelevant for complex problem-solving tasks, although she conceded
field-dependence might have a role in determining_ performance where
problems were more perceptually bOund. In particular, Saarni noted that
within each Piagetian cognitive level field-independence did not affect the
complex multi -step, problem-solving perforMance on the productive think-.
ing problems used by Wardrop et al. (1969) and Olton & Crutchfield (1969).
Yet Suchman (1961) .Observed perceptual biases in the search patterns of
grade four students when presented with short motion films'-cif simple-
physics demonstrations.

aa

In the preSent investigation; two of the Problem Tasks s4raiLl at -leastsa
superficial similarity to those used in the Productive Thiptlein. g Program in
that they utilized 'verbal materials. The remaining two Tasks'Irused photo-
graphs. If Saarni's contentions regarding the relevance of field-dependence
tg.p.rgbibm-solving were .correct, and, if the success of the training program
in the present inyestigation.Were to be attributable to the assistance giv4o
field-dependat subjects to adopt systerhatic scanning Strategies, there
should haVe beep a -difference in performance patterns between treatment
groups on the verbal and visual Problem Tasks. Significant differences in
student performance on the visual tasks would have been expected between
TreatmentS One and Two, and Treatment Three as no assistance was given to

. .
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the latter group to overcome field-dependency constraints. Similar differ-
ences would not have been expected on the verbal problems because of
Saarni's finding that field- dependency was irrelevant for such tasks. Such a
pattern in the results did not emerge. There were significant differences in
performance between treatments on all Pro?) lem Tasks irrespective of
whether they used verbal or visual material.

A further reason for not attributing the significant improvement in
problem-solving performance to the training program's strategy for desen-
sitizing field-dependency was, the lack of a strong relationship between-

. performance on the Problem Tasks and the Group imbedded Figures Test, a
Measure. of field-dependence. While two of the correlation coefficients
appeared to be statistically significant, the relationship they reflected was
only modest (0.5 and 0.15)*. It was of interest to note that both significant
relationships related to the verbal tasks rather than the visual tasks. This
result was not consistent wills the Sitar/1i (19737 conclusions.

,

In iummary, of the various attributes built into the training program, the
most plausible as an explanation for the treatment effects noted on. the
Problem Tasks appeared to be the identification or clarification of those
executive schemes associated with the enquiry prOcesst was unlikely that
improvement in figurathre or operative schemes contributed in any major
way to the success noted. Nor could the training effects be linked to aid given
to field-dependent subjects.
Previous Research
No previous research in Social Studies enquiry training appeared to attribute
problem-solving success to improved executive schemes, although
Suchman (1961), Wardrop et al. (1969) and Robinson et aL (1972) saw such
schemes as important contributors to performance. Suchman (1961).noted
that it was the strangeness of the given tasks which caused the most diffi-
culty. Early observations with the Productive Thinking Program convinced
the authors that attention had to be 'given to what were termed 'master
thinking skills'. Such skills were those associated with the deployment and
co-ordination of a variety of enquiry abilities (Covington, n.d.). Yet, despite
such observations, the major measurement thrust was in evaluating perfor-
mance on separate skills. Attention, in the main, was not given to the ability

*This test of significance assumed a simple random sample, which was not
employed. Significance would clearly disappcar for the latter correlation coefficient
if a correction were made for the design effect of the two stage sampling procedures
used, while the former correlation would then be of borderline significance at best.
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of the child to relate and coordinate a number of complex skills together in
solving problems (Anderson, 1965; Butts & Jones, 1966; Hunkins & Shap-
iro, 1967; Olton & Crutchfield, 1969; Wallen et al., 1969; Robinson et al.,
1972; Case &. Iry, 1974; Higgins, -1974; Ojtioriann & Campbell, '1974):

Outside the context of enquiry training, hcmiieVer, Kohnstamm (1970)
claimed significant improvement in the performanccof five-year-old chil-
dren on a Piagetian class inclusion problem, because each-child was given a
detailed explanation of the task requirements.

Was There a Transfer of Training to Different Tasks?
Two of the problems given in the post-testing session were viewed as
transfer tasks. Like those problems considered in training.sessions, 'Where
did the Indians obtain their horses?' and 'How can the shortage of food in
IndI'a be overcome?", they were Social Studies-type problems which re-
quired the subjects to clarify the nature of the problem, suggest possible
answers, collect evidence to support each possible answer d then consider
this information to reach a decision. But neither of the; two questions
utilized information presented in photographic fo Both were baied upon
data presented in verbal passages. Thus, subj is had to transfer those
understandings or schemes developed in training sessions to new situations
embedded in a data form which was different from that originally considered
in class. Were the subjects successful-in 'Making the transfer? The results
reported in ,the previous chapter indicated 'that they were. Training on
photographs was generalizable to verbal material.

The degree to which skills learned in one context transfer to another and
the extent to which such skills are durable over time are two important
criteria in assessing the contribution of a training program (Piaget, 1964;
Inhelder & Sinclair, 1969; Snow, 1974). Social Studies curricula assume
that abilities developed through the study of a pai-ticular issue will not be
confined to that issue but thit the child will be-able to use skills to solve other
problems. A few studies exploring the impact of eiiquiry training claimed-:,
significant transfer effects (Anderson, 1965; Olton & Crutchfield, 1969;
Robinson et al.. 1972). The present study joined this irouri; Previous
research, however, showed that particular enquiry skills or operative
schemes transferred to new situations. Results of the present investigation
suggested that subjects were able to transfer their overview of the enquiry
process to new problems. That is, subjects were-Fable to apply executive
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ci in one context to different. problems set in a different

,. . .
N..,

er & -i .ple (1970rwere titical oil-earlier fintlings relateiff -0-`) ,
transfer./ They pointed out thju the instruments used bore too close a se-.
semblance to the activities used in the training sessions. While it was true
that the transfer tasks used were clostkr to The 'measure of take' end of the ,

evaluation dimension identified by Rtinson et al. (1972), they were still
'transfer tasks. Covington (nr.d.,) argued that where a task called for the
application of thinking skills in topics with which the student had had little or
no previous acquaintance, it was legitimate to view it as a transfer task. The
criticism of Treffinger & Ripple applied equally to the present investigation
because the transfer tasks bore some similarity to the problems used in
training sessions. On the other hartd the tasks where sufficiently different to
be viewed as true transfer situations. Similarities and differences between
training and testing tasks were noted aboVe.

Significant statistical differences between treatment grOups were not
'found by Treffinger & Rippk 9T1 transfer tasks. While claiming the tests
were valid ones. Treffinger 4 Ripple acknowledged that the tasks were
severe and rigorous measures of transfer. Perkv-mance on an Arithmetic
Problem Solvkng Test and an Arithmetic Puzzles test, for example, seemed
very 'rewrote from the experiences provided by the Productive Thinking
Program, the basis of the training. Success with such remote transfer tasks
would giVe course designers considerable confidence about the adequacy of
their program yet, unless claims were being made about the relevance of the
program across subject areas, such rigor was unnecessary. Indeed, such
harsh measures could be insensitive to some facets of transfer that did occur.
This would suggest that a variety of measures ranging across the transfer
dimensions nominated by Robinson et al. (1972) and Snow (1974) need to
be applied in any training study if errors of interpretation are to be avoided.

While claiming that the Problem- Tdsks, Indians and Famine, were
genuine transta tasks, one TeservatiNn in interpreting the large level of
statistical significance gained in the-pres&t research should be noted.
Circumstances dicated that the two transfer tasks, plus the other two prob-
lems, were administered at the same testing session. A characteristic of
strong measures of transfer, as discussed by Robinson er al. (1972), was that
no cue should be given to the student to apply a method of problem-solving
that had been taught. While in practice it may be difficult to hoodwink the
student, it was true that there were strong cues present in the testing situation
Of the present investigation. :Ideally, it would have been better to have
separated the two sub-sets of Problem Tasks and had them administered by
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different interviewers, thus giving a stronger indication of transfer. Or
perhaps (among yet other alternatives) to have the regular classroom teacher
give the transfer tests.

Was the Training Success Durable?
At a re-testing on Problem Tasks some eight weeks after the post-testing
session, the observed differences between treatment group means were not
statistically significant. The treatment effects originally identified at the
post-testing session had dissipated. When presenting this result in the previ-
ous chapter, it was noted that the multivariate statistic for treatment effect
was significant. However, this result was confounded by a significant
interaction between treatment and school. In addition. the univariate
analysis indicated that treatment effeCts were only significant on one out of
four measures. Therefore, in general, the gains in performance arising from
the special training experiences were not seen as lasting.

The interaction effects betWeen treatment and school, suggesting durabil-
ity of training in some schools, was confusing. It was possible that the
activities offered in some schools, after thavompletion of the experimental
program, complemented what had been previously done in the training
sessions. Indeed, some class teachers expressed interest in the training
programs and were shown lesson plans at the completion of the post-testing
program. However, it was more likely that such interest would have been
reflected in a class by treatment interaction rather than a school by treatment
one. Furthermore, there appeared to be no satisfactory explanation for
durability of performance with one treatment group rather than the other,
particularly as it was the weaker treatment, Treatment Two, which had the -
better survival record. It seemed unlikely that he experiences provided
within a school would complement one treatment group without at the same
time reinforcing the other. Was it possible that differences in the attitudes of
subjects towards the enquiry process were engendered . by the different
training programs? Did Treatment Two, the more open discussion situation,
develop a better attitude within the children towards the enquiry process and
thus aid the durability of the experiences? The evidence was too flimsy to
even hazard a guess. Further research is necessary.

While the lack of durability of treatment effects was digappointing, it was
perhaps unrealistic to expect anything else. The straining ifirovided was
narrow in scope being restricted to problems set in the context of Social
Studies photographs. Moreover, the duration of the experience was rela-
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tively short. Although much longer than the hour of instruction time Which
Snow (1974) asserted as the time resource most frequently allocated in
experiments, it was short considering the compleXity, and multiplicity of
behaviours the program was expected to influence. With more time, with a
program using a greater diversity of materials and variety of activities, and
with the underlying operative schemeti being employed in other areas of the
curriculum, it seemed reasonable to expect that gains noted on thc post -
testing sessions would become durable. Indeed, in such circumstances it
would not be unexpected to find.evcn greater improvement in-perfo mice.

Few of the studies trtkining children in enquiry concerned themselv wit)
the durability of the identified treatment effects. Of those that did, a num
reported treatment effects persisting weeks after the completion of training
(Elsmere, 1963; Olton & Crutchfield, 1969; Scott, 1973). Olton & Crutch-
field reported the presence of training effects more than six months after
training had finished. Even more incredible was Scott's finding that some
aspects of the initial suci.ss achieved by a training program persisted some
six years later. These results were in marked contrast to those of the present
investigation. Yet on reflection, it will be recalled that the program provided

Apn the Olton _& Crutchfield study had more variety in its activities, and the
time devoted to its consideration was more than double that given in the
pt (sent study. The Scott program used the enquiry strategy conceived by
Suchman (1961). Students were exposed to this program over two or three
years. With both Blatt & Kohlberg (1973) and Elsmere (1963) 12 weeks of
training was provided. Where shorter periods of training were given, at the
time of retesting, the training effects originally noted had dissipated (Bred-
derman, 1973).

Why was there a Lack of Improvement on some of the
Component Measures of the Enquiry Process?
Special attention was given in the training program of Treatment One to th6
development of a number of skills underlying successful problem-solving.
These mental schemes included: making inferences from events portrayein
photographs, creating numerous solutions to given problems and searching
photographs for evidence to justify a given answer. Despite the 'special
attention, the performance of the treatment group was not seen as differing
significantly on measures evaluating these abilities from that group of
subjects who received no training. Did the program fail? Were there alterna-
tive explanations for the lack of significant differences between the training
group and the control on component measures of enquiry?

1 1 8
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Rather than seeing weakness ita a training program, Wardropei al. (1969),
in their study, linked the failure of some tests to differentiate between
treatment and control groups to the instruments themselves. The offending
tests were structured to elicit a large number- of rather short, disi:rete
responses on relatively uncomplicated tasks. Wardrop et al. claimed that
these tasks did not reflect the intent of the prograni. What was learned in
training was only marginally relevant to performance on these brief prob-
lems. Attributing the absence of observable performance differences be-
tween trained and non-trained groups of subjects to deficiencies in test
instruments did not seem- appropriate in the present study. True, some of the
tests used assessed the child's ability to produce a.large number' of a
particular type of response. True, the tests aimed to examine the child's
achievement on sitecific elements of the complex enquiry process. But it was
the specific intention of the program to enhance these particular abilities.
The component tests were included to help identify the factors contributing
to treatment effects observed on the complex Problem Tasks.

The component tests had shown in trials that they were capable of
registering performance gains. Adults to whom the tests were administered
in the developmental phase scored considerably better than grade six stu-
dents. Unlike most individuals in the Jenkinson & Lampard (1959) study,
the subjects of the present investigation were not at the ceiling of the test
scale prior to the commencement of training. FurthermoKe, the trials showed
that the component test had moderately high levels of internal consistency
and could be scored reliably. This information was repolvd in Chapter 6. It
therefore seemed inappropriate to attribute the failure of* component tests
to discriminate between training and non-training groups to deficiencies in
the test instruments.

An alternative explanation for the lack of treatment impact centred on the
performaw levels of children prior to training. Perhaps most children at
grade sieievel already had mastery of the component skills of problem-
solving being measured by the Problem Tests. Instruction, therefore, would
haste been irrelevant as training could not have significantly changed per-
formance. w

A number'of studies have identified that many children in the upper levels
of the primary school do have many of the component skills associated with
problem-solving (Alliinder, 1969; Wardrop et al., 1969;-Jurd, 1973; Wicks,
1974). For example, Wicks' research indipated that seven-year-old children
were able to generate alternative, solutions to Social Studies problems.
Earlier, Allender noted tharchildren1in Grades four, five and six we4 able to
sense problems, identify the nature of each problem and search for informa-
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, .tion to aid in decision snaking. Yet other researchers have lint% 11 attention to
the inability of primary school children to employ these same skills. Lovell
(19(11). Duckworth (1972) and Cirgy (1972) all commented upon the diffi-
culty children had in finding multiple answers to given problems.
McNaughton (19611) reported the inability of 1 2- year -old children to see
relationships within given data.

In part the divergent research findings could he attributed to the nature of
the problems the child was being asked to soliPe and the level of mastery
demanded. Lovell based his commi: is upon observations of subjects at-
tempting to solve Piagetian problen . such as flexibility of rods. oscillationA of a pendulum and combinations of colburless I:hi:mit-al liquids. These
problems were quite different from those used by Wicks where the children
were asked to respond to a social situation. Vandalism, the issue used byWicks, was within the personit experience of most children whereas the
manipulation of chemicals or pendulums was not. Moreover, the different
researchers accepted different levels of performance as being adequate.
Lovell appeared to expect each subject to he ahlb to identify and consider all
logical combinations of tour chemicals in solving the colourless liquidsproblem. On the other hand. Wicks accepted as adequate the fact that his
subjects could suggest two alternative solutions from a much larger set of
possibilities. With classific.-atain skills, Higgins (1974) reported that, while
some children had developed certain abilities, int could not he assumed that
eight-, nine- and ten-year-olds had fully mastered basic elements of classifi-
cation.

(..-
. In the present research, children. included in the sample were able to

generate al terna ive answers to problems, seek evidence to support possible
answers, see some relationships n the information gathered and infer infor-
illation from photographs but the performance levels were well short of
future potential as judged by adult performance. By comparison with adult,
scores on the Element Tests, the achievement levels of the grade six children
were only moderate. For example, students averaged three solutions to each
of the 10 problems presented on the Finding Answers Test: With the Puzzles
Test the average number of pieces of evidence was slightly higher than two.
Consequently. the explanation that training made no impact on improving
the subjects` component skills of problem-solving because mastery had been
achieved prior to instruction was untenable.

Deficiencies in the trainingdprqyam were a more likely explanation for
the failure of subjects in special training groups to out-perform their peers in
the control. The experiences provided to develop selected operative schemes .
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were apparently either not sufficiently intensive or not distributed over a
sufficient pern1 of lime, or both. to influence performance. No n c than
two consecutive sessions were used in Treatment One to specifl draw
the attention of suhiects to each of the operative schemes measured by the
test Pe4z:le.v. ggim bwo and 114:xirs.% nu.. It was true,
however, that these skills were applied in combination in litter training
s.ssion where new problems were considered. But when contrasted with
other research the overall time given to developing operative schemes was
short (Wardrop el eels 1919: Scott. 1973; Higgins. 1974). While focusing
only upon inference-drawing behaviour. the Higgins program, for example.
required lb sessions of 30 to 40 minutes duration for completion.

In the present study it has emerged that sufficient emphasis Was not placed
upoffstudent productivity. Written responses collected by the, teachers at the
end of each training session indicated that only two or three suggested
answers to any given firoblem were the norm. I...vitlence collected to support
an answer only occasionally went beyond three pieces of information. Such
limitations in responses were directly attributable to the program. When
teaches used model responses to illustrate appropriate behaviour only two
or thr - possible answers were detailed. Rarely were more than three pieces
of inf.( nmat ion used in supporting particular solutions (see Notes of Lessons
in1Whitehead. 1975: Appendix A). Moreover, the duplicated paradigm used
to record the results of each step of the enquiry provided space for only three
possible answers and the area available for listing evidence was severely
restricted. These factors inhibited improvement of the :child's operative
schemes, and hence, performance on the Element Tests.

In summary, the cause Of the failure to impaive a number of operative_
schemes associated with problem-solving appeared to lie with the shortness
and lack of intensity of the training program. Explanations centring upon
deficiencies in test instruments, or levels of student mastery prior to training.
were not seen as being satisfactory.

Additional Comments on Treatments
Three additional points-about the training programs need to be made because
of their relevance to possible future development. First, all threc'experimen-
tal teachers agreed that the presentation of the overview of the enquiry
process in the context of crime-solving was highly successful. Children in
Treatment One were very much involved and in the teachers' view enjoyed
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the adtivity of that particular session. It will be recalled that the crime-
.solving situation was used, much more extensively, with the Productive
Thinking Program (Covington et al., 1972)-

Secondly, the use of a general enquiry paradigm as a record -sheet was very
successful. The paradigm was similar to that developed by Robinson et al.

4 (1972). In the view of the teachers, it helped direct the attention of the
students to the various facets ofenquiry and aided their recall oi; appropriate:

Significantly, however, no child included in the investigation used-
t- the pad and pencil provided in the test situation to record relevant informa-

tion about the 'given, problem. This was despite the emphasis ,,irt training
sessions placed upon note-Making as a memory aid and the use of the enquiry
paradigm. The attention of all subjects was drawn to the pad and pencil in the
test situation. Questions of interest are: 'If subjects had made-notes would
the qUality of the responses improve?' and 'Why did they they not use the
pad and pencil?'.

Thirdly, with, Treatment Two, improvement in student perforMance was
expected to arise primarily from student interaction. Through debate and
observation of The approaches adopted by other students each individual was
expected to dgvelop appropriate executive, figurative and operatNe
schemeg. In fact, teachers reported that, in discussion, there was very little
effective interaction between students. Few students appeared willing_ to
modify an 'opinion 'despite the presentation of convincing alternative solu-

- tions by other members in the group. The normal reaction to a conflicting
position, was to reiterate the earlier statement, often in'a louder an re
aggressive manner. Where a student, in presenting his case, was chalarged

another student, the challenge appeared to be viewed as an irrelevant
interruption and as.such was ignored. Perhaps these (dents, being totally
engrossed in their own argument, were utilizing, ail the M-space available to
them and were therefore unable to build in additional ideas idVanced by their
classmates. A less tenuous explanation, perhaps, is the possibility that the
Problem Tasks and the context in which. they were presented were not

. sufficiently motivating for the subjects to learn.
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9. Retrospect and Prospect
0

cf

Conclusions: A Summary
The-conclusions of the investigation Can be summarized as follows:

1. The mean differences between both_ Treatment One and Two and The
control were significant on the multivariate analysis.ofscores froin the
four Problem Tasks. Theunivariateanalysis foreich Problem Task also
revealed significant differences between the two training.groupi and the
control. Subsequent.exaMinatibn of the estimates..of effecti indicated a
significant difference between-the means of Treatment One and, Treat:-
ment Two. The explicit instruction program was a niuch more powerful
influence upon performance than the treatment which primarily relied
upon interaction between studentS and the experience of doing the tasks.
Twining successes were attributed to improved executive schemes. As
a *suit of the experiences provided in training sessions it was main-
tained,that the subjects had a clearer view of the nature of the task. The
possibility That improved operative or figurtive schemes were major
actors in the Oblerved ,success was disniissed after examining the

patterns of responses in the 'data.
27' Significant differences betWeen the observed Means of the three treat-

ment groiips were.idenpfied-On the Concept Tests--Poverly and PO.
The performance-of both.Treatinents.Cine and Two were significantly

';.better than "Treatment Three. As with the Problem Tasks, Treatment
One had a greater effect on'performance than Treatment Two. Training
success was attributed to the listing, groUping and labelling strategies,
together with. the opportunity given to apply theldeas gained to prOb-,
lents pcised
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,
3. The null hypothesis expressing the absence of significant differ.ences

between the performance of the treatment Er ups on the three Element
't Tests Finding Answers. Puzzles and Waking it Outwas rejected.

Large differences between treatment groups were seen to exist. From
the -univariate analysis it became clear that the major source of the. .

significant multivariate statistic was performance on the Working it Out
Test. On that test, the mean differences between TreatmenfOne and the
-control was significant.- The observed difference between-Treatment
Two and, the control was not, significant and thus accepted as a' chance
fluctuation. In the time available, the experience of engaging in the
enquiry process without teacheqdirection was insufficient to improve
the operative schemes associated with the Working it Out Test. Where
explicit instruction.- was provided, significant gains:were made.

4. The hypothesis that there would be no difference between the perfor7
mances of the three treatment groups on the Higgins Inference Tests was
sustained by the statistical. analyses.

5. The observed 'differences between the performance, of the various .

treatment groups on be ACER Social Studies Tests were accepted as
being due .to, sample fluctuations. The null hypothesis was accepted.
The training programs were contributing nothing of significance to
performance on. Social Studies terminology or,comprehension ofSocial
Studies material as measured by the ACER tests.

6. The null hypothesis associated with durability of trait;fing was accepted.
Training effects-were not seen to be-durable on the four Problem Tasks.
Although the relevant multivariate statistic was sIgnificanr, the decision
was made to ignore it This position was taken. because 'of a strong
'interaction effect with treatment effeci:ivloreover, the source of the
significant multivariate statistic was performance on only one of four
measures. Treatment effects were not accepted as being durable..'

.7 . Statistically strong transfer effects were noted.-3The mean scores a the
two special treatment groups differed significantly from that of the
control. Treatment One subjects also performed significantly better on
the two verbal Problem Tasks than the subjects in Treatment Tyto.
Compared to Treatment Two the training effects of Treatment One wire,.
a ost twice as great.

ficant teacher.effects were noted in ihree analyses. These analyses
concerned the Concept Tests, the Element Tests and the Higgins Infer--
ence Tests. TeaCher effects on the ACER Social Studies Tests, although
rejected as being not significant at the .05 level, were on the borderline
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of acceptability. With.the.Concept Tests:the teacher effect appeared to
be located in .perforMance on the City instrument. Statistical -infOrma-
tion, failed to reveal the source of the signifiCant teacher difference. -
With the Element Tests all three instruments had significant univariate
teacher effects. On Finding Answers and Puzzl'is the groups associated
with Teachers One and Two significantly out- performed those sttbiects
with Teacher Three. Results from Working it Out showed that the mean
score of the subjects working with Teacher:One was significantly better
than that of the students who worked' with Teacher Three. Howe;/er,.
with the Working it Out 'rest. performance differences between the

rTeache'TWo group and the Teacher Thive group were accepted as
f-chance rather than-Statistical differences. Strong univariate ,.teacher

effects were noted on both Higgins Infrrence Tests. Gfoups of subjects
. allocaied to Teachers One and Two performed significantly better than

those associated with Teacher Three.
There w not always a consistent pattern in teacher effects across the

. .."
tests. M %ever,. the intensity .of the effects varied. For example, esti-.
mates of teacher effectk- indicated that Teacher One was twice. as
effective as-Teacher Two on the Puzzles test but on the Higgins instru
ments 'the performance of the two groups were almost equal. Being.
outside the bounds of the investigation, the reason why such teacher

-% effects should have .occirred was not explored; a/though:the possibility
of initial group differences prior to training and differences in teaches
instructional style were noted.

9. School effects were significant on three sets of measures. With Finding
Answers :and Working it Out , Schoel Three performed significantly
better than Sehool Four. The same. -pattern wag Observed with The
Higgins inference Tests and the ACER Social Studies Tests. However,
in addition; in the latter instance the perforrnance of School One was
significantly better than. School TWo. An examination of, the chafac-
teristics of the schools concerned did not reveal the reason or reasons for
the differences in performance. The only Plausible explanation ap-
peared to be that the students in one school compared to another did not
put maximum effort into, completing particular tests.

10. Classroomieffects were significant on the multivariate analysis of the
ACER. Social Studies Tests.- However, because neither univariate
analysis proved significant, the source of the signifiCant multivariate
statistic was not explored. Other than at a superficial level, suitable
information on class characteristics revealed no clue to the observed
differences in performance.

I
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Only one multivariate interaction proved significant. That was a Treat-
ment by Teacher interaction on the three -Element Tests. Such ad
interaction suggested that some. teachers operatedee1atively better with
one treatment in comparison to another. The isource of the significant
was the Working it Out Test. Teacher One performed significantly
better with Treatment *Two -compared to Treatment Three, than did
Teacher Three. Teacher TWo was less effective with Treatment One
compared to Treatment Three than was Teacher Three. This interaction
between Treatment and Teacher was explained tentatively in terms of
teacher style. Perhaps some teaching styles more comfortably accom-
modate certain teaching .procedures.

12. The experience of doing the Problem Tasks on one occasion did not
significantly influence pe orniguice, on a subsequent re-testing. Two
,analyses were undertake and both implied the same conclusion.

13. Although a significant lationship was- noted between some of the
.corn nent enquiry measures and the Problem Tatks, the relationships
were described. as.moderate. *Canonical correlation analysis indicated

of the four possible functions joining the two batteries of tests only
the first was significant. The null hypothesis indicating no relationship
between performance on the-enquiry process tests and Problem Tasks,
either individually or in linear -combination, was rejected but it was
noted that the relationship was not strong.

Limitations- of the Study.
. Before c idering the educational implications of the findings summarized

above, it is necessary to recogni that two features of the present study limit
the generalization of the ref These features were the attributes of the
enquiry process being me by the test instruments and the sample of
students included in the investigation.

-Various views of what skills constitute the enquiry process have been
advanced by writers (Nay, "197 t; Michaelis, 1973; Victoria, Education
'Department, 1974). All such facets were not explored' in the present investi-
gation. Some thatwererseen to be crucial Were separated out for examina-
tion: Others were ignored in the testingprogram. Amongst the skills selected
were the generation of possible answers, the gathering of evidence,.
inference-making behaviour, and the ability to weigh up evidence associated
with alternative solutions. For example, -attention was not given to measur-
ing the ability of children to identify problems as it was in the studies of
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Shulman (1965) ilia Allender (1949). With the Element Tests and the
Problem Tasks the issues were already identified for the student. On the
Problem Tests, to rate responses, attributes similar to those measured sep-
arately cm the Element Test were used in combination. No atternitkpas made
to assess the quality or correctness of the solutions provided, as for example,
in the studies of Wardrop et -al. (1969) or Treffinger & Ripple (1970). It
should, 'however, be pointed out that few, investigations have measured
performance against multiple criteria of any descripition.

The sample was drawn from sixth grade students in six primary schools.
The s-Chools were bkatedin middle-class areas -ormetropolitan Melbourne.
Inner-suburban schools, country schools and schools in lower socio:-
economic areas were not considered. Free of serious language problems, the
schools selected were staffed by teachers and principals who gave their full
co-operation to the project. Such schools 'aid not proVide a satisfactory base
from which to geheralize the findings of the present study to primary,schools
throughout Victoria. Mason (1963) for example, found that success
was influenced by the grade level of the subjects. As grade level increased,
Ripple & Dacey (1967) found instructional materials became less effective '
in developing creative thinking abilities. Brydon (1967), -cited in Peel
(1971), and Poole (1973) reported that cognitive performance was influ-, enced by the socio-economic level of the subjects. Both Taba (1964) and
Whitehead (1972) found,a very low relationship between. performance on
Social Studies Problem Tasks and socio-ecohomic level but this could tiave
been due to the lack Of precision in measures of socio-economic status.
Because of the constraints of the sample, a fixed effects model was
employed in the statistical analyses. However, it could be argued that similar
.results "Tzithose obtained in this research might-be expected in schools which
-exhibited similar characteristics to those tisedin the investigation (Bracht
Glass, 1968j.

Suggestions for Fu Research,
While providing information on some questions, research studies tend to
generate 'additional questions. Some Of these-arise from the results of the
investigation and others from what are judged to be limitations of the original
project. The present study, was no exception. Some 'suggestions for further
research are therefore listed.
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1. To examine the generality of the results of the present investigation it
would be useful to replicate the study. In such replication, factors such
as socio-economic status and sex of subjeetschool -location, class -
r6om environment and class revel should be taken into account. Brydon
(1967) and Poole (1973) identified a signifkant link between socio-

-economic class and cognitive style. Would the trai- g provided in the
present investigation be equally successful with su- ects drawn from
lower socio-economic families? Wardrop etal. (1 9) and Johnston
(1972) reptirted significant differences in' performance levels between
boys and girls. Girls out-performed boyson-Piagetian tasks in the Dale
(1970) investigation. Do girls respond better to training than boys? It is
possible that rural children do not perform as ,well.on..s. ,; e cognitive..

, tasks as urban children. Would rural, inner city and isUbti, an respond
equally well to enquiry training?

12C

The environments of 12 classroorris used in,the present investigation.
tended to be similar. In the main, they were towards the traditional end
of the Dimensions of Schools scale (Traub et al., 1972). Would children
from more open educational environments have benefited from the
programs to the, same degree as flit subjects in the pfese,nt.isvestigation?
In an educational .climate where administrators are espousing What is
labelled 'open education' ands building schools on 'open plans' the
question becomes one of some importance.

Is it possible that children nurtured in the. open educational style will
respond better to the freer. strategy .adopted in 'treatment Two of this
project, than to the teacher directed approach of Treatment One? The
Traub instrument could be used to help identify appropriate schools but
it would, be necessary to make some modifications to bring the ques-
tionnaiie more ifitO line with local practices.. Some of the iterns.would
fail to discriminate betWeen ,schools.
Investigations could also be directed towards exploring the relationsh
between performance on Social Studies Problem Tasks and componeni,,,.
measures on the enquiry process. In the present investigation the rela- =.1f

tionship was only moderate. Why should this be? Were there some
enquiry abilities not being surveyed in the current battery of tests? After
an analysis of the 'abilities being measured on the tests %mployed in this
research, new instruments could be developed for use in future training
studies: By thiS means, the belief that perfprmance on the Problem
Tasks entaijibrilore than the summing of achieveinent on component
skills could be examined more closely.
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3. The highly significant rences between treatment groups 'gained in
the present study were attributed to improved executive scifemes-rather
than. to operative schemes. With the research of Olton&Crutchfield
(1969) and Scott (1973) successes were associated with alerted opera-
tive schemes. Both these latter studies 'achieved some measure of
durability. Was it conceivable;.giiren only a short training period, that
executive schemes were more susceptible to fading than operative
schemes? Perhaps this was a factor explaining the presencepf durability
in some studies and its absence idothers. In further research attention
should be given to the amount of re-training necessary to re-alert
appropriate executive schemes. In terms of training time, how much
effort is ,required to reactivate dormant executive schemes?

4. The question of transfer was one requiring further research. Tests
demanding more distant generalization of enquiry skills than those used
in the present investigation are necessary. Such research would add to
knowledge conerh. the existence of specific and/or general modes of

n'thought: an issue not yet adequately resolved (Stone & Ausubel, 1969;
Johnston, 1972; Lovell, 1971). Tests similar tOithose used- by Case
Fry (1974) in the physicial sciences could be used together with the more -
rigorous transfer tasks of Ripple & Dacey (1967) and Treffinger &
Ripple (1970).

5. A question of importance to the Sod'lal Studies curriculum designer is
the extent to which-the subjects trained in enquiry used that procedure'
outside the classrootri,r,Robinson et al. (1972) noted the significance of
this question. An 'assumption behind the recommendation of enquiry
objectives in Social,Studies is that stir-dents will adopt rational .proce-
dures when examining real problems of coneern to themselves and their
community. Do students employ the problem-solving strategies as part
of their everyday method of operation? In the present research the
explicit instruction proved to be a considerably more powerful influence
upon performance than the approach where! children discussed prob-
lems without teacher intervention. Is there a significant differencea

between these two programs in the attitudes they engender in the
students towards applying enquiry strategies? To help answer these
questions acludio transmitter could be used to 'bug' the discussion of
children outside school hours. Cambourne (1973) used this technique to
study the verbal behaviour of grade one children' . Obviously, such -an
investigation would be fraught with dangers and difficulties but with
child agreement, parental co-operation and a little structuring of situ...a.)
tions, ,not unrealistic.

14
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6. The theoretical bake for the training programs used in the present
research was that developed by Pascual -Leone (1970). Two tests
Btickward Digits and the Group Embedded Figures Testused in the
present study related to that theory. The first measure pertained to the
notion.of M-space and the second to the construct of field-dependebce.
Performance on these tests did not significantly relate to performance on
the Problem Tasks or component tests of enquiry. Why should this be?
Saarni (1973), after notingperforrnance on the rod and frame tests from
theProductive ,Thinking Program (Covingtonet al. , 1972), reported the
view that field-dependence had doubtful infrplications for complex
problem-solving performance: Case (1972), using thelWISC blocks
problem as a measure of field-dependence, interpreted the lack ofa high
correlation between that test and anothertask as the lack of misleading
clues in the latter instrument. This/explanation fails to account for the
lack of significant relationships between measures in the present study
because the Social Studies tasks were not devoid of misleading cues.
Research is needed to establish the nature of the relationship between
performance on Soaal Studies problem-solving tasks and-the theoreti
'cal constructs of M-space and field-dependence.

7. The present research focused upon an assumption underlying modem
Social Studies programs, namely that the rational operation of students
can benegt from training. There are other important assumptions that
this research has not examined. These refer to the relationship between
improved enquiry skills and better decision-making; the relationship
between rational enquiry and indePendence of thought and action; and
the relationship between logical and systematic enquiry and the de-
velopment of student empathy with 'persons of groups and cultures
differing from their own. Research is required into whether these
relationships actually exist.

Some Educational ImpliCations-
The-%

findings summarized above lend strong support to the view that Social
Studies problem- solving behaviour of grade six children can be improved
through training. Such improvements are gained by pre§enting the student
with a model of the relationships existing between various facets of enquiry
and giving .him the' opportunity to apply the various skills in solving rela-
tively simple problems. Current Social Studies programs sometimes pro-
vide, for the benefit of the teacher, an outline of the possible steps in a social
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e uiry. No suCh..provIsiOn is made for the child. The child is led through the
slaps efentiuity by skilful teacher questioning. At no time is the child given
art overview of the procedure (Taba et al., 1971; Queensland, Education

partineni, 1972; Victoria, Education Department, 1914). This practice
contrasts with that of the enquiry program developed by Robinson et al.
11972), where the starting point of the' activities vas an introduction to a
general enquiry paradigm. The findings of the present research support such
A procedure. Pre.sentation of the paradigm in the context of crime- solving
strategies proved popular with students and teachers in the present investiga-
tion so could well be repeated 'on future occasions. The crime-solving setting
was used successfully, although more extensively, with grades five and six
in the Productive Thinkink Program (Covington et al., 1972).

The relative success of Treatment One compared to Treatment Two
-...-suggested that carefully structured experiences are more beneficial to the

enhancement of problemrsolving performan)e than situations where the
child is leftY to himself to discover a ropriate actions. More attention,
therefore, should be given to class instru 'on in the teaching of enquiry.
This view is contrary to the intentions of some programs currently used in
Viairian primary schools, The Primary Science Curriculum Guide (Vic-
toria, Education Department, 1969), for exAmple, pointed out that a teach-
ing method emphasizing instruction was'not desirable. The controversy
related to discovery learning, guided discovery, and expository teaching has
raged for some years (e.g. Friedlander, 1965; Shulman & KeiSlar, 1966;
Herman, 1969). in the short term, however, greater gaips in the problem-
solving behaviour of grade six students appear more likely w direct
instruction is given in the appropriate skills.

There is a place in Social Studies programs for the examination of
relatively simple questions. Similar questions to those used in the training-
sessions of the present research-would be appropriate at the senior primary
and junior secondary levels. Admittedly, .this recommendation limits the
time available to pursue more significant social problems: On the other
hand,` however, simple questions provide a better opportunity to view and
apply the enquiry process as a totality. Children, when submerged in
complex issues, often narrow their focus to small facetsbf the enquiry and
fail to'see the relationships between what they are currently doing, what has
been completed and what is still to come. P

Previous research indicated that some of the skills or operative schemes
associated with enquiry were susceptible to training (Olton & Crutchfield,
1969; Watlen et al., 1969; Wardrop et it!. , 1969; Higgins, 1974). Such skills



included the ability to infer information from data, the production of ideas,
and the ability to sense discrepant facts. The present research supported the
general conclusion of the earlier studies. More specifically, the present
investigation showed that the ability of students to Manipulate data Could be
enhanced through training. This improvement arose from specific attention
being given to the appropriate operative scheme. The teacher demonstrated
to the students what was involved and opportunities were provided where
they practised the skill. Where such attention was not provided and students
were left to themselves'to develop such a scheme there was no significant
improvement. Social Studies curricula, in general, do not focus upon
specific enquiry skills. in this regard, Social Studies programs differ from
some mathematical progrilltns where attention is directed to the diagnosis of
weaknesses in particular computation skills, and to the provision of remedial
assistance (Victoria, Education Department, 1968; Blacken, Goodger,
Haig, Izard, Smith & Whitehead, 1969). Such provisions appear to be
lacking in Social Studies programs. Where concern in Social Studies cur-
riculum is with the cipvelopment of enquiry abilities, it seems appropriate to
provide skill-building programs; programs where attention .can be focused
upon.specific skills; occasions where the child's limited cognitive proces-
sing capacity is not congested with a large nfftnber of ct)i-npeting mental
schemes. Without such programs it seems unlikely, at least in the short term,
to gain improvement in performance. Even where attention is directed to
particular skills, care must be taken to identify the current level of perforr
mance and to ensure that the student is encouraged to surpass that degree of
mastery. In the present research the attivities associated with the generation
of answers,, the identification of evidence to support a particular solution,
and the enhancement of inferenci;-making behaviour were unsuccessful
probably because sufficient attention was not given to the student's produc-
tivity.

As a result of Ile strategies employed in the training programs, the
figurative schemes of the subjects were significantly improved. This was
reflected in the performances on the Concept Tests. It will-be recalled that
both training programs in the present study encouraged the listing, grouping
and labelling of information gathered from photographs. Although4StreSs
was not placed upon re-grouping and re-labelling, the strategy used was very
similar to that advocated .by Taba et al. (1971), used by the Queensland
Education Department (4972), and developed Turther by. the Victorian
Education Department (1.974). Because of this sameness the present findings
provided some empirical 'support for the practices advocated in the concept
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development phase of'these Social Studies curricula. Furthermore, it would
seem appropriate that the classification strategies should be adopted more
widely in programs concerned with the enhancement of figurative schemes;

'programs such as Health Education and Science.

Since the treatment effects had dissipated some eight weeks after the
completion of training, there was no justification for an uncritical acceptance
of the programs used in the current research. In an effort to obtain durability
and transfer of skills to prOblem areas employing different enquiry
strategies, the program would need to be enriched. Photographs of social
situations provided the focus for the problems examined in the present study.
No attempt was made to build in direct experiences, movie film or book
materials. Role play and simulation games were not used. All these data
sources are exploited in modern Social Studies programs (Taba et al., 1971;

. Whitehead, 1973; Victoria, Education Department, 1974). In addition, use
could be made of programs which provide different types' of problem
situations (Covington et al., 1972; Evans, Poole, Georgeff & Heffernan,
1974). Built into the normal school curriculum' these activities would assist
the child to see that problem-solving is not just concerned with Social.
Studies. Indeed, problem solving should not be divorced from activities in

'Science, Mathematics, English, Health or Art. With an expanded thinking-
skills program the activities could be spread more adequately throughout the
school year, thus increasing the possibility of achieving durability.

Of the two programs used in the present research, one was consistently
superioi to the other on many measures. The better program was the one
where the teacher had an initiating, instructing, demonstrating and integrat-
ing role. Other research hag attributed stronger training effects to the active
involvement of teachers (Covington, n.d.). At kast in the short term, the
present research suggested that better student performance was more likely
where the teacher played a directive rather than supportive role. Should a,
teacher prefer to act more as a resource person in Social Studies, to be
Consulted by the children as required, then greater attention may have to be
given to improving the communication skills of children. The general
inability of subjects to listen to and to consider viewpoints that conflicted
with their own was noted, in the present research. Cognitive growth is
unlikely to be achieved if the student fails to recognize and relate to the
conflict existing between what he understands and what others understand.
Again, an appropriate course of action would be for the teacher to assist the
child to acquire the necessary communication skills. In this regard the work
of Evans et al. (1974) warrants consideration.

9
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Not Withstanding the. highly significant statistical -impact of the training
programs, the actual level of .performance achielied as a result of the
experiences provided must be considered. In Piagetian terms, when it came
to Social Studies-type problems, previous research described grade six
students as concrete opetators (Hallam, 1967; McNally, 1970; Johnston,
1972; Whitehead. 1972; _Turd, 1974;-Nettle,1975). Hallam and curd placed
the commencement of concrete operations at 12 years, an average age for
grade six.childred Whitehead described grade six children as bieing in the
early phase of concrete operations.- As a result of training:The present _

---research indicated that the average level of performance was still in the
concrete stage of operations,.but at a more sophisticated level. -Alternative
answers to given probleMs were being considered and informatioi wasaced to support them, but there were only very tentative efforts at trie
-systematic examination of evidence to reach a final conclusiOn .which is
characteristic of the formal operational phase. Consequently the ability of
these students-to apply the fair enquiry process as conceived. by Dewey
(1933) or more recently by Michaelis (1973) was still severely restricted
despite the- special training. Even where programs gave, specific attention to
the development of appropriate executive and-operative schemes, the expec-
tation that primatry school and junior secondary schbol students will be able
to apply the enquiry process as .a totality/ seems extremely optimistic. As
already indicated. Social Studies programs, in the main, do not proVideslich
intensive experiences. Therefore.-to proceed further and introduce primary
or even junior secondary students to the subtleties of the process and the .

differences that exist in its application between different avas of knowledge
.does inbt seem warranted (Berlak. 1965; Connelly, 19e); Herron. 1971;
13.1aehford, 1973). For primary school children, it is the similarities in the
process across subject areas that need- 'emphusis. Let the differences be
highlighted.later in the secondary' scho experiences of the 'child as is done,
for example,. in the prograin of Robins() -,rt al. (1972).

The final educational, implication relate. to the practice of State Education
Departments of surveying educational achievement in various subject areas.
Tests have been specially developed for this purpose. Two tests designed
and used by the Victorian Education Depa nt to assess acfiievement in
Social Studies were used in the present stig.ationWeirds in Social,
Studies and C'fifprehension in Social Stu (Renehan 84 Wilkes. 1973).
Performance on both instruments- correlated at a low level-with both the
Problem Tasks and the Hement "bests. Assuming the Problem Tasks and
component tests reflect objectives of teaching Social Studies. it appears
likely that the k:urrent survey program used in Victoria is too restricted. The
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ACER Social Studies Tests should therefore be supplemented by other
instruments. Additions could include tests like the Problem Tasks and
component measures tests used in the present research.

In summary, the ability of grade six children to employ the enquiry
process can be improved. Such Improvement cap be achieved by drawing the
child's attention to an overview of the process. Both figurative and operative
schemes can benefit from class experiences. In the short term at least,
improved executive, figurative and operative schemes are more likely to
emerge where the teacher is actively engaged in instructing and demonstrat-
irig appropriate behaviour than a program_where students are left to identify

. appropriate actions for themselves. In' addition', wbere it is desirable for
problem7solving skills to be lasting and transferable to new tasks it appears
likely that training will need to be applied consistently throughout the school
year and across different subject areas. Considering the sophistication of
grade six students in applying the enquiry process, attention might best be
directed towards the similarities in the process across subject areas rather
than the differences.

Conc. hiding Remarks
Recently Social Studies programs have come under close scrutiny in Au*..
tralia. New curricula have been and arc being developed in all States at both
the primary and' secondury school levels. The current research has brought
focward evidence of importance to teachers and curriculum workers engaged
in these developments. From the results of the study, empirical suppo-rt has
been gained for some of the leaching practices advocited; a cautionary note
sounded about the ov )ptimistic objectives of some programs; and indica-
tions given of act that could 'profitably be included in Subsequent,'
_curriculum clevelo s.

The impact of two training programs upon the cognitive performance of
grade six children has been examined systematically. Answers were gained
to the following questionS.- Can students be trained to apply the-enquiry

.process? What are the-components of the training which account for success?
Did the training effects transfer to tasks different from those experienced in
class? Did the training - effects persist some eight weeks after the completion
alt training and what- was the relationship;between performance on problem
tasks and performance, on component skills of enquiry'? Hopefully the
answers to and ,discussion of these questions will contribute to improved
classr(x)in practices in the teaching of Social Studies:
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Appendix

4,

TABLE 9
*ince of Effects in the Analysis of Variance

Source

Constant -
Treatment, eliminating constant
Teacher, eliminating constant And
\ treatment
School withjn teacher,eliminating

constant, treatmentiond teacher
Class nested within sMool and

teacher, eliminating constant
and all main effects

Treatment x teacher, eliminating all
above.

Treatment x school/teacher, eliminating
aft above

Treatment x class/school/teacher,
eliminating all else
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TABLEAU

DoscriptIon oftfoto on all Critorlop Mauro, In 'Terms of

Treotront Orolips

-,...rigoppftiohi..140.44ippibiln1441P4MmaNNOINNMO~

Poverty Indians Famine ACER Words ACER Comprehension

2 `) 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2
'1 2 .3 2

N 10 71 71 70 '71 71 4 70 71 71 70 71 71 69 68 69 69 68 89

4103 3144 2,70 4.14 3.23 2.44' 3,44 248 1175 3.61 2.62 02.09 25.32 25,06 24132 25122 24.57 25.01

1.85. 1172 t36 1.95. 1.92 1.93 2.21 2.10 1.81 '1,97 1,85 1.69 6.32 8.69. '6191 8.15 , 1.75 9,32

.10,1blis -1.56 -1124 1.21 -0.36 '-1.15 ;.1.38 -1.44 r4.81 1.35 4,10 0.73' 0.14 -058 ,0.41 1,0.7 0.03 .034

414. 0t48 1.88 .079 -0,34 0.29 -0.05 0.61 0,91 pe 0104 0.96 -0.66 -052 \-0.65 0.46 0.57, 10.34

Answers Puzzles' Walking It Out Concept Poverty Concept, CO Higgins 2 Higgins 4

I a 3 1 2 3 1 2 ° 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3

63, 57 03 63 83 63.t 57, 70 71 69 70 71 69 67 67 86 67 67 66

31.50 28.54 31.33 25133 21.29 24.21 22.79 17.02 16,86 8.60 7.94 7,44 9,47 8.89 8,1910,28 9.87 10.64 9.96 114 10.35

SD 8.33. 9.29 7.64 6.38 1:30 8:70 6.77. 6,01 tO9 1179 1.55 1.68 2.21 143 1.97 4,11 4,57 4.24 4.47 4,34 4132

Kii1c411 3.12 1140 -0.04 -0.44 2.18, -0.42 -0,16 027. .1,19.023 0.21 -022 0,21 -0126 0.66 -0.75 - 1106.0.96 0.66 -1.03 0,65

8kWins -1.38 -0157 0.21 0.01 0.84. 0.50 0.58 0.89 0.89 0.0, -0.32 0.07 -0,58 4.02 0.01 -0.23 0.27 0.05 0.60 0,05 0,31
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9 TABLE 11

Summary of Analysis of Variance for Four Problem Tasks

Simultaneous Test Univariate F Sta stic

City Indians FamineSource

nstmEri

:Treatment

':.1"eacher

School W teacher

.Clase* schoollteacher

Trednent x teacher

Treatment x school

Treatment x class

df A

1

2 0,72

2 0.94

3 0,93

6, 0,17

4 0.96

6 0,85

.12 0.72

175

F df Poverty

4 1,80T (81344) 11.19T

1:26 (13,344) 0.14

1,13 121455.313) 0,,59

0.98 24,601.2 1.58

0.45 161526.1 1 0.20

1.22 24,601.2 1.24

1.24 48,664.6 .1.35

13,14T 11,92***

0.40 4.46*

1.92 0.05

0.94 0.27

0.23 1.28

1.09 0.65

0.92 1,34

14.16T

1.86

1.65

1.55

0.23

1.70

2.14*

Mean Squares

2,71' 3.79 4.12 3.08

Total N=211

nignilcant at p.001
Pg significant at p <.01

* significant at p<i05
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TABLE 12

gstimates of Effects Between Treatment Groups on
Problem Tasjc: Poverty

Estimated
Means

Estimates
of

Effects

Standard Estimates of
Error of Effects in

Estimation S.D. units
Treatment 1 4.03 1.31' 0.28 0.80
Treatment 2 3.44 0.72' 0.28 0.44
Treatment 3 2.71 .

'significant at p.05

TABLE 13

Estimates of Effects Between Treatment Groups on
Problem Task: City

Estimated Estimates Standard Estimates of
Means of Error of Effects in

Effects Estimation S.D. units
Treatrrient 1 4.14' 1.69* 0.33 0.87
Treatment 2 3.23 0.77' 0.33 0.39
Treatment 3 2.46
'significant at p.05

TABLE 14
Estimates of Effects Between Treatment Groups on

Problem Task: Indians

I
yd

Estimated Estimates Standard Estimates of
Means of Error of Effects in

Effects Estimatione S.D. units
Treatment 1 3.44 1.69* 0.30 0.83
Treatment 2 2.8 0.82' 0.34 0.40
Treatment 3 1.76
'significant at p<.05

139
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TABLE 15

Estimates of Effects Between Treatment Groups on
Problem Task: Farnine

Estimated Estimates Standard Estimates of
Means of Error of 'Effects in

Effects Estimation S.D. units
Treatment 1 3.66 1.57* 0.30 0.90
Treatment 2 2.62 0.53* 0.30 0.30
Treatment 3 2.09
*significant at p <.05

r

TABLE 16

Summary of Analysis of Variance for Two
Concept Tests; Poverty and City

Simultaneous Test Univariate F
Statistic

1

Source df A df Poverty City
Constant

C 9----1reatment,
1

eliminating
constant, teacher,
school and class

g 0.87 6.39*** (4,344) 8.45*** 7.37***

Teacher 2 0.95 2.40* (4,344) 0.46 3.75*School w teacher 3 0.96 1.33 (6,344) 0.59 2.15Class w school/
teacher 6 0.95 0.79 (12,344 0.22 1.27Treatment x teacher 4 0.94 1.47 (8,344 2.14 0.98Treatment x school 6 0.94 0.97 (12,344 1.13 0.86Treatment x class 12 0.86 .1.09 (24,344 1.52 0.68

Within 173

Mean Squares

2.75 3.93
Total. N=209

***significant at p<.001
** significant at p<.01
; significant at'p<.05
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TABLE 17

.Estimates of Effects Between Treatmelt Groups on
The Concept Test:. Poverty

Estimated Estimates Standard Estimates of
Means of Error Of Effects in

Effects Estimation B.D. units
Treatment-11 8.60 1.16'6 0.28 0.70
Treatment 2 7.95 0.51* 0.28 0.31
Treatment 3 7.44
*significant at p.05

TABLE 18

Estimates of Effects Between Treatment Groups on
The Concept Test: City

Estimated Estimates Standard Estimates of
Means of Error of Effects in

Effects Estimation S.D. units .
Treatment 1 9.47 1.29* 0.34 0.65
Treatment 2 8.88 0.70* 0.34 0.35
Treatment 3 8.18
*signifiqant at p.05

110

TABLE 19
Estimates of Effects Between Teachers on

The Concept Test: City

Estimsztted *Estimates Standard Estimation of
Means of Error of Effects in

Effects Estimation S.D. units
Teacher 1 9.29 0.41 0.34 0.21
Teacher 2 8.37 -0,.51" 0.33 -0.26
Teacher 3 8.88

I .11.1



TABLE 20

Summary of Analysis of Variance for Element Tests:
Answers, Puzzles and Working it Out

Simultaneous Test Uhivariate F Statistic
Souree df A F

Constant _

Treatment
eliminating
constant,
teacher
school
and class

- 1

2 0.69 9.71***

Teacher_ s

eliminating
constant,
treatment,
school
and class

2 0.65 11.34***

School
w teacher

3 0.75 4.87***

Class w school 6 0.83 1.50
/teacher
Treatment
x teacher

4 0.85 1.97"

Treatment
x school

6 0.90 0.83

Treatment
x class

12 0.85 0.67

Within 146
Total N.182
***significant at p<.001

significant at p-- .01
significant at p<.05

142

df Answers PuRles Working
It Out

(6,288) 2.56 4.496 27.64***

-

(6,288) 13.86*" 21.26-e 25.26***

(9,350.6) 4.96** 2.26 3.01*

(18,407.8) 0.55 3.12" 2.39*

(12,381.3) 2.08 0.28 4.34**

(18,407.8) 1.44 1.08 0.37'

(36,426.2) 0.59. 0.37 0.81

Mean Squares
..

50.35 47.12 25.92



TABLE 21

Esffrnates of effects Between
on element Test: Working it Out

Estimated Estimates Standard Estimation of
Means of Error of Effects in

Effects Estimation S.D. units
Treatment 1

'. Treatment 2 -

I' Treatment 3

22.98 .6.29* 0.93
17.15 0.47 0.93
16.69

'significant of p<.05

2-

o
TABLE 22

Estimates of Effects Between Treatments
On Element Test: Puzzles

EstiOated estimates
Means of

Effects

Standard Estimation of.
Error of Effects in

Estimation 'S.D. units
25.36 1.41 1.25. 0.20,Treatment

--.4'reatrnent 2 21.53 -2.42 1.26 -0.35Treatment 3 23.95 ,

*signifitaqt at p<.05

TABLE 23

Estimates of Effects Btween Teachers
on Element Tell: Answers-

'Teacher 1
Teacher 2
Teacher 3

Estimated
Means

3.81
31.68
27.31

Estimates
of

Effects
6.50*
4.37*

Standard,
Error of

Estimation
1.29
1.29

Estimation of
Effects in
S.D. units

0.92
0.62

*significant at

143
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TABLE 24

Estimates df Effects Between Teachers
on Element Test: Pusz/es

aP

Estimated Estimates Standard EstimatiOnof
Means of Error of Effects in

Effects Estimation S.D. units
Teacher 1
Teacher 2
Teacher 3

28.05
22.88
19.92

8.13* 1.25 1.18
2.97 1.25 0.43

*significant at p<.05

TABLE 25

Estimates of-Effects Between Teachers
on Element Telt: Working it Out

.11

.

Teacher 1
Teacher 2
Teacher 3

Estimated Estimates Standard
Means of Error of

Effects Estimation

Estimation of
Effects in
S.D... units

22.68 6,22* O.92
17.66 1.19 0.93
16.48

1.22
0.23

'significant at p<.05

TABLE 26
Estimates of Effects Between Schools

Nested Withlh Teachers on Manors Testi'
Estimated' Estimates Standard Estimation

Means of = Error-qt- Effects
Effects estimation in S.D.

units
School 1
School 2
School 3
School 4
School 5
School 6,

34.9g,
32.68.-
34.95
28.41
26.53
28.09

2.26.

6.55*

-1.56

1.85

1.813

1.79

0.32

0.92

-0.22

*significant at p<.05
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TABLE 27
Estimates of Effects Between Schools

Nested Within Teachers on.Working ft Out

Estimated Estimates Standard Estimation
Means of Error of of Effects

Effects Estimation in S.D.
units

School 1 23.79 2.21 1.33 0.43
School 2-. 21.58
School 3 19.17 3.02* 1.33 0.59
School 4 8 16.15
School 5 16.95 0.9 1.28 0.18
School 6 1,6 01
*significant at p- .05

4 TABLE 28
ti

Estimated Means for Teacher-itAreatment iriteraction on
Working It`Out
Teacher 1 F Teacher 2 Teacher 3

Treatment 1 27.61 19.45 21.89Treatment 2 22.01 10.72 12.73Treatment 3 18.45 , 16.82 14.81

TABLE 29
EstiMtes of Effects for Teacher X Treatment interaction on

Working ft Out

Treatment 1
Treatment 2
Treatment 3

Teacher 1
2.06
5.61*

Teacher 2
-4.47*
1.96

-Teacher 3

*significant at p: .05

TABLE 30
Standard Errors of Estimation for Teacher X Treatment

Interaction on Working it Out

Teacher 1 .Teacher 2 . Teacher 3
Treatment 1 2.27 2.23
Treatment 2 2.28 2.27
Treatment 3

160
t
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TABLE 31
Summary of Analysis of Variance for Higgins inference Teets

Souks df
Simultaneous Test

F df
Univariate F Statistic
Higgins 2 Higgins.4

Constant 1

eatfieni, eliminating
constant, teacher,
school and class
Teacher, eliminating
constant, treatment,
and school

2

2

0.99

0.78

0.39

11.05'"

School w teacher 3 0.82 5.54*"
Class w school/teacher 6 0.92 1.09
Treatment x teacher 4 0.96 0.94
Treatment x school 6 0.95 0.76
Treatment x class 12 0.86 0.93

Within 164
Total N- 200
***significant at .001" significant at p- .01

significant at p- .05 -

TABLE 32

(4,326) 0.63 0.46

(4,326) 19.12" 15.22"'

(6,326 2.69'
(12,326 0.41
(8,326 0.89

(12,326 1.31
(24,326 1.00

9.18*"
1.20
1.51
0.58
0.59

Mean Squares
15.43 15.30

Estimates of Effects Between Teachers on
Higgins Inference Test Two

Estimated
Means

Teacher 1
Teacher 2
Teacher 3

11.43
11.32
7.83

Estimates
of

Effects
3.60'
3.49'

Standard Estimates of
Error of Effects in

Estimation S.D. units
0.71 .89
0.70

'significant at p- .05

TABLE 33
Estimates of Effects Between Teachers on

Higgins Inference Test Four

-Estimated Estimates Standard Estimates of
Means of Error of Effects in

Effects Estimation S.D. units
Teacher 1
Teacher 2
Teacher 3

11.47
10.60
8.03

3.44*
2.57'

0.70
0.70,"

0.85
0.64

*significant at p--7-_.o5
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TABLE 34
Minimills' of Effects Between Schools on

Higgins inalrenos Test Two

Estlfnaktod,Estimates
Means of

ffects

Standard
Error of

Estimation

Estimates of
Effects in
S.D. units

School 1 sr 10.97 L0.91 1.0Q -0.22
School 2 11.88
School 3 12.21 1.78 0.99 0.44
School 4 10.43
School 5 8.66 1.66 0.99 0.41
School 0 7.00

TABLE 35
Estimates of Effects Between Schools on

Higgins inference Test Four

School 1
School 2
School 3
School 4
School 5
SchooI8

Estimated
Meand

Estimates
'of

E
10.97 -1
11.97
13.00 4
8.20
7.77
8.28

-0.51

Standati Estimates of
Error of Effects in

Estimation S:D. units
1.00, -0.25

0.98 1.19

0.99 -0.13

*significant at p.0t5

I
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TABLE 36
Summary of Analysis of Variance for ACER Social Studies Tests 4;

Source
I t.

Constant
Treatment, eliminating
constant, teacher,
school and class
Teacher, eliminating
constant, treatment,
school and class
School w teacher
eliminating constant,
treatment, teacher
and class
Class w school/teacher
Treatment, x teacher
Treatment x school
Treatment x class

Simultaneous Test Univariate F Statistic
df ,1

1

2 0.99

0.95

3 0.91

6 ilea
4 0.96
6 0.95

12 0.89

Within 169

F df Words Compre-
hension

0.44 (4,338) 0.29 , 0.08

2.39 (4,338) 3.85' 3.53'

2.78 (8,338) 1.09 4.03".

1.93" (12,338 0.71 0.82
0.82 (8,338 0.94 1.44
0.86 (12,338 0.35 0.50
0.87 (24,338 0.81 0.29

Mean Squares
44.95 75.03

Total N = 205
"'significant at p<.001
"" significant at p<.01

significant at p<.05

.1)

Estlrnates at-Etfects Between Schools on ACER
Social Studies Test: Comprehension

TABLE 37

School 1
School 2
School 3
School 4
School 5
School 6

Estimated
Means

28.99
24.32
28.21
23.39
24.42
21.40

Estimates
of

Effects
4.67*

4.82'

3.03

Standar4 Estimates of
Error 'of Effects in

Estimation S.D. units'
2.14 0.54

2.09 0.56

2.07 0.35

'significant at p<.05
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TABLE 36

Summary of Analysis of Variance on Problem Tasks.
at Dslayil Post-Testing

Simultaneous Tea! Unplarlat F Statistic

Source df .1 F df Poverty Slums Indians :Dote/
Constant 1

Treatment, ellininatIng 2 0.77
constant, teacher,
school and claim
Teacher 2 0.71

2.83"

3.72""

(8,158)

(8,158)

10.29'"

0.20

3.08 1.18

2.01 1.61

1.69

10.836°'
School w teacher . 3 0.84 1.17 12,209.3 1.03 2.35 0.54 2.06,
Treatment x teacher 4 0.82 1.03 16,241.9 1.55 0.43 1.47 2.13
Treatment x school 6 0.56 2.08" 24,276.8 2.77' 1.28 1.25 3.33"

Mean Squares

Within 82 2.30 2.765.15 2.57
Total N 100

*""sign
t at 13,-, .001

signi nt at c.- .oi' significant At):1- .05

11.

ti

TABLE-'39

Estimated Means on Problem Task: Poverty
at Delayed Administration

Schools 49F

'43

2 3 . 4 5
Treatment 1
Treatment 2
Treatment 3

4.40 4.69 4.06 4.63 4.38 4.71
. 3.01 4.43 4.61 2.44 4.06 3.39

3.74 2,94 1.90 3.50 2.73 3.0e

TABLE 40

Estimates of Effects and Standard Error of Estimati n
Between Treatments x Schools Contrasts on Poverty est

Schools Jr

2 3 - 4 5 - 6
Effects S.E. Effects S.E. Effects S.E.

Treatment 1
Treatment 2
Treatment 3

-2.00 1.36 1.03 1.34 -0.01 1.24
-3.120 1.29 3.77' 1.27 1.00 1.24

'significant at .05
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'TABLE 41

Estimatet-Means onProblem Task: Goldfields
Admhilittered at Delayed Test Seelion

p-

4..

1 3 . 5 "6
Treatment 1
Treatment'
Treatment

4 -27
3.19
2.08

1.71

'1).78

2Z21.20
2.48

1:52
1.44

0 2.04
-1.52-11`

0.61

is a.

TABLE 42
0:

EittIMates-of Effects and Standard Error of EstimationBetwelin Treatmenta x School Contrasts on Goldfields Test

.t*

444

Schools
2 3 4 5 6

Effects S.E. Effects S.E. Effects S.E.
Treatment 1
Treatment

t Treatment 3
a

3.20 1.43 0.69 1.42 -1.67 1.311.25 1.37 4.41* -1.33 -=0.83 1.3'1

*significant at p<.05

TABLE 43

Estimates of Effects Behken Teachers
on Problem Task: Goldfields

-4k r-,t70'ilt-

Estiniated
Means

Estimates
of

Effects

Standard
Error of

-Estimation
TeacitWit
Teacher' 2-
Teacher 3

3.1
1.9

.1.39
0.60

0.39
0.39

1 50 .

4

Estirmittesof
Effect'
S.D. u s

1.12
0.37

,os

a.
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TAilikg 44

Summary of Analysis of Variance on Transfer Tasks
Simuttaneous Test Univariate F Statistic

'Source df A df Indians Famine
Constant 1
Treatment,' eliminating 2
'conStant,-teacher,
school, and class

0.81 9.54*** (4,348) 11.92* 14.16***

Teacher 2 0.95 2.49* (4,348 4.46* 1.86
School w teachet 3 0.96 1.05 (6,348 0.65' -1.65
Class wisthooliteacher 6 0.94 0.87 412,348 0.27 1.55
Treatment x teacher 4 0.97 0.77 ( 1.28 0.23
Treatment x school 6 R.92 1.18 (12,348 0.65 1.70
Treatment x class 12 0.82 1.52 (24,348 ". 1.34 2.14°

Mean Squares
1

lAillhen 175 4.12 3.08
Total N=211
***significant at p<,001 -
"'significant at p<.01

significant at p.i..05

TABLE 45

Estimates of Effects Between Treatments on
Transfer Task: Indiana

4.1 Estimated Estimates Stgndard Estimates of
Means of Ettor of Effects in

Effects Estimation S.D. units.
Treatment 1 3.45 1.68* 0.34 0.84

. Treatment 2 2.58 0.81* 0.34 0.41Treatment 3 1.77
*significientkat p<.05

aI
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Estimates of Efiects-Setwean Treatments on
Transfer.Tasitt Famine

. ,

Tieitment.
Treatment 2
Treatment 3

Estimated Estimates
Meant oft

Effects
3.66. 4'57*,
2.62 Cr:53*
2.09

Stindard
Error,of

Estimation
..30

0.30

Estimates of
Effecti in
S.D. ynits

0.8

*significant of p<:05

TAE3LE 47

Estimates of Effects Between Teachers on
'Transfer TaSic: 'Indians

,44_

Teacher 'I
Teacher 2
Teaclier 3

Estimated Estimates Standard Estimates of
Means of Error of Effects in -

Effects Estimation -S.D. units

*significant at p
a

3.00 0.97* 0.34
2.76 0.74* 0.34
2.03

'TABLE 48.-

0.47
0.36

, Summary of Analysis ,

of Variance for Test-Retest:
Control Grodp

Source
Constant

e. Tests

Simultaneous Test Univariate F Statistic

df F df Poverty City Indians Fa ine
1
1 0.98 0.30. (4,65) 0.09 0.09 103 0.16

Mean Squares

Within 68 f 1.88 3.81 o3.32
Total N-- 70

2.96
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TABLE 49
VSummary of Variance for-Test-Retest:

Total Sample

Simultaneous Test -Univariate F Statistic

Source df A F. df, poverty City Indians Famine
Constant 1.
Tests,'elimin- 1

sting tonstarit,
and treatmeht
.Treatment 2.
Tests xrtreatment 2 ,ji
Within . 202
Total "N=205

0.98

6.77
0.97

0.76
...

-7.11***
0.74

(4,199) 1,28

(8,398)10.94*
(8,398) 1.06

,

I

0.70 e.24.
.

*11.69***12.34***
0.02 1.24 '

. .
Mean Squates

-
2.74 3.79- 4.24

0.52

:14***_,
1.29

3:40

***significant at p<.001
** significant at p r .01

significant at

TABLE 50.

Correlation Coefficients Between Component Measures
. of Enquiry and Problem =Tasks (4=172)

Poverty City 414(iiani Famine
Poverty:Concept 0.14 0.22* 0.23* 0.18*
City Concept 0.18* , 0.27* . 0.28* 0.12
Higgins 2 0.04. 0.1'1 -43.-.21* 0.17*
Higgins 4. -0.03 0.10 .0.15*. 0.01
Answers 0.06 0.18* 0.30* 0.28*
Puzzles 0.15* 0.18* 0.40* 0.20*
Working It Out 0.08 0.21*- 0.39* 0.24*
*eignificant at p--.05

4..
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,f TAcILEs5100

Chi-Square Tests of Successive Latent Roots forCanonical Analysis of Seven, Enquiry Components.
and Four Problem Tasks

Number of
Roots,"

Removed

,Canonical
R

R
Squared illaed df p

0 0.53. 0.28 .71.1 28 <.0011 0.23 I 0.05 17.5 18 N.S.2 0.19 0.04 8.8 0 N.S.3 0.12 0.02 2.5 4 N.S.

. TABLE 52

.Transformation Weights and Factor Structure
Coefficients of Canonical Variates

Transformation Weights Structure. Coefficients
Predictor Measures
Poverty Concept 0.32 0.51City Coñpept 0.30 0.58Higgins 003 0.42Higgins 4 -021 0.26Answers 0.33. 0.63Puzzles - 0.35 0.74Working.lt ()lit 0.75
Variance Extracted 0.34
Criterion Measures
Poverty 0.05 0.38City 0.25 - 0.62Indians 0.73 0.94Famine 0.22 0.64
Variance Extracted 0.46'Canonical R 0.53Canonical R2 - 0.26
Redundancy of.Criterla

given Predictors 0.13
Total Redundancy 0.15

1 54
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